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ABSTRACT 
In this thesis, we study the problem of exact controllabiHty for vari-
ous partial differential equations of evolutional type. In Chapter 2, using 
Lions' Hilbert Uniqueness Method, we prove the wave equation with time-
dependent coefficients is exactly controllable with Neumann boundary con-
trols. In Chapter 3, we first obtain the uniform stabihzation of the transmis-
sion wave equation with the aid of the classical energy method and multiplier 
techniques. Then, via Russell's "Controllability via Stabihzability" Princi-
ple, the exact controllability with Neumann or Robin boundary controls is 
derived. In Chapter 4, by estabhshing some uniqueness theorems for the 
transmission plate equation with lower-order terms, we prove that the equa-
tion is exactly controllable. In Chapter 5, the uniform boundary feedback 
stabilization of energy in the higher-dimensional linear thermoelasticity is es-
tablished. Then, via Russell's "Controllability via Stabilizability" Principle, 
the partial exact controllability with boundary controls is obtained with-
out smallness restrictions on coupling parameters. In Chapter 6, by mak-
ing use of Schauder's fixed point theorem, the inverse function theorem and 
Browder-Minty's surjective theorem, we prove that nonlinear plate equations 
are globally (or locally) exactly controllable with Dirichlet boundary controls 
under various assumptions on the nonlinear terms. Finally, in Chapter 7, us-
ing Browder-Minty's surjective theorem, we show that the semilinear heat 
equation with distributed controls is exactly controllable if the nonlinearity 
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Introduction 
While the area of controllabihty, observabihty, stabi-
hzabihty and system modification is the field of control 
theory traditionally important in the engineering profes-
sion, it is nevertheless true that, as a modern subject, its 
development can be traced in large part to the emergence 
of optimal control theory. 
Adopted from D. L. Russell's paper [Rusy 
1. Aim. The aim of this thesis is to study the problems of exact con-
trollability for various partial diiFerential equations of evolution type. The 
equations considered in this thesis are the transmission wave equation, the 
transmission plate equation, the linear thermoelastic system, nonlinear plate 
equations and nonlinear heat equations. 
2. General Background. Let O be a bounded domain (nonempty, open, 
and connected) in IR^ with suitably smooth boundary F == dQ. The precise 
smoothness of F will be spceified later. Set Q = O x (0, T) and E = F x (0, T) 
where T > 0. 
We consider a system whose state is given by the solution y to a linear 
or nonlinear partial diiFerential equation of evolution type in Q. This state 
is a function of (x, i) G Q and may be altered through the action of a control 
function (j). In the terminology of Glowinski and Lions [GIL], (j) is said to be 
a distributed control {pointwise control^ boundary control, respectively) if (f) 
is applied inside the domain O (at certain points of 0 , on the boundary T 
of n or a part of it, respectively). More precisely, the problem of exact (or 
approximate) controllability can be stated as follows: Given T > 0, for every 
initial state in an appropriate function space, we want to find a corresponding 
control (¡) driving the system to any desired state in the function space (or 
sufficiently close to the desired state) at time T. 
The mathematical theory of controllability began with the study of con-
trollability for finite dimensional control processes viewed as a special topic 
within the discipline of differential equations. In terms of the theory of or-
dinary differential equations, the fundamental problems of control theory 
have been mathematically posed and answered. In the classical book [LeM 
by Lee and Markus, the authors presented an organised treatment of con-
trol theory that is thorough and complete within the limitations set by the 
restriction to deterministic (nonstochastic) problems definable in terms of 
ordinary differential equations. 
"The control theory of partial differential equations has followed right 
on the heels of that for ordinary differential equations, but with slower and 
heavier tread," Russell stated in his classical article [Rusy]. In this article, 
Russell assessed the state of controllability and observability theories for 
linear partial differential equations at that time, summarizing existing results 
and indicating open problems in the area. 
Probably, the study of controllability for partial differential equations 
began in the 1960's, when various people considered hyperbolic and parabolic 
equations by making use of the method of spherical means, harmonic or non-
harmonic analysis and the method of moment problems (see [FaR, Gal, Gra, 
Grai, Her, Rusi , Rus2 , Russ]). In 1974, Russell [RUS5] introduced the "con-
trollability via stabilizability" principle so that the problem of controllability 
is reduced to the problem of stabilizability. This principle is a useful tool for 
the discussion of the problem of exact controllability, but it has the drawback 
that must satisfy certain geometrical conditions. 
Since Lions [LÍ03-LÍ05] introduced the Hilbert Uniqueness Method (ab-
breviated to HUM) in the 1980's, the study of exact controllability has pro-
gressed rapidly. This method is based on the construction of appropriate 
Hilbert space structures on the space of initial data; these Hilbert space 
structures are connected with uniqueness properties for solutions of certain 
problems in partial differential equations. Nowadays, using this method, 
one can consider various equations such as the plate equation, Maxwell's 
equations, Schrodinger equations, elastodynamic systems, and many others. 
In comparison with the linear situations, the study in nonlinear sit-
uations has progressed much slower. As Lions pointed out in [Lioe], the 
nonlinear situations are much more complicated than the linear situations, 
and no general answer seems to be known. The earliest definitive results 
in the nonlinear situations appear to be the paper [Mar] of Markus. Based 
on the implicit function theorem, Markus studied the exact controllability 
problem for nonlinear finite dimensional distributed systems. Subsequently, 
the implicit function type method was applied to nonlinear wave equations 
by Fattorini [Fats], Chewning [Chew], and Russell [Rusy]. Recently, using 
Schauder's fixed point theorem, Zuazua [Zua2, Zuae] considered the semi-
linear wave equation. In addition, Lasiecka and Triggiani [LT7] considered 
the semilinear abstract systems by using the global implicit function theo-
rem, and then applied their abstract results to the semilinear wave and plate 
equations. 
3. Specific Problems. We now give some more details of the particular 
problems considered in this thesis. 
In Chapter 2, we will consider the problem of Neumann boundary con-
trollability for the wave equation with time-dependent coefficients. Already 
there has been lot of work on this topic. The first work was done probably 
by Komornik [Kom2], who dealt with the wave equation with variable coeffi-
cients but not depending on time. In the late 1980's, Lions [Lios , p.l04] first 
posed an open problem for the wave equation with time-dependent coeffi-
cients. This problem was positively solved by Rivera [Rivi]. Later, Bardos, 
Lebeau and Rauch [BLR] considered more general cases but with sufficiently 
smooth coefficients by using the theory of pseudodifferential operators. How-
ever, it seems that the case we consider which has less smooth time-dependent 
coefficients has not been studied. 
In Chapter 3, we will consider the problem of Neumann boundary con-
trollability for the transmission wave equation. This was an open problem 
raised by Lions [Lios , p.394]. Concerning the problem of transmission, to my 
knowledge, relatively little is known. Indeed, the only existing work in this 
direction is due to Lions and Nicaise. Lions [Lios] first considered Dirichlet 
boundary controls. Using the HUM, Nicaise [Nici-Nics] further discussed 
the same problem in IR^ with the additional complication of singularities 
in the domain. In this thesis, using the different method: "controllability 
via stabilizability" principle, we consider the problem in the circumstance of 
Neumann boundary control and obtain different results. 
In Chapter 4, we shall be concerned with the transmission plate equation 
with Dirichlet boundary controls. Although there has been extensive work 
(see [Buri , Har i , Jaf, Lios, Lios, LT3, LTe]) over the past ten years for 
the plate equation, there have been no previous results about the problem 
of transmission. 
In Chapter 5, we will discuss the problem of partial exact boundary 
controllability and boundary feedback stabilization of the higher-dimensional 
linear thermoelastic system. The earliest results about the controllability of 
the thermoelastic system appear to be in the paper [Nar] of Narukawa. In 
this paper, the partial exact controllability was proved. This type of control 
ignores the thermal component of the state. Thus, when the mechanical 
portion is driven to rest, the temperature will not generally be equal to zero. 
Later, Lions [LÌ04, p.32-60] improved Narukawa's results by using the HUM. 
In order to control both the displacement and temperature, Hansen [Han2 
considered the one-dimensional case and showed that exact controllability 
of both the displacement and temperature can be achieved by only control-
ling the thermal or mechanical component on the boundary. In all these 
works, crucial smallness restrictions on coupling parameters were required. 
Recently, Zuazua [Zuan] introduced the notion of exact-approximate con-
trollablity and proved that the system is exact-approximately controllable 
with controls supported in a neighborhood of the boundary of a domain. 
The smallness restrictions on the coupling parameters was first relaxed in 
Zuazua's work. In this thesis, we consider the boundary controllability with-
out the smallness restrictions on the coupling parameters. This seems to be 
an interesting problem. 
In Chapter 6, we are concerned with nonlinear plate equations 
y" + A^y + fiy,y') = 0 
with Dirichlet boundary controls. For this nonlinear situation, as mentioned 
before, Lasiecka and Triggiani [LT7] proved the first result for the other 
boundary controls under a globally Lipschitz assumption on the nonlinearity. 
For the present case, we allow the presence of the term y' in the nonlinearity 
and also consider the super-linear case, so the problem seems to be new. 
In Chapter 7, we deal with the exact internal controllability for the 
semilinear heat equation. Using variational approaches and Kakutani's fixed 
point theorem, the approximate controllability has been studied by Fabre, 
Puel and Zuazua [FPZ2]. Also there have been extensive studies about the 
null controllability when the initial data are sufficiently small (see [Ema, Fer, 
GuL, Zuai2]. However, as far as we know, there is no work on the globally 
exact controllability. 
4. Research Methods. In the linear situations, we shall use Lions' HUM 
and Russell's "controllability via stabilizability" principle. In the nonlinear 
situations, we shall employ the Browder-Minty's theorem from the monotone 
operator theory, Schauder's fixed point theorem and the inverse function 
theorem. 
5. Plan of Presentation. This thesis is divided into seven chapters. In 
Chapter 1, we present certain basic methods of treating the controllability 
problems. In Chapters 2-7, we deal with the problems stated before, respec-
tively. Finally, in the appendix we gather together a number of important 
well-known analytical tools. 
Notations 
Throughout this thesis, we will adopt the following notations. 
IV denotes the set of all nonnegative natural numbers, and C the set of 
complex numbers. IR^ is the n-dimensional Euclidean space and IR = IR^ 
denotes the real line. Points in IR^ will be denoted by x = , • • • , Xfi^, with 
norm = • The inner product of x and y is x • y = ^^ X j y j . 
i=i i=i 
li a = (ofi, • • •, an) is an n-tuple with G W , z = 1,2, • • •, n, we call 
n 
a a multi-index, and \a\ = ^ the modulus of a. We shall denote by x^ 
i=l 
d 
the monomial x^^ • • • , which has degree |a|. Similarly, if Di = - — for 
ox I 
1 < z < n, then 
D"" = D^' • • • 
denotes a differential operator of order |a|. Note the special case 
We denote by O a bounded domain (nonempty, open, and connected) in 
IR^ with suitably smooth boundary F = ^í í (for the definition of smoothness 
of the boundary, see Section A.2 of Appendix), and u is the unit normal of 
r pointing towards the exterior of Ü. The precise smoothness of dO. will be 
specified later. 
Given a nonnegative integer k, we let denote the vector space of 
all functions u which together with all their derivatives D^u of order |a| < k 
are continuous in í í . We abbreviate = C ( ü ) . We also set 
oo 
Moreover, the subspaces Co(i^) and consist of all those functions 
in and respectively, which have compact support in 0 . We 
sometimes use the notation V {Q ) for Co^(n). We denote by C^^(ii) the 
space of all functions defined in 0 which are restrictions to 0 of functions in 
CS^iR""). We next denote by (C ( i l ) for A; = 0) the space of all those 
functions u G (7^(0) for which D^u is bounded and uniformly continuous 
in Q, for 0 < a < k and set 
k=:0 
For p G [l,oo] and any real number 3 > 0, we denote by the 
Sobolev space over Q, (see Appendix, Section A.2), l^o^'^(ii) the closure of 
in the space , and = , the dual space of 
where q designates the conjugate exponent to p , i.e., - + - = 1. 
s,p- In 
s,p,Q in 
We denote the norm in for any real number 5, by 
situations where confusion of domain may occur we shall write 
place of II • VF^'^(O) is denoted by and the norm in by 
s. These norms are defined in the Appendix. 
Let X be a Banach space and (a, 6) be an open interval in JR. We 
denote by b ; X ) (1 < p < +oo) the space of functions / : (a, 6) — X 
such that / is measurable and 
I /(O llx < 
and by the space of functions f : ( a , b ) X such that / is 
measurable and 
/ I L-(a,6;X) = , , „ mf ( M ) 
^ ll/(<)llx<M a.e. 
= i n f { M : II f { t ) ||x< M a.e. in (a, 6)} 
< +00. 
We denote by 6];X) the space of all k times continuously difFeren-
tiable functions defined on [a, b] with values in X , and write C([a, 6]; X) for 
Let T > 0 and x^ e R"". Set 
Q = O x ( 0 , T ) , E = r x ( 0 , T ) , 
m { x ) = X - x^ = {xi - x j , • • •, X n - ), 
T{x^) = {x e V : m { x ) • p{x) = mk{x)ukix) > 0 } , 
= r - = { x e T : m { x ) • u{x) < 0}, 















Each progress in mathematics is based on the discovery 
of stronger tools and easier methods, which at the time 
makes it easier to understand earher methods. By mak-
ing these stronger tools and easier methods his own, it is 
possible for the individual researcher to orientate himself 
in the different branches of mathematics. 
David Hilbert (Paris lecture, 1900) 
Introduction 
Already, at the present time, many methods of solving the problem of 
exact controllability for linear or nonlinear distributed systems have been de-
veloped. In linear situations, there are two very successful methods. Firstly, 
based on the theorem that a linear bounded operator I — A with || A ||< 1 
is an isomorphism, Russell [Russ] developed the "controllability via stabiliz-
ability" principle in 1974. Secondly, based on the Lax-Milgram theorem, Li-
ons [Lio2 , Lios , Lios] introduced the Hilbert Uniqueness Method in 1986. In 
addition, the ideas of harmonic (or nonharmonic) analysis and moment prob-
lems [Har2, Lag2 , Rusi, Rusy] have been used, and the method of "control 
problems via optimization problems" [Ho2] has been established. In nonlin-
ear situations, the first result, due to Markus [Mar], used the classical implicit 
function theorem to study the controllability problem of nonlinear finite di-
mensional distributed systems and an implicit function type method was es-
tablished. Next, Schauder's fixed point theorem was used by Zuazua [Zua2 
to study the problem of exact controllability for the semihnear wave equa-
tion and a fixed-point method (a variant of Hilbert Uniqueness Method) was 
presented. More recently, a variational approach and Bohnenblust-Karlin's 
fixed point theorem were employed by Fabre, Fuel, and Zuazua [FFZ2] to 
deal with the problem of approximate controllability for the semihnear heat 
equation. Also, the Hopf-Cole transformation was applied by Badia and Seba 
BS] to discuss the problem of exact controllability for Burger's equation. 
The purpose of this chapter is to outline some of these known methods 
and present a new method, the Monotone Operator Method. These methods 
will be frequently used in the following chapters. 
§1.1 Definitions of Controllability 
We consider a system whose state is given by the solution y to a linear 
or nonlinear partial differential equation of evolution type in Q. This state 
is a function of (x, t) G Q and may be altered through the action of a control 
function (j). In the terminology of Glowinski and Lions [GIL], (j) is said to be 
a distributed control {pointwise control^ boundary control^ respectively) if 0 
is applied inside the domain O (at certain points of ii, on the boundary F 
of 0 or a part of it, respectively). 
Definition 1.1.1. Given T > 0 and a Banach space If for every 
initial state in H, there exists a corresponding control driving the system 
to any desired state in % (or sufficiently close to the desired state) at time 
T, then we call the system globally exactly (or approximately) controllable in 
"H at time T. 
3 0 0 0 9 0 3 1 6 3 1 3 4 9 
For nonlinear systems, globally exact controllability is not always pos-
sible. Thus we give the notion of locally exact controllability. 
Given T > 0 and a Banach space , let C be the set of all initial states 
in l-i, each of which can be steered to rest by a control (j) at time T. The 
set C is called ihe set of null controllahility. 
Definition 1.1.2. Given T > 0 and a Banach space H. A system 
is said to be locally exactly controllable in l-i at time T if the set C of 
null controllability contains an open neighborhood of 0 in the given Banach 
space H,. 
In the linear case, it is easy to see that these two definitions are equiv-
alent. Therefore, we shall omit the word "globally" and simply call a linear 
system exactly controllable. However, in the nonlinear case, they are differ-
ent. 
In this thesis, the Banach space H, is usually a Hilbert space, for exam-
ple, X 
To clarify the ideas used in these definitions, we now give a specific 
example. Let us consider the following problem for the semilinear wave 
equation 
y" - Ay + / ( y ) = 0 in Q, 
m = y\ y'(0) = yi in fi, (1.1) 
y = (j) on E. 
In (1.1), by ' we denote the derivative with respect to the time variable t, 
A denotes the Laplacian operator 
dxj dxi' 
y(0), y'(0) denote the functions x —)- y (x ,0) , x —> y ' (x ,0 ) , respectively. 
is an initial state, </> is a control function and / ( y ) is a given function. 
We are given T > 0 and the Hilbert space % = x B'^Q). Then, 
that system (1.1) is globally exactly controllable in ?{ = x at 
time T means that for every initial state G x there 
exists a corresponding control (j) driving the system (1.1) to any desired 
state G ¿^(O) x at time T, that is, such that the solution 
y = t; </>) of (1.1) satisfies 
y{x,T',(l)) = z\ y\x,T-(l>) = ẑ  in O. (1.2) 
That system (1.1) is locally exactly controllable in 'H = x 
at time T means that there exist an open neighborhood O of (0,0) in 
X such that for every initial state G 0 there ex-
ists a corresponding control (j) such that the solution y = y{x,t](l)) of (1.1) 
satisfies 
= y\x,T;(l>) = 0 in O. 
If f(y) = 0, then system (1.1) becomes linear. In this case, (1.2) is 
equivalent to the special problem of looking for controls driving the system 
(1.1) to rest, i.e., 
y(x,T 'J) = 0, y'(x,T;<l)) = 0 in (1.3) 
The concept of controllability for partial differential equations originates 
from a similar one for a control process in JR" (see [LeM]). Consider the 
autonomous linear control process 
x' = Ax + Bu, (1.4) 
for real constant matrices A and B of dimensions n x n and n x m, respec-
tively. The process (1.4) is said to be (completely) controllable (see [LeM, 
p.81]) if for each pair of points XQ and xi in JR^, there exists a bounded 
measurable controller u{t) on some finite interval 0 < t < , which steers 
XQ to x i , that is, 
x(0) = xo, x(ti) = xi . 
§1.2. Classical Results on the Wave equation 
We gather here some classical results on the wave equation. These 
results will be used in the sequel. 
We first recall the existence and uniqueness of the wave equation 
u" - Au = f in Q, 
M(0) = U°, = inn, 
u = 0 on E. 
(2.1) 
In (2.1), the initial data will be chosen in an appropriate Hilbert 
space, and / = fix,t) is a given function. 
Theorem 1.2.1. [Lios, p.39] (i) Let ^ be a hounded domain in JRJ^ 
with Lipschitz boundary T. Then for all G HQ^Q) X and 
f G T; there exists a unique solution u — u{x^t) of problem 
(2.1) with 
u G C{[0,T]-,H^{n))nC\[{),T];L\n)). (2.2) 
Moreover, there exists a constant C > 0, independent of and T, 
such that for every t G [0, T 
u (t) 111 + II llo< C'dl 111 + II u' llo + II / (2.3) 
(ii) Let be a hounded domain in IR^ with boundary T of class C^. 
Then for all e (H^i^) H x and f e L\0,T; 
there exists a unique solution u = u{x,t) of problem (2.1) with 
(2.4) 
Moreover, there exists a constant C = C{T) > independent of (u^^u^), 
such that for every t E [0, T 
u(t) I I 2 + I I u'{t) ||i< C[|| I I 2 + I I 111 + I I / ||Li(0,T;H,Hi2))]. (2.5) 
The solution in part (i) is called a weak solution. In this case, u satisfies 
(2.1) in the following weak sense: 
{u",v) + 1 Vw Vvdx = 1 fvdx, \ft e [0,T], V̂ ; G (2.6) 
J^ Jn 
= u\0) = u\ (2.7) 
where (•, •) denotes the duality between the spaces and 
The solution in part (ii) is called a strong solution. In this case, the 
differential equation in (2.1) is satisfied in the sense of the space L'^{Q). 
We now consider the non-homogeneous boundary value problem 
i u" - Au = 0 in Q, 
w(0) = u'(0) = u^ in 
u = (f) on E. 
(2.8) 
The solution of (2.8) is defined by the method of transposition intro-
duced by Lions (see [Lios, LM]). 
Definition 1.2.2. [Lioa, p.47] Let G 1^(0) x and 
(j) G Then u is said to be an ultraweak solution of problem (2.8) if 
J ufdxdt = -{u'>,o'{o)) + { u \ e ( o ) ) - y f e v { Q \ (2,9) 
where 0 = is the solution of 
(e"-M = f in Q, 
< e{T) = 0, O'iT) = 0 in a , 
U = 0 on E. 
(2.10) 
Here (•, •) and (•, •) denote the scalar product in and the dual product 
between and iJ^(O), respectively, dH = dTdt denotes the surface 
DO 
measure on E, — denotes the normal derivative in the direction of p, and 
oiy 
V{Q) is the space of all infinitely differentiable functions on Q with compact 
support in Q. 
Theorem 1.2.3. [Lios, p.46] Let Q, be a hounded domain in R^ with 
boundary T of class C^. Then for all G x and 
(j) G ^^(E) there exists a unique ultraweak solution u = u{x^t) of problem 
(2.8) with 
u G C { [ 0 , T ] ; L ^ ( a ) ) n C \ [ 0 , T ] - H - ^ { Q ) ) . (2.11) 
Moreover, there exists a constant C > 0, independent of and T, 
such that for every t G [0,T 
U{t) llo + II u'{t) ||_i< C ( T + 1)[|| llo + II 11-1 + II (/> WLHE)]- (2.12) 
We finally present two important a priori boundary estimates for the 
solution of the wave equation. The second one depends critically on the 
constant given in (8) on page 9. 
Theorem 1.2.4. [Lios, p.44] Let Q be a hounded domain with boundary 
r of class . Then for all solutions u of problem (2.1) with G 
X and f G there exists a constant C > 0, 
independent and of T, such that 
du 2 
dp 
dj: < c ( T + i)[|| Vu" IIS + u + II f llLi(0,r;L2(Q)) (2.13) 
Theorem 1.2.5. (Observabihty inequality, [Lioa, p.55]) Let be a 
bounded domain with boundary F of class C^. Assume T > T(x^). Then 






where the constants R(x^) and are given in (7) and (8) on page 9, 
respectively. 
§1.3. Controllability and Observability 
The duality relationship between controllability and observability has 
been recognized in the literature for long time. This theory is just an adap-
tation of the theorems of functional analysis which relate the range of an 
operator to the null space of the adjoint operator. 
Definition 1.3.1. [DR] Let X and Y be Banach spaces, and X' and 
Y' their conjugate spaces. Consider an abstract linear system 
X D V{A)^Y, (3.1) 
and its dual system 
x'i^v{A*) c r , (3.2) 
where A \ X Y is a linear operator with dense domain V{A) in X, and 
A* : V{A*) CY' X' is the adjoint operator for A. 
(i) The system (8.1) is said to be observable if there is a constant K > 0 
such that 
\X\\X<K\\AX\\Y, \/xeV{A). (3 .3) 
(ii) The system (3.2) is said to be exactly controllable if 
X' - 7^(A*), (3.4) 
where 7i{A*) denotes the range of A*. 
T h e o r e m 1.3.2. [DR] The system (8.1) is observable if and only if the 
system (3.2) is exactly controllable. 
Example 1.3.3. Let X = x L ^ Q ) and F = For 
G X , let u be the solution of 
u" -Au = 0 in Q, 
= = inO, (3.5) 
u = 0 on E. 
We define the operator A: X ^Y hj 
, (3.6) 
dp S(xO) V ' ^ V / 
By Theorem 1.2.4, the operator A is well defined and linear bounded. By 
Theorem 1.2.5, the system A : X V is observable if T > T(x^), where 
T(x^) is given in (8) on page 9. In view of this, we call inequality (2.14) an 
observability inequality. 
On the other hand, one can readily verify that 
(3.7) 
where v is the solution of the backward problem 
f v'' -Av = 0 in Q, 
v(T) = 0, v'(T) = 0 in O, 
_ f 0 on S(xO), 
"" \ 0 onE^x^). 
By Theorem 1.3.2, the dual system A* : —^ H'^n) x L^(0) is 
(3.8) 
exactly controllable, that is, 
H-\n) X L\Q) ='R{A*). (3.9) 
This means that for every initial state € x one can 
find a boundary control (j) G driving the system 
f - Ay = 0 in Q, 
y(0) = yO, y'(0) = yi in 0 , 
_ j (/) on 
0 on 
(3.10) 
to rest. This is in accordance with the notion of exact controllabiHty defined 
in Section 1.1 before. 
The "Controllabihty via Observabihty" method gives the existence of a 
control only and does not show how to calculate the control. In the next 
section, we present a constructive method, the Hilbert uniqueness method. 
This method gives a procedure for constructing the control and therefore is 
useful in numerical analysis. 
§1.4. Hilbert Uniqueness Method (HUM) 
The Hilbert Uniqueness Method (abbreviated to HUM) was introduced 
by Lions [Lio2, Lios] in the late 1980's for the study of the problem of exact 
controllability for systems governed by linear partial differential equations 
of evolution type. Since then, HUM has been extensively applied and has 
been proved to be a useful tool for the discussion of the problem of exact 
controllability. The rationale for HUM is the Lax-Milgram isomorphism 
theorem. 
For simplicity, we illustrate the principle of HUM with the wave equa-
tion. Let us consider the following wave equation 
y" - A y = 0 in Q, 
y{0) = y\ y'iO) = y' in i2, (4.1) 
y = 4> on S. 
In (4.1), is a control function, and the initial data will be chosen 
in an appropriate Hilbert space. 
HUM works in the following way. We start with the wave equation 
u" - AM = 0 in Q, 
= n'(0) = ui in i i , (4.2) 
u = 0 on E. 
Given 
G {C^{Sl)r\Hl(Q.)) X (4.3) 
it follows from Theorems 1.2.1 and 1.2.4 that problem (4.2) has a unique 
solution u with 
du 
G (4.4) 
Using the solution u of (4.2), we then solve the backward problem 
( v" = ^ in 0 , 
v{T) = 0, v'{T) = 0 in 0 , 
du 
on (4.5) 
^ = \ dv 
0 onS*(xO). 
Theorem 1.2.3 shows that problem (4.5) has a unique ultraweak solution v 
with 
We then define a linear operator A by 
(4.6) 







Define the semi-norm || Wn on (0^^(12) n ^^¿(O)) x by 





It follows from Theorem 1.2.5 that || • Wn is a norm on n Hl{Q?)) x 
if T > Then we let % be the completion of H 
iig (O)) X with respect to the norm || • . It therefore follows from 
Lax-Milgram theorem (Theorem A. 1.3*) that A is an isomorphism from 1-i 
onto . Hence, given (y^, e H', we can solve 
(4.9) 
* Theorem A. 1.3 means Theorem A. 1.3 in Appendix 
We then solve (4.2) for this choice and set 
onE( .O) , 
According to (4.5), (4.9) and (4.10), we have 
y(x,t'J) = v(x,t). (4.11) 
Therefore we have constructed a control (j) driving system (4.1) to rest at 
time T . 
It remains to identify the space 1-L. This is equivalent to the establish-
ment of the direct inequality (2.13) and the observability inequality (2.14). 
Thus, we have 
U = (4.12) 
In summary, we have obtained 
Theorem 1.4.1. Let fl be a bounded domain with boundary T of 
class C^ . Assume T > T(x^). Then system (4-1) is exactly controllable in 
^2(0 ) X that is, for every initial state G ¿^(O) x 
there is a control (j) G such that the solution y — y(x, t; </>) of (4-1) 
satisfies 
y{x,T;(t)) = 0, y'{x,T] (j)) = 0 in il. (4.13) 
Obviously, HUM is very general and can be applied to other equations. 
In summary, the main steps in HUM are as follows: 
1. Construct a linear operator. 
2. Show the operator is an isomorphism by establishing an observability 
inequality. 
3. Identify the space 1-1. 
Among these three steps, step 2 is critical and usually difficult. This ensures 
the semi-norm defined in (4.8) is a norm such that we can apply Lax-Milgram 
theorem. Once such an observability inequality is established, the exact con-
trollabihty can be obtained. If we want to further identify the space 
we need to establish a direct inequaltiy. So far, various techniques have 
been developed to establish such an observability inequality, including mul-
tiplier techniques [Kom4, Lios], compactness arguments (see Appendix I of 
Lios]), microlocal analysis [BLR] and Carleman estimates [LTg, Tat], just 
to mention a few. 
§1.5. "Controllability via Stabilizability" Principle (CSP) 
The "Controllability via Stabilizability" Principle (abbreviated to CSP) 
was developed by Russell [Russ] in 1974. It depends closely on the stability 
of a system of evolution type and is also a useful tool for the discussion of 
the problem of exact controllability. The rationale for CSP is the theorem 
that a linear bounded operator I — A with || A ||< 1 is an isomorphism. 
As before, we shall illustrate CSP with the wave equation. Let us con-
sider the following problem of exact controllability 
f - Ay = 0 
y = 0 
^y A 
in Q, 




In (5.1), Eo = To X (0,T), Ei = Pi x (0,T), P = Pq U Pi and represents 
a control function in a suitable function space which will be specified later. 
For simplicity, we assume that Pq has a nonempty interior relative to P and 
f 0 n f 1 = 0. 
Set U = H i X ¿ 2 ( 0 ) , where 
: u = OonTo}. 
CSP works in the following way. We begin with the problem 
( u" - A u = 0 in Q, 
'(0) = u^ in 0 , 
on Eo, 
on E l . 
< 0 ) = u", 




Given in follows from Theorem 1.5.1 below that problem (5.2) 
has a unique solution u with 
and 
du 
GL^iE i ) . 
Using the solution of (5.2), we then consider the backward problem 
( v" - A v = 0 in Q, 
v{T) = u(T), v'{T) = u'{T) in O, 
= 0 on Eo, 
dv _ dv ^ 
^ dp dt 
Problem (5.3) also has a unique solution. 
Set 
y = u - v, 
then y satisfies 
/ ..n y" - Ay = 0 in Q, 
y(T) = 0, y ' ( r ) = : 0 in O, 
y = 0 onEo, 





(!/(0),t/'(0)) = ( « ° , «^ ) - ( t> (0 ) ,^ ' (0 ) ) (5.6) 
We now define a linear operator A : H Ti by 
A { u ' y ) = iv{0),v\0)). 
Then (5.6) becomes 
(5.7) 
(5.8) 
By Theorem 1.5.2 below, it follows that provided 0 satisfies certain geomet-
ric conditions, there exist constants C, 6 > 0 such that 
\\A{u\u')\\n < Ce-'^\\iu{T),u'{T))\\n 
Hence, if T is large enough, then 
A < 1. (5.9) 
Consequently, the problem of exact controllability is solved. Indeed, in this 
case, I — A is an isomorphism from % onto Hence, given (y^,?/^) G 'H, 
we can solve 
{ y \ y ' ) = { u ' y ) - A { u \ u ^ ) . (5.10) 
We then solve (5.2) and (5.3) and choose 
du dv 
According to (5.2), (5.3), (5.5) and (5.8), we have 
(5.11) 
t; (¡)) = t) — t). (5.12) 
Thus we have constructed a control (j) driving system (5.1) to rest at time T. 
Inequality (5.9) closely depends on Theorem 1.5.2 below about expo-
nential stabilization by Chen [Chei . 
Theorem 1.5.1 [Chei] For all e x , there exists 
a unique weak solution u = u{x^t) of problem (5.2) with 
Moreover, there exists a constant C > 0, independent of and T, 
such that for every t G [0, T 
u{t) 111 + II u\t) ||o< C[|| u^ 111 + II u^ llo;. 
A domain (O, To, Fi) is called a star-complemented-strongly star- shaped 
domain (see [Chei]), in short, scsssd, if there exists a point x^ outside fl 
such that To is star-complemented with respect to x^ and Fi is strongly 
star-shaped with respect to a;®, i.e., 
(x — x^) • iy{x) < 0, on Fq, 
{x - x^) • u(x) > 7 > 0, on Fi 
Define the energy of system (5.2) by 
1 
then we have 
Theorem 1.5.2 [Chei] Let (0 ,Fo,Fi ) be an scsssd. Then there exist 
constants C,8 independent of {u^^u^), such that 
E{u,t) < for all t > 0, 
for all solutions u of (5.2) with G ft 
Finally, we have 
T h e o r e m 1 .5 .3 [Chei] Let (O,ro,ri) be an scsssd. Let T be large 
enough. Then system (5.1) is exactly controllable in H^^^Q,) x at 
time T with controls 
§1.6. Methods for Nonlinear Equations 
The above two methods HUM and CSP are not applicable to nonlinear 
equations. In this section we present a number of methods suitable for the 
nonlinear equations. 
We illustrate the methods with the semilinear wave equation. Hence we 
consider the following problem of exact controllability 
y" -Ay + fiy) = 0 in Q, 
y{Q) = y\ y'm = y' m i l , (6.1) 
y — (j) on S . 
In (6.1), /(y) is a given function and cj) represents a control function. 
We first consider the wave equation 
u" - Aw = 0 in (5, 
u(0) = u^ = inO, (6.2) 
u = 0 on S . 
Given G i^o(^) x follows from Theorems 1.2.1 and 1.2.4 




Using the solution u of (6.2), we then consider the semilinear problem 
' y" - Ay + f{y) = 0 in Q, 
y(T) = z\ y'iT) = z' mil, 
du (6.3) 
0 on 
Given (z^.z'^) e we assume that problem (6.3) has a unique 
solution u with 
u G C{[0,T]',L\Ü)) X C\[0,T];H-\ü)). 
This is possible if and / satisfy certain conditions (see [Zua2]). 
We then define a nonlinear operator 
F : X L\ü) -> H-\Q) x L\ü) 
by 
F { u ' y ) = ( y \ 0 ) , - y m ' (6.4) 
Given € x if the operator equation 
F { u ' y ) = { y \ - y ' l (6.5) 
has a solution, then, as before in Section 1.4, we have constructed a control 
( ^ ^ V ^ / f i x 
l o onE,(:rO), 
driving system (6.1) from (y^^y^) to [z^^z^) at time T . 
Therefore the key point is how to solve operator equation (6.5). There 
are several methods of solving (6.5). By using the inverse function theorem 
(Theorem A. 1.10), we have the Inverse Function Method (abbreviated to 
IFM). This method was first introduced by Markus in [Mar] for the control-
lability problem of nonlinear finite dimensional distributed systems. By using 
fixed point theorems hke Schauder's fixed point theorem (Theorem A.1.9), we 
have the Fixed Point Method (abbreviated to FPM). This method was first 
used by Zuazua in [Zua2]. By using the Browder-Minty theorem (Theorem 
A. 1.8) from the monotone operator theory, we have the Monotone Operator 
Method (abbreviated to MOM). This method is used for the first time in 
this thesis. 
To use the inverse function theorem, we write the solution y of problem 
(6.3) as 
y = V ^w z, 
where v̂  w, and are repectively the solutions of 
( v" -Av = 0 in Q, 
v{T) = 0, v'{T) = 0 in a , 
du 
on E(a;0), ^ = S du 
0 on 
w" - Aw = 0 in Q, 
w{T) = z^, w'{T) = z' inO, 
li* = 0 on S, 
-Az + f{v-{-w + z) = 0 in g, 
z(T) = 0, z'{T) = 0 in n, 
z = 0 on S. 
Thus F can be expressed as 
= (t;'(0), -HO) ) + K ( 0 ) , -«>(0)) + (z'(0), - z ( 0 ) ) 







A(«° ,u i ) = (i, '(0),-Ì;(0)), K i u ° y ) = i z ' { 0 ) , - z m . 
It is known from Section 1.4 that A is an isomorphism of X 
onto X for T sufficiently large. Therefore, if 
\K'{u\u^)\\ < ||A||, 
where denotes the Fréchet derivative of K at then it 
follows from the inverse function theorem that operator equation (6.5) can 
be solved for { y ^ i n some neighbourhood in x This is 
possible in some cases as we will see in Chapter 6 when we show it for the 
semilinear plate equation. 
To use the fixed point theorems, we transform (6.5) into the following 
equivalent form 
(6.12) 
This is a fixed point problem, and so fixed point theorems can be applied. 
This fixed point problem has been solved for some cases in [Zua2] by using 
Schauder's fixed point theorem. 
Finally, we can use the Browder-Minty theorem in (6.5). To do this, 
we need to show that F is monotone, coercive, and hemicontinuous. This is 
possible in some cases as we will show in Chapter 6 for the semilinear plate 
equation. 
It has been seen that often a controllability problem can be transformed 
into an operator equation problem. The operator equation, of course, de-
pends on the method used to construct the operator. Different methods 
result in different operator equations. A suitable method can make the op-
erator equation easy to solve and give good results. The following is yet 
another method of constructing an operator. 
Set 
f m - m -r 
g{u)={ ^ ' 
I / ' (O), if u ^ 0. 
Consider the linear exact controllability problem for a given z 
y" - Ay + giz)y = m in Q, 
y(0) = y°, y'{0) = y' in Q, (6.14) 
y = <t> on S, 
y{x ,T 'A) = z\ in a (6.15) 
Assume problem (6.14)-(6.15) has a solution (j) for every ^ in an appropriate 
space. Let U{z) be the set of all control functions (j) solving problem (6.14)-
(6.15). Then define a multivalued operator F by 
F{z) = {y{x, t-(j)) : y is the solution of (6.14), (f) G U{z)}. (6.16) 
Obviously, if F has a fixed point, then the problem of exact controllability 
for the semilinear wave equation 
[ 2 / " - A y + / ( y ) - 0 inQ, 
< = ini2, (6.17) 
^ y = (/) on E, 
y{x,T',(f>) = z\ y\x,T-<t>)^z^ in 0 (6.18) 
is solved. Thus the controllability problem is transformed into a multival-
ued fixed point problem so that multivalued fixed point theorems such as 
Bohnenblust-Karlin's fixed point theorem can be applied. This idea has 
been realised in [FPZ2] for the semilinear heat equation. 
The methods IFM, FPM, and MOM have their own advantages and 
disadvantages. For example, IFM requires the differentiability of F , FPM 
requires the compactness of F , and MOM requires the coercivity of F . 
Which method is best depends on the situation and indeed we shall use all 
of the methods at different times. 
§1.7. Remarks 
The common theme of all the methods presented above is to transform 
controllability problems into operator equation problems. Based on different 
abstract theorems from the theory of operators, different methods of solving 
the controllability problems are established. Thus, all the above methods 
may be generally termed Operator Methods. 
In addition, the observability inequality such as inequality (2.14) plays 
crucial role in HUM, IFM, FPM, and MOM. This inequahty ensures that A 
is an isomorphism in HUM, IFF, and FPM, and F is coercive in MOM. 
Chapter 2 
The Wave Equation 
with Time-dependent Coefficients 
The control theory of partial differential equations has 
followed right on the heels of that for ordinary differential 
equations, but with slower and heavier tread. 
Adopted from D. L. Russell's paper [Rusy 
Introduction 
The problem of exact controllability for the wave equation with variable 
coefficients has been extensively studied. The first work was done probably 
by Komornik [Kom2], who dealt with the wave equation with variable coef-
ficients (but not depending on time) by using HUM. In the late 1980's, Lions 
posed an open problem [Lios, p.104] about the exact controllability for the 
wave equation with time-dependent coefficients 
y" - a{t)Ay = 0 in Q, 
j/'(0) = yi i n n , 
on S, 
< y(0) = yO 
l y = ̂  
(0.1) 
where </> is a boundary control function and a(t) is a given function. This 
problem was solved by Rivera [Rivi] when a(t) is a monotonic function in 
some interval [To,Ti]. Later, Bardos, Lebeau and Rauch [BLR] extended 
(0.1) to the general second order hyperbolic equations. Because they used 
the theory of pseudodifFerential operators, the coefficients of the equation and 
* This chapter is based on our paper [LW3] accepted in Colloq. Math. 
the domain 0 were required to be rather smooth. Recently, this smoothness 
restrictions have been relaxed by Burq [Bur2] to C^ for the domain and C^ 
for the coefficients. In addition, this general case with Dirichlet boundary 
controls was also studied by Apolaya [Apo] and Miranda [Mir] with the help 
of HUM. 
The aim of this chapter is to study Neumann boundary controls with 
less smoothness conditions on the coefficients and the domain. It is well 
known that this case is more delicate than the Dirichlet one. 








where a,- j {x , t ) are suitable smooth (specified later) real valued functions 
defined on O x [0,oo) and aij{x,t) = aji{x,t), i j = l , 2 , - - - , n . We also 
assume the summation convention for repeated indices, for example. 
J i,j=i 
(0.3) 
The problem considered in this chapter is as follows: given T > 0 large 
enough, for any initial state and any terminal state {z^.z'^) in a 
suitable Hilhert space we want to find a boundary control (j) such that the 
solution y = y{x,t;<j)) of 
satisfies 
( y" - Ay = 0 in Q, 
= (j) on E, 
dvA 
y{x,T-(l>) = z\ y'{x,T',cl>) = z^ in O. 
(0.4) 
(0.5) 
In (0.4), V = ' -> ^n) is the unit normal on V pointing towards the 
dy 
exterior of 0 and the co-normal derivative -̂ r— with respect to A is defined 
dVA 
by 
dy . . dy 
Since system (0.4) is linear and time-reversible, this is equivalent to 
looking for controls driving the system (0.4) to rest, i.e., 
y(a;,T;0) = O, = 0 in 0. (0.6) 
This chapter is divided into five sections. We present the main results of 
this chapter in Section 2.1. Section 2.2 is devoted to the discussion of regular-
ity of solutions of the Neumann boundary value problem. We then establish 
an identity for the solution with the help of classical multiplier techniques 
in Section 2.3. Using the identity, we obtain an observabihty inequahty in 
Section 2.4. We prove the main results by using HUM in Section 2.5. 
§2.1. Main Results 
In this chapter we will adopt the following notation which is a little bit 
different from that introduced on page 9. The main difference is that we allow 
the quantities to depend on t. Let x\t) G Ci([0, cx)); iR") fl ^^(O, oo; JR^), 
and set 
m(x,t) = X -
n 
E(a;°) = {{x,t) e S : m{x,t) • u{x) = Y , ^ k { x , t ) u k i x ) > 0 } , ( 1 . 2 ) 
k=i 
= (1.3) 
r(s ' ' (0)) = { ï e r : m(:c,0) • > o} , (1.4) 
^ix\0)) = T{x\0))x(0,T), 
R{t) = m^ |m(x, t) 
xen 
= m ^ 
xen k=i 
Ri{t) = m^ t) = max 
k=i 
Rq = max R(t). 





Before stating the main results of this chapter, we impose certain basic 
conditions on functions aij defined on x [0,oo). We suppose 
daij{x, t) 
dx. 
e L - ^ i Q ) , v r > o , ¿,i,fc = l , 2 , (1.9) 
and there exists a constant a > 0 such that 
a i j {x , t ) i i i i > Ve G JR", V(a:,i) G Q, (1.10) 
where by ' we denote the derivative with respect to the time variable t. 
Set 
n 
ait) — — max max a'-AxA) 
daij{x,t) n 
b(t) = — max max 
a l<i,j,k<n xeQ dxk 
(1.11) 
(1.12) 
We look at two types of possible conditions satisfied by a{t) and b{t). 
( i ) i f 
a{t), bit), Ri{t) € LHO,+<x,), (1.13) 
we set 
T, = II H k . 
where || • ||o,i denotes the norm of +00). Furthermore, if 
(1.14) 
a,j{x,t)Ui <0, V ( x , f ) G i i x [ 0 , < x ) ) , e c K " , (1.15) 
or 
> 0, G 0 X [0,oo), ^GiR^, (1.16) 
then To can be refined slightly to 
2Rq Ri 
To = (r, II b llo.i + Mull^llo.i (1.17) 
or 
V ' y / a sjoi ) 
(1.18) 
(ii) If 
a{t), b{t), Ri{t) e L°°{0,+oo), (1.19) 
we suppose 
3 i ? 0 II a | |o ,oo II ^ | |o ,oo + II | | o , o o < ( 1 . 2 0 ) 
where || • | |o ,oo denotes the norm of L ° ° ( 0 , + o o ) . 
We now state the main results as follows. 
Theorem 2.1.1. Let ^ be a hounded domain in JR̂  with boundary T 
of class C^. Suppose (1.9) and (LIO) hold and E(x°(0)) C ^{x^). If either 
(1.18) holds and T > To or (1.19) and (1.20) hold and T is large enough so 
that 
3Ro a 
y/^T - 2RQ 
l^oo II b I | o , o o + I 0 , o o < (1.21) 
then for all initial states 
lir^W 
there exists a control 
<̂ 0, on S(x°), 
(1.22) 
with (¡>0 e and G such that the solution 
y = y{x,t](l)) of (0.4) satisfies (0.6). 
Here denotes the dual space of For the defi-
nition of we refer to [LM, vol. 2 . 
Corollary 2.1.2. Under the conditions of Theorem 2.1.1, if = 
then for all initial states 
{y°y) e L\Q) X , 
there exists a control 
such that the solution y = y{x,t;(t)) of (0.4) satisfies (0.6). 
Remark 2.1.3. = 0 if x^{t) = xq and O is star-shaped with 
respect to x^, that is, for all x e ^ the Hne segment 
lies in [Russ, p.294]. If x^{t) = xq and aij = 1, i j 1,2, then 
a = I a = b = Ri = 0. Hence (1.13), (1.14), (1.19) and (1.20) hold. 
In this case. To = 2Ro in (1.14) and (1.21) becomes T > 2Ro. This is 
in accordance with the results for the wave equation given in Chapter 3 of 
Lio3 . 
Let us compare our result with the existing hterature. In [Kom2], the 
coefficients of the equation is independent of time. In [BLR], because of the 
use of pseudodifferential operators, the coefficients and the domain O are 
required to be smooth. In this Chapter, the coefficients may depend on time 
and they together with the domain can be less smooth. We also allow for 
the case that is not a cylinder of a form = r(xO) x (0, T) , where 
x^ is independent of t, and give delicate estimates for the control time To as 
given in (1.17), (1.19) and (1.21). Further, the condition (1.20) generalises 
the condition (3) of [Kom2] even under his more restriction assumptions. 
§2.2. Regularity of Solutions 
We first give some preliminary results on solutions of the Neumann 
boundary value problem 
u" -Au = f 
duA 
in Q, 
u^ in n, 
on E. 
(2,1) 
The well-posedness of problem (2.1) is well known. However, as we need 
the higher regularity of solutions to prove the well-posedness of the non-
homogeneous boundary problem (0.4), we need to say a Httle more about 
this. 
Throughout this chapter, it is assumed that there is a > 0 such that 
V i G H " , ( x , i ) € a x [ 0 , T ] . (2.2) 
By example 3 of chapter XVIII of [DL5], we have 
Theorem 2.2.1. Let Q be a bounded domain in IR'^ with Lipschitz 
boundary F. Suppose that 
aijix,t), a',j{x,t)eC{[0,T],L^{n)), i,j = 1,2,-••,n. (2.3) 
Then, for {u\u\ f ) e H\Q.) x x L\0,T-L\Q)), problem (2.1) has 
a unique weak solution with 
u € C([0,T]- ,H\n)) n CH[0,t]; (2.4) 
Moreover, there exists a constant C — C ( T ) such that 
u C{[Q,T\-m{ü)) + II ||C([0,T];L2(í2)) 
< C[|| U^ 111 + II u^ ||o + II / ||li(0,T;L2(í2)) 
(2.5) 
Set 
with the norm 




We will need the following regularity result. 
(2.6) 
1HO,T-,lhsi)) + W f ' (2-7) 
(2.8) 
T h e o r e m 2.2.2 . Let Q be a hounded domain in JR" with boundary F 




Assume that G D{A) x H\ü), 
^¡j If f e T; then problem (2.1) has a unique solution 
with 
u e CaO,T]-,D{A)) n C\[0,T];H\ü)) n C\[0,T]-,L\Ü)). (2.10) 
Moreover, there exists a constant C = C (T ) such that for all t € [0,T 
llo + II ^'{t) 
< C u 2 + II ^^ 111 + II f ||LM0,T;L2(n)) 
(2.11) 
(ii) If f ^ T; then prohlem (2.1) has a unique strong 
solution with 
u e C{[0,T]; D{A)) n C\[0,T]; H\a)). (2.12) 
Moreover, there exists a constant C = C{T) such that for all t G [0,T 
u{t) II2 + II u'{t) 
< C II2 + II 111 + II / ||LH0,T;H1(Î2)) 
(2.13) 
Proof. We first prove (2.11). To this end, we first suppose that / G 
I)((0, T); i^^(O)) (the space of all infinitely differentiable functions with sup-
ports in (0,T) and values in Set 
and 
. X / XX f / .du(x,t)dv(x,t). 
a{t',u{t),v{t)) = k / ' 




du{x^ t) dv(x^ t) 
dxi dxj 





Let (•, •) denote the scalar product in For any v € multiply-
ing (2.1) by V and integrating over il, we obtain 
(u"(t),v) + a(t;u(t),v) = (f(t),v). 
Differentiating (2.17) with respect to i , we obtain 
(2.17) 
(n"'(t), v) + a'(t; u(t), v) + a(i; u'it), v) = (/'(i), v). (2.18) 
Replacing v by u"(t) in (2.18) gives 






= a\t] u{t), u'{t))]' - a ( t ] u(t), u\t)) - a { t ; u'{t), u'{t)). 
Integrating (2.19) from 0 to i and using (2.20), we have 
II u"{t) \\l +a{t,u'{t),u'{t)) 
-II u \ 0 ) \\l +a(0,u ' (0) ,u ' (0)) + 2a'(0,u(0),u'(0)) 
- 2a'{t, u{t), u\t)) + 3 r a ' ( s , u\s), u'{s))ds 
Jo 
+ 2 / a " { s , u { s ) , u ' { s ) ) d s + 2 [ {f'{s),u'\s))ds, 
Jo Jo 
It therefore follows from (2.2) and (2.21) that (the following C's denoting 
various constants depending on a, a , T ) 
u"{t) ||2 + a II Vu'{t) 
II Vu'(t) ||§ +C[|| u"(0) 11̂  + 11 IIÍ + 
+ II II? + T d l II? + II 
Jo 
u 
+ max u ' i s ) 
0<s<t 
f\s) llo ds 
which, by adding || u'{t) ||§ to both sides of the above inequahty, imphes 
u "(Í) II? + II u\t) 
< C u"{0) fo + u u \ + II II? + II 
(2.22) 
+ T d l II? + II 11?)̂ ^ 
Jo 
f ' { s ) llo ds 
But u{t) = + /Q u'{s)ds and u'{t) = + u"{s)ds yield respectively 
+ max II u"{s) 
0<3<t 




u{t) | | o < | | U^ Ilo + / II u\s) Ilo ds. 
Jo 
In addition, by (2.1) we have 
(2.24) 
u"(0) = + / ( O ) = Au^ (2.25) 
So we deduce from (2.22)-(2.25) that 
u"{t) + II u'{t) 
< C u 2 ^ U 
2 I M 2 
1 + J Li(0,T;L2(fì)) 
+ I (II II? + II + 2 o^f^t II 
2 
05 
from which, setting 
(2.26) 
w(t) = max ^¿"(5) 0 + '^'i^) 




w{t) < C u + w ? + II / ' llLM0,T;L2(fì)) + / 
Jo 
Gronwall's inequaHty (see Lemma A.5.3) shows 




This imphes (2.11). By a density argument, we can show (2.11) still holds 
for f 
Now we prove (2.10). Integrating (2.19) from 0 to t, we have 
u"{t) \\l +a(t,u\t),u\t)) 
:|| u"(0) \\l +a(0 , zi'(O), u'(0)) - 2 / a'{s, u{s), u"{s))ds 
Jo 
+ J^ u\s), u\s))ds + 2 u'{s))ds. 
It therefore follows from (2.11) that || u"{t) ||o +a{t,u'{t),u'{t)) is continuous 
on [0,T]. Consequently, we deduce from (2.4) that 
is continuous on [0,T], where 
u'{t), u'{t)) = a{t, u\t), u\t)) + a || u\t) H^ 
Set 
=11 u'\tn) - u(t) \\l u\tn) " U {t), u'{tn) " u\t)). 
We have 
But 
Cn = ^(tn) + ^{t) - u"(t)) - 2a«(i, u'{tn), U {t)) 
+ ac,{tn,u'{t), u\t)) - u'{t), u\t)) 
4- 2a«(t, u'(in), u'(t)) - 2a«(tn, w'(tn), u'{t)). 
lim u\t)) - u\t), u'{t)) - 0, 
tn^t lim 2aa{t, u'{tn), u'{t)) - 2a«(t„, u'{t)) = 0, tn. 
and therefore 
Since 
lim in = 2(/?(t) - 2vp(t) = 0. tn ^t 
u"itn) - u"{t) +a II u'(i„) - u'(t) ||2< 
we have 
u e c'(lo,nH'(Q)) n c'([0,nL'(n)). (2.30) 
On the other hand, by inequaUty (6.7) of [Lad2, p.66] and Remark 6.2 of 
Lad2, p.77], we have 
u(t) 11^ < Ci II Au(i) 11^ +C2 II u(t) \\l 
< C[|| u"{t) \\l + II u{t) 11? + II /(<) Wl], 
(2.31) 
It follows from (2.1) and (2.31) that 
iiih)-u{t2) ' 
< C[\\ u"{ti) - u"{t2) 11^ + II u(ti) - u{t2) (2.32) 
+ 11 f{h)-f{t2) 
Thus, the continuity of u" and / implies 
(2.33) 
It remains to prove (2.13). Multiplying (2.1) by {Au)' and integrating 
over n , we obtain 
(Au(t), (Au(t))') + a{t- u'(t), u"{t)) + u(t), u"{t)) 
= a{t-u\t)J{t))+a'{t-u{t)J{t)). 
Combining this and (2.20) gives 
(2.34) 
{Au{t),Au{t))+a{t-u'{t),u\t)) 
= u'{tl u'{t)) + a"(t; u{t), u\t)) - [a\t; u{t), u'{t)) (2.35) 
(2.36) 
-^a{t-u'{t)J{t))+a'{t;u{t)J{t)). 
Integrating (2.35) from 0 to t, we have 
I Au{t) \\l +a(t,u'(t),u'{t)) 
==11 \\l +a(0,u'(0) ,u'(0)) + 2a'(0,u(0),u'(0)) 
- 2 a ' ( i , u ( t ) , i / ' ( t ) ) + 3 / a{s,u'{s),u'{s))ds 
Jo 
+ 2 f a"{s,u{s),u'{s))ds 
Jo 
+ 2 / [a{s-,u'{s)J{s)) + a'{s;u{s)J{s))]ds. 
Jo 
It therefore follows from (2.2), (2.5), and (2.36) that there exists a constant 
c = C{T) > 0 such that 
Au{t) \\l + II Vu\t) \\l 
? + II / llii(o,T;//i(0)) + / II llo ds]̂  (2.37) < C 2 ^ 
- max Vu'(s) 
2 o<s<t ^ ^ 
2 
0 • 
from which, as in the proof of (2.29), we deduce 
Au{t) \\l + II Vu'{t) 
< C u + w l + Wf 
(2.38) 
Thus (2.13) follows from (2.5), (2.31), and (2.38). Meanwhile, (2.12) is the 
consequence of (2.13) by a density argument. • 
§2.3. An Identity 
We are now in a position to establish an identity which is indispensable 
for obtaining an observability inequality in the following section. 
We define the energy of the solution ¿̂ of (2.1) by 
Eit)=l [ \u'{x,t)\^dx+lait;u{t),u{t)). 
^ JQ ^ 
(3.1) 




E{t) = E{0) + - J^ a'{s;u{s),u{s))ds, (3.3) 
where a{t] u{t),u{t)) and a'{t]u{t),u{t)) are given by (2.14) and (2.15), re-
spectively. 
For the coming calculation, we introduce the notion of tangential differ-
ential operators with respect to A which are similar to those introduced in 
Lio3, p.137 . 
Let n be a bounded domain with Lipschitz boundary F. Since by 
r " >,n 
(2.2) we have ai j {x,t)vivj > ce, the vector va = is not 
¿=1 
tangential to F for almost all x G F. Thus, we can define a tangential vector 
field such i 'h^i{vA{x),T\{x), • • • forms a basis in MJ" 
for almost all x 6 F. 
For a smooth function li, there exist ( j ^̂  k = 
1, 2, • • •, n — 1) depending on " ' ' ^^^^ 
du k i du ^ . -, o /o 
^ = + o n r , j = l , 2 , - - - , n . 3.4 
dxj ""duA ^ ar^ 
Set 
= ; = l , 2 , . . - , n , (3.5) 
A;=l ^ 
then, 
Evidently, = 1,2, • • •, n) are independent of the choice of the tangential 
vector field • Therefore we obtain a family of first order tangential 
differential operators a f 
(i = 1,2,. • • ,n) on F with respect to A. We can 
define the tangential gradient of u on F by 
= (3.7) 
For any subset Ei of S , erf ( j = 1,2, • • •, n) are hnear and continuous 
from Set 
- A ^ ^ ^ (3.8) 
i=i 
where { ( j f ) * denotes the adjoint of a f . Then the operator - A ^ ^ is hnear 
and continuous from i^H^i ) ( ^ ^ ( ^ i ) ) ' ^^^ satisfies 
^ JEi 
(3,9) 
Lemma 2.3.1. Let Q. be a hounded domain in JR^ with boundary F of 
class C^. Let q = {qu) be a vector field in x [0,cx)))]^. Suppose u is 




/ ,, , du \ f , . du 
dqk 







du du \ 
dxi dxj J 
dxdt 
'Q 
daij(x,t) du du . , 
^k—i oxk uXi oxj 
- i qk^fdxdt- [ u'q[^dxdt, 
JQ dxk JQ oxk 
u 
,, , du \ i ^ du . 
(3.10) 
Remark 2.3.2 . If n = 1, then (3.10) becomes 
1 qiy\u\'^dTi 
du 2 dq 
= (u'{t),q 
du\ T f 
+ / a[x,t) 
0 jQ dx 














— f q^fdxdt— [ u'q'^dxdt. 
Jo ^^ Jq ^^ 
(3.10)' 
'Q Q 
Proof We first prove (3.10) in the case of the solutions satisfying (2.12), 
that is, we assume initial conditions G D(A) x and/ G 
du 






Integrating by parts, we obtain 
du , , / ,, , du\^ 1 
Iq^^ dxk 
u "dxdt 




du d / ^ du \ 
<lk — — (ciij(x,t)—j 





du fdqk du 
dxdt 
d'^u \ 
\dxi dxk ^ ^^ dxkdxiJ 
dxdt. 
But, 
f du d'u ^ 
1 





dxi dx 'Q 
dxk dxi dxj 
daij(x^t) du du 








By (3.13) and (3.14), and noting that ^ ^ = afu on S , we have 
du d 
qk Q dxk dx, 
- aij{x,t)-—jdxdt 
ri \ OX 'i 
= - 1 1 qki'kaij{x,t)afu(Tfud^- / aij{x,t) 
^ i s ^Q 




dxj dxi dxk 
dxdt 
+ -
du du 1 i daij{x,t) du du 1 f dqk . 
- / qk — i ^ —^;—dxdt+ - / — a i j { x , t } — -^dxdt. 
2 Jo dxk dxi dxj 2 Jq dxk ' dx^ dxj 
(3.15) 
It follows from (3.11) , (3.12), and (3.15) that 
1 y* ^ ^ 
-J qki^ki^u' -a^j{x,t)afuafuy^ 
r r dqk du 
1 + - dqk / dxk V ^ - aij{x, t)-—-I— \dxdt dxi dxj 
1 f daij(x,t) du du f du 
- - / qk o / Qk^fdxdt 
2 Jo dxk dx^ dxj Jq dxk 
[ , , du 
dxdt. 
This is (3.10). 
We now consider the general case of solutions with G 
x L \ n ) and / G L\0,T; L\n)). We take (ul.ui) G D{A) x 
and /n G such that 
(ul.ui) in H\ü) X 
Now for the solutions Un with the initial conditions and right 
hand side identity (3.10) holds. Due to Theorem 2.2.1, we have 
U n b u r n ( 7 ( 0 , T ; i J i ( 0 ) ) , 
u ' ^ ^ u ' in C(0 ,T;L2( i^) ) . 
Thus, by taking the limit in (3.10), we deduce that (3.10) still holds in 
this case. • 
§2.4. Observability Inequality 
To establish an observabihty inequality, we need the following lemma. 
L e m m a 2.4.1. Let Q be a hounded domain in JR^ with boundary T of 
class Then for all weak solutions u of (2.1) with f = 0 the following 
hold: 
(i) If n > I, then 
/ 1 u -aij{x,t)afuaf'a\dT. 
= + ' + / E{t)dt (4.1) 
V dxk 2 ^ 0 7o 
1 f danix.t) dudu f ti^u / rni — ^ -:r—dxdt - / uttik-—dxdt. 
2JQ ' dxk dx^dxj JQ 'dxk 
•T 
Jf n = 1, then 
2 





^ ' dxdt — f um' — dxdt. 
JQ dx dx 
(ii) If n > 1, then 
. du n — 1 
< ^E{t) + 
+ 
a 
V ^ ( n - l ) ^ 
u{t)^dx 'Q 
4Ro J mkiyk\uit)\^dr, Vt G [0,r 
If n = 1, then for some 7 G (0,1) 
du 1 — 7 / / / N du 












Proof We prove the lemma only in the case where n > 1. It is similar 
in the case oi n — 1. 
(i) Taking qk = rrik in (3.10), we have 
2 7E ^ 







^ - ]dxdt 
dxdt 
'Q dxi dxj 
daijix.t) du du , . rrik-^^^^dxdt -OXk OXi OXj u'm'uS^dxdt 
dxk Q 
du du \ 
^dxk 




Q \ dxi dxj / 
1 i daij(x^t) du du — I m.u 
dxdt 
IQ ̂ ^ dxk dxi dxj 
f du dxdt — / um'u——dxdt. JQ dxk 
But 
'Q 
u' ^ — = (u^u') 





1 f d a i j { x , t ) du du 
du n — 1 
T 




JQ d^k dxi d x j 
dxdt — u n i l . - — d x d t . 
'Q dxk 
This shows (4.1) 
(ii) Frora the Cauchy-Schwarz inequahty we have 
/ , du n - 1 
I " + 
Ro 
•u 
< / \u(t)\^dx + 
JQ J q ^ ' J n 
Moreover, we have for t G [0,T 
n - 1 , . 9 7 
1 
aâ A: 2 
(4.8) 
n — 1 ., X 9 7 












M t ) ) = J ^ r n k ^ ^ u { t ) d x 
- \ i m k ^ { \ u ( t ) \ ' ) d x (4.10) 
1 J OXk 
= - - f \ u { t ) \ ^ d x ^ l [ mkiykHt)\^dT. 
2 Jfi 2 J r 
Combining (4.9) and (4.10), we obtain 









< R l i + / 
(4.11) 
+ 
n - 1 
J mkiyk\u{t)\'^dr. 
Thus, by (1.10 ) and (4.8) we have for t G [0,T 
... du n — 1 
u (t),mk- 1 :—u 
< ^Eit) + 
dxk ' 2 
+ 
a - 8i?o 
- 1) 
0 JT 
U {t)\''dx (4.12) 
4R 
Lemma 2.4.2. Let Q be a hounded domain in JR^ with boundary T of 
class C^ Suppose (1.9) and (1.10) hold. If either (1.13) holds and T > To 
or (1.19) and (1.20) hold and T is large enough so that 
V^T - 2Ro 
3Ro a ,oo I I b I | o , o o + I I | | o , o o < (4.13) 
then for all weak solutions u of (2.1) with f = 0 there exists C = C{T) > 0 
such that 
J rrikMWl^ - + J mkMHO)]^ + \u{T)\^)dT 




+ J mi/(|w(0)p + \u{T)\^)dT 




Furthermore, if condition (1.15) or (1.16) is satisfied, then TQ can be refined 
slightly to (1.17) or (1.18), respectively. 
Proof (i) Suppose (1.13) holds and T > To. 
Case I: n > 1. It follows from (1.10) and (2.15) that 
-a(t)E(t) < E'it) < a{t)E(t), \/t > 0, (4.16) 
where a{t) is given by ( l .H)- Let 




e^E] ^e^E' + h'e^E 




E{t) > > , Vi > 0. (4.19) 
On the other hand, it follows from Gronwall's inequality and (4.16) that 
E{t) < Vt > 0. 
Set 
du n — 1 ry ( Z =(u h 
V dxk 
It follows from (4.3) and (4.20) that 
< 1^(0)1 + \Z{T)\ 
^Oi QKQ jq 
(4.20) 
(4.21) 
/ (|i^(0)p + \u{T)\^)dx 
Jq (4.22) 
+ y/a(n - 1) 
^Ro JT 
In addition, by (1.10) and (4.20), we have 
1 f daij(x^t) du du 
rrik •dxdt 
'Q 
< — f h(t)aij{x^t)-——dxdt 
2 Jq 
T 
dxi dxj dxk dxi dxj 
<Roi b{t)E{t)dt 
Jo 
<RoE{0) II 6 Ilo,1 
where b{t) is given by (1.12). Also, 
< / u'Ri{t)\Vu\dxdt 
Jq 








^ •g(O) II Rl ||0,l^||a||o,i 
It therefore follows from (4.1), (4.19), (4.22), (4.23), and (4.24) that 
1 f 
rriki^k 
/ / u 
v 




_ E{0) II Ri ||o,i Hallo., 
[ (|u(0)p + \u{T)\^)dx 
Jn 
j mkiyk{\u{0)\^ + HT)\'')dr 
(4.25) 
Thus, 
2 Js ^ ^ 
+ 
> 
>A(n - 1) 
Ri 
0,1 e 
kllo.i _ Rc 
(4.26) 
Mglkllo.i xE(0) + 
This implies (4.14). 
Case II: n == 1. By (4.2), we have 
- 1) 
SR 0 JQ 
mv u + E{t)dt 
V ox/ 0 Jq 
da{x^ t) 1 / 





dxdt — I u m —dxdt. 
In OX 
Choose 7 G (0,1) and T > 0 such that 
R( Ri Mell^llo.i > 0. 
(4.28) 
We write 
.T  pT 
E{t)dt = 7 ŷ  E(t)di + 1 - 7 u 
Q 
— a(x^ t) ^ ^dxdt 
ox J 


















/ ,, - du 1 — 7 T 
+ 7 / E{t)dt 
Jo 
1 f da(x^t) 
^^ ' dxdt— f u'm'^dxdt^ 
dx Q dx 
from which, as in the case n > 1, we can deduce (4.15). 
Furthermore, if (1.15) is satisfied, then E'{t) < 0. Consequently, 
E{t) < £;(0), for t > 0. (4.31) 
Then (4.26) becomes 
/ / u v 
+ - 1) 4iio 
>1 -Rq 
\ 
j rrikiykiHO)]^ + \u{T)\^)dr 
Ri 




So To can be refined to (1.17). 
If (1.16) is satisfied, then E'{t) > 0. Consequently, 
E{t) > E{0), for t > 0. (4.33) 
Then (4.26) becomes 
+ - 1) 
4Ro 
j mkiyk{\u{0)\^ + \u{T)\^)dT 
>(T-Ro\\b ||o,i - + -
V \/a 
- 1) 




So To can be refined to (1.18). 
(ii) Suppose (1.19) and (1.20) hold and T is large enough so that (4.13) 
holds. 
By (3.3) we deduce 




/ E{t)dt > TE{0) -T\\a ||o,oo / E{t)dt. (4.36) 
Jo Jo 
It therefore follows from (4.1), (4.19), (4.22), (4.23), and (4.24) that 
- i mkjyk(w\^ — a i j { x , t ) c r f u a f u ] d l ] 
> ( l - II & lie 
Ro Ri 
v« / Jo V« 
SRo 








0,oo Ri 0,oo TE{0) 
a / 1 + T a 0,oo 
^EiO) -
\/a SRQ 
[ (|u(0)p + \u{T)\^)dx 
Jn 





2 7 , ™ 
/ 1 u 
\ 
+ V^jn - 1) 
> y/aT - 2Ro - 3RoT a o,oo —RoTy/a b 0,oo —T Ri 0,oo 
V ^ ( l + T a 0,oo) 





Taking into account (4.13), this impHes (4.14). 
L e m m a 2.4.3. Let To he any subset of T and EQ = To x (0 ,T) . Then 
2 ( T + 1 ) 
JTo ^ J^o 
(4.39) 
Proof. By calculation we have 
T T 
f T\u{T)\^dT= [ f u^dtdT+ f f tdu^dV 
Jvo J^o Jo Jfo JO 




[ T\u{0)\^dT= [ [ u^dtdr+ [ [ {t-T)du^dr 
JTO JTOJO JVOJO (4.41) 
< ( T + 1 ) / + 
Therefore (4.39) follows from (4.40) and (4.41). • 
By Lemmas 2.4.2 and 2.4.3, we obtain the following observabihty in-
equality. 
L e m m a 2.4.4. (Observabihty inequahty) Suppose E(x°(0)) c s i x " ) , 
and suppose the conditions of Lemma 2.4-2 are satisfied. Then there exists 
a constant C = C { T ) > 0 such that for all strong solutions u of (2.1) with 
f = 0 
Js(xO) ^S.(xO) 
U w . (4.42) 
§2.5. Proof of Theorem 2.1.1 
We apply HUM. To do so, we consider the problem: 
( u" - Au = 0 in Q, 




- 0 on E. 
For any { u ^ G fl D{A)) x problem (5.1) has a unique 
strong solution due to Theorem 2.2.2. Define 
( Í + [ (5.2) 
which is a norm on ( C ^ i ü ) H D{A)) x due to Lemma 2.4.4. Let n 
be the completion of H D{A)) x with respect to the norm 
-}{. Then Lemma 2.4.4 implies that 
n c H \ Q ) x L ^ Ü ) . 
Consequently 
According to the definition of we have for any G Tí, 
(5.3) 
(5.4) 
u «'ls(.o) e V ^ . t í k í . o ) G (5.5) 
To apply the HUM, we need to consider the backward problem: 
( v" - A v = {) in Q, 
= = ^ i n O , 
^ _ r on E(xO), 
dvA ~ I on 
(5.6) 
The solution of (5.6) can be defined by the transposition method (see 
Lio3, LM]) as follows. Let (•,•) denote the duality pairing between % and 
W. 
Definition 2.5.1. v is said to he an ultraweak solution of (5.6) if there 
exist G Ti' such that v satisfies 
JQ 
= - [ {0u + 0'u')dT.- f V^AOV^AudJ:, 
(5.7) 
'S(xO) ./E^xO) 
for any e n, f e T; and where 0 is the solution of 
the following problem 
We define 
( 0" -AO = f in Q, 
<9(0) 




L e m m a 2.5.2. Problem (5.6) has a unique ultraweak solution in the 
sense of Definition 2.5.1 satisfying 
V e L^{0,T-,iH'iQ)y), (5.10) 
(5.11) 
Moreover, there exists C > 0 such that 
(5.12) 
We assume Lemma 2.5.2 for the moment. We then define a Hnear oper-
ator A by 
(5.13) 
Taking / = 0 in (5.7), we find 
- / + [ (5.14) 
Js(xO) Js^(xO) 
It therefore follows from Lemma 2.4.4, Lemma 2.5.2, and the Lax-Milgram 
Theorem that A is an isomorphism from onto H'. This means that for 
all ( y ^ , — 6 the equation 
1 „.0 (5.15) 
has a unique solution With this initial condition we solve problem 
(5.1), and then solve problem (5.6). Then set 
and 
onS(xO), 
y{x,t;4>) = v{x,t-,(t>). 
(5.16) 
(5.17) 
Consequently, we have constructed a control function </> such that the solu-
tion (j)) of (0.4) satisfying (0.6). Thus, we have proved Theorem 2.1.1 
provided we can prove Lemma 2.5.2. 
Proof of Lemma 2.5.2. The solution 0 of problem (5.8) can be written 
as 0 = T] + w ̂  where r] and w are solutions of the following problems: 
( r]" -Arj = 0 in Q, 
(5.18) ,,(0) = e", )?'(o) = in n, 
duA 
and 
( w" - Aw = f in Q, 
= w;'(0) = 0 in 
= 0 onE. 
duA 
(5.19) 




On the other hand, by Theorems 2.2.1-2.2.2 and the trace theorem (Theorem 




[ {0u + 0'u')dE+ [ V^AOV^AudU 
/ {rju + r]'u)dT>+ / V^ArjV^AudJ: 
/ + + / V^AwV^AudJ] 
Js(xO) 
(5.22) 
< ^(ll Ik + II / llLMO,T;//Hî ))) II U ' 
Thus, there exist G {H^i^))') and {p\ G H' such that (5.7) 
holds, that is, v is an ultraweak solution of (5.6) and {?;(0), —'i;'(0)} G 'H'. 
Taking / = 0, (5.22) gives (5.12). • 
Chapter 3 
Transmission for the Wave Equation^ 
Introduction 
Since the 1960's, there has been a great deal of study on the problem of 
exact controllability for the wave equation 
r ? / " - A y = 0 i n n x ( 0 , o o ) , . . 
ly(o) = y^ in a 
Probably, the earliest study began with the case where O is a domain with 
simple geometry. The case where fl is an interval in IR̂  was first studied in 
some detail with quite complete results (see [Grai, Her, Rusi, Rus2, Russ]). 
Then the case where 0 is a domain in IR^ {n > 2) with simple geometry 
such as a sphere or parallelopiped was considered (see [Gra]). In 1973, using 
the method of spherical means, Russell [RUS4] made the first attempt on the 
case when the specific geometry of Q, is not prescribed. In 1974, by introduc-
ing the "Controllability via Stabilizability" Principle (abbreviated to CSP), 
Russell [Rus5 ] improved his previous results under the star-complemented 
condition on Q. Later, Russell's results were greatly improved by Chen (see 
BC, Chei, Che2, Ches, Che4]) with much weaker geometrical conditions 
on Q than the star-complemented condition. Meanwhile, some authors also 
used harmonic or nonharmonic analysis and moment problems (see [Lag2, 
Rusi, RUSY]) to prove controllabihty without geometrical restrictions. In 
1986, Lions [Lio2, Lioa ] introduced the Hilbert Uniqueness Method (HUM) 
and presented a systematic study. This method requires less geometrical 
* This chapter is based on our paper [LW4] accepted in Bull Austral 
Math. Soc. 
restriction. Further, by making use of the theory of pseudodifFerential oper-
ators and microlocal analysis, Bardos, Lebeau, and Rauch [BLR] gave sharp 
sufficient geometrical conditions for controls from the boundary 
Concerning the problem of transmission of the wave equation, to my 
knowledge, the only existing work is due to Lions and Nicaise. Lions [Lios, 
Chap. 6] first proved that the problem of transmission is exactly controllable 
with Dirichlet boundary controls. On the basis of Lions' work, Nicaise [Nici -
Nics] further discussed this problem in IR^ with the additional complication 
of singularities of the domain and obtained similar results. 
This chapter aims to study the problem of exact controllability for the 
problem of transmission with Neumann or Robin boundary controls in IR^. 
We will adopt the method: CSP. In order to apply the CSP, we have to 
first study the stability of the problem of transmission. For the stability 
of the wave equation, there has been extensive work in the literature. The 
pioneering works (see [LMP, Mori, Mor2, Str]) were first performed in the 
mid-seventies in studies aimed at achieving energy decay rates for the wave 
equation exterior to a bounded obstacle (the so-called "exterior" problem). 
In contrast, the "interior" problem is more difficult than the "exterior" prob-
lem, since the latter enjoys the advantage that the energy distributes itself 
over an infinite region as t oo. Russell [Russ] made a conjecture in 1974 
concerning uniform energy decay rates for the interior problem. This conjec-
ture was verified by Chen (see [Chei-Ches]) under some natural geometrical 
conditions on 0 . Later, the geometrical conditions were further relaxed by 
Lagnese [Lags . 
In this chapter, we will first estabhsh the uniform energy decay rates for 
the problem of transmission. Then, via CSP, we derive the exact controlla-
bility. 
We have divided this chapter into four sections. The main results of this 
chapter are presented in Section 3.1. We briefly discuss the well-posedness of 
the problem of transmission via the theory of semigroups of hnear bounded 
operators in Section 3.2. In Section 3.3, we estabHsh an inequahty, which is 
the key to estabhshing the exponential stabihty. Finally the main results are 
proved in Section 3.4. 
§3.1. Main Results 
Let 0 be a bounded domain in iR" (n > 1) with boundary F = of 
class C^ which consists of two parts, and S2, with S2 ^ 9 and relatively 
open in F. Si is assumed to be either empty or to have a nonempty interior. 
Let So be a regular hypersurface of class which separates Q into two 
domains, Oi and (see Figure 1 below). For simplicity, we assume that 
Fieiire 1 
5 o n 5 i = 5 o n 5 2 = 0 . Set Ti - aOi , T2 - 5 0 2 , 5ii - ^ i H T i , 
5i2 = n r 2 , 521 = 52 n Ti , 522 - ^2 n r2 , then Ti = Sn u 521 u ^o, 
r2 = 5i2 U 522 u 5o. For T > 0, set Q - 0 x ( 0 ,T ) , Q i = Oi x (0,r), 
Q2 = O2 X (0,T) , S = r X (0 ,T) , Si - 5i X (0 ,T) (z = 0,1,2), and 
J^ij = S^j X {0,T) = 
We consider the following exact controllability problem: Given T > 0 
large enough, for every in a suitable Hilhert space, we want to find 
a control function such that the solution of 
y'l - aiAyi qyi = 0 
y^{o) = yl ym=^y} 
yi = o 
^y^ , A + ayi = (pi dv 
yi = y2, ai 
dyi dy2 










yi{x,T',(l>uh) = y'i{x.T-Ji,cl>2) = 0 in O,-, z = (1.2) 
In (1.1), ai, a2 are positive constants, the functions q : fi ^ IR and 
a : S2 IR are nonnegative and satisfy 
(1.3) 
and V is the unit normal of F or So pointing towards the exterior of 0 or 
Oi . 
Because system (1.1) is linear and time-reversible, control problem (1.1)-
(1.2) is equivalent to steering any initial state to any terminal state. 
By CSP, the controllabihty problem is closely related to stabihzation for 
in Qi X (0, oo), 
in 
on Sii X (0, oo), 
the following problem: 
^ u'l — aiAui + qui = 0 
Ui = 0 
du' 
+ a{x)ui + cr{x)u[ = 0 o n S2i x (0 , o o ) , i 
dui du2 ^ . 
where the function cr : —iR is nonnegative and satisfies 
= 1,2, 
(1.4) 
a 6 C\S2). (1.5) 





wi, X G i^i, 
¿̂2, X G O2, 
wj, X G Hi, 
uj, X G Oi, 
ul, X e ^2, 
r ai, X G Hi, 
(1-6) a2, X G 
In the sequel, u, û  always means as above; an integral of u on a domain 
or a boundary like Si means the sum of two integrals of ¿̂l and U2 on 
the subdomains Oi and i22 ov the sub-boundaries ^n and 512; that an 
equation related to u holds on a domain O or a boundary like Si means 
that the equation holds on the subdomains and O2 or the sub-boundaries 
5ii and 5i2, respectively. 
For simplicity, throughout this chapter, we suppose that at least one of 
the following 
Si or g ^ 0 or a ^ 0 (1.7) 
holds. Set 
= {u e H \ n ) u = 0onSi}, 
•Hi = H^ia) X L\n), 
In what follows, we use the following energy norm on Tii 
G ^ [l I' I I' 




which is equivalent to the usual one induced by x L^(i^). In fact, if 
a ^ 0 and this is not true, then there is a sequence {un} C such 
that 
Vun ^ + Un\^]dx = 1, (1.9) 
and 
f \un\'^dx>n [ [a{x)\Vun\'^ q\un\^]dx f a{x)a{x)\un\'^dT. (1.10) 
Jn Jn ^ Js2 
Then, we have 
hm / |Vun| dx = 0, 
JQ 
(1.11) 
lim / a{x)a{x)\un\'^dT = 0. (1.12) 
Moreover, by (1.9), we may assume {un} converges to u weakly in 
Since the injection of into is compact, we may assume {un} 
converges to u strongly in L^(ii). Since 
dun du 
n—^oo dxi dxi 





u = C (constant). (1.13) 
On the other hand, by (1.11) and the fact that {un} converges to C strongly 
in we can deduce that {un} converges to C strongly in Thus, 
by the trace theorem and (1.12), we have 
C^ / a(x)a(x)dr = \im / a{x)a{x)\un\'^dT = 0. 
JS2 
This shows that C = 0. Consequently, it follows from (1.11) that 
lim / [|VlinP + \Un\'^]dx = 0, 
Jq 
which is in contradiction to (1.9). 
If g ^ 0, the proof is similar. If Si ^ 0, this is just the consequence of 
Poincaré's inequality (Theorems A.2.5 and A.2.6). 
For convenience, we adopt the following notation. For a vector field 
/(x) =: (/i(x), • • •, /n(^)) of class the additional subscripts in lij and 
dl 
liij denote derivatives of the vector field /, e.g., kj = • oxj 
We define the energy of system (1.4) by 
= (1.14) 
The main results are the following. 
Theorem 3.1.1. Assume there is a vector field l{x) = 
Inix)) of class C^(0) such that 
(i) I ' ly < 0 a.e. on Si with respect to the (n-1)-dimensional surface 
measure; 
(ii) I'V > T] > ^ a.e. on S2 with respect to the (n-1)-dimensional surface 
measure; 
(Hi) (a2 — ai)l' V a.e. on Sq with respect to the (n-1)-dimensional 
surface measure; 
(iv) the matrix {Uj + Iji) is uniformly positive definite on 
(v) there exists a constant ao > 0 such that 
(J > ao on 52; 
Then there are positive constants M, r such that 
E{u, t) < 0), for allt>0 (1.15) 
for all solutious u of (1.4) with G Tii. 
Theorem 3.1.2. Suppose all assumptions of Theorem 3.1.1 are satis-
fied. Suppose T is given large enough. Then for any G Tii, there 
exists a boundary control function 
<f,{x,t) e 
such that the solution of (1.1) satisfies (L2). Moreover, there exist positive 
constants Ci, C2 such that 
CiE{y,0) <11 C2E{y,0), (1.16) 
where 
Remark 3.1.3. The controllability problem (1.1) can be also solved by 
using HUM, obtaining different results (see [LW5]). 
Theorem 3.1.1 will be proved by a classical energy method and multiplier 
technique, and then Theorem 3.1.2 derived via CSP. 
In comparison with existing results, in stabiHty, Theorem 3.1.1 gener-
alizes the result of Lagnese [Lags] to the case of transmission with Robin 
boundary conditions. Also, it generalizes Theorem 8.15 of Komornik [Kom4 , 
p.117] in three aspects: firstly, the vector field m[x) = x — x^ [xi — 
) in Komornik's theorem is replaced by more general vector 
field l{x)-, secondly the condition mince(a;) > 0 of Komornik has been re-
S2 
moved; thirdly, we have considered the problem of transmission. In exact 
controllability, our results extend a result of Lions [Lios , Theorem 1.2, p. 159 
to the case of transmission. 
§3.2. Well-posedness 
The well-posedness of problem (1.4) is by now well known. For com-
pleteness, we give an outline. 
Problem (1.4) can be formulated as an abstract Cauchy problem: 
/ 0 I \ i u^ = A 




1 ' I 
in the Hilbert space Hi for the initial condition G H i . The domain 
D{A) of A is given by 
du 
dp 
= 0 on S2}, (2.2) 
where 
(01,02) =[ue H\ü) : € i = 1,2; u = O on ^i, 
dui du'2 
du ^^ du and ai ^ ^ = on 5o (2.3) 
Lemma 3.2.1. D{A) is dense in Hi. 
Proof. Set 
du 
Do = {{u,v) : ^ + aiz = 0 on ^2}. (2.4) 




is dense in H^^ (0). 
We define a norm on Hg^ (i^) by 
u (n) = [ j + q\u\^)dx + j . (2.6) 
As proved before, this norm is equivalent to the usual norm induced by 
Thus the scalar product on induced by is equivalent 
to the scalar product: 
{u^v)ii\ m\ = / [a{x)SIu-Vvquv]dx/ a[x)(x{x)uvdT. (2.7) 
Let w e H^^ (O) be such that 
(ii) = V u e X. (2.8) 
Then we obtain 
0= [a{x)Vu ' Vw + quw]dx + / a{x)a{x)uwdT 
Jq JS2 
— / [—ai/^uiWi-{-quiWi]dx-\- / [—a2Au2t^2 + (2.9) 
= / fwdx, 
JQ 
where 
/ = —aiAui + qui, X G Oi , —a2Aui + qu2^ X e 02-
Consider the transmission problem of elhptic type: 
-aiAui + qui = Qi 
Ui = 0 
dui , . X p. 





on 821-, z = 1, 2, 
on Sq. 
(2.10) 
The variational problem corresponding to (2.10) is 
/ [a{x)S/u'Vv-\-quv\dx-\- / a{x)a[x)uvdV = / gvdx^ v ^ (2.11) 
Jo. JS2 J^ 
where 
9 = 91 92 
a; G Hi, 
X e 
It is clear that (2.11) has a unique solution u G for any g G 
{Hg^ . Furthermore, we assert that the solution u G X for any g G 
As a matter of fact, the solution ui, U2 of (2.10) can be expressed 
as 
ui=0 1 5 
where 0 is the solution of 
-aiAO + qO = gi in 0, 
0 = 0 on Su 
do 
— + = 0 on 52, \ ov 
and U2 satisfies 
-a2Au2 + qu2 = •• 92 in O2, 
U2 = 0 on S12 
du2 ^ . X 0 on S22 
do 
on Sq. U2 = a2 ^ 
ov 
It follows from the ehiptic regularity theory that 0 G By the trace 
3 do 1 
theorem (Theorem A.2.11) we deduce that 0 G Hi{V2) and — G 
Again by elliptic regularity we have U2 G since ^o, 5 i , S2 do not 
intersect each other. Thus / runs over all L^(ii) when u runs over all X . 
It therefore follows from (2.9) that w = 0. From the Hahn-Banach theorem 
it follows that X is dense in . • 
In the sequel, we always use the energy scalar product on 7i i : 
u a{x)Vu'V(l) + qu(l)^vxl)]dx^- / a{x)a{x)u(f)dV, (2.12) 
JS2 
which is equivalent to the scalar product on Hi induced by x 
The operator A has the following properties: 
(i) A is a dissipative operator on Tii , i.e., 
<0, for all (u,v)en(A). 






V ya{x)Au — qu J ^ \
= Re {a{x)Vv • Vu + qvu + {a{x)Au - qu)v)dx + Re / a{x)oiUvdV 
JQ JS2 
= Re 
, dui f dui_ f du2_ 
(ai^ a2^-)vdT+ / ai^-vidV + / a2-^V2dT 
^ dv du ' Js,, diy Js,, op 
+ Re / a{x)auvdr 
Js-> 
/ aio-|i;i|^c?r - / a2(T\v2\^dr 
S21 J S22 
< 0 , 
where the unit normal p to Sq directs towards the exterior of Hi 
(ii) A has an adjoint operator 
A* = 
0 -I) 
-a(x)A-i-q 0 y 
with 
n(A*) = {(u,v) : (u,v) e Hl(Qi,n2) X ff'sA^), 
du au — crv = 0 on 52}. 
The operator A* is also dissipative on Tii. 




/ V / 
— qu J ^ \ ip 
— / {a{x)Vv • + qv^ + (a(a;)Ai¿ — qu)ip)dx + / a{x)av^dr 
Jil JS2 
^ Í ^a,^ - a,^)vdT + 
'So du diy S21 
d(j>i - , / d(l)2-
ai-^vidi + / 
du Js,, dv 
2 r 
— \ / aivA(j)idx 
i=i J^i 
J So ^^ ^^ Js^i ^^ Js,, Ou 
— / a(x)V?/' • Vuc/x + / {qv^ — quip)dx + / 
= — a{x)(Vu ' Vip + quip + (a(x)A^ — q^)v)dx — / 
J o 
/ 0 - I 
^-a{x)A-\-q 0 
0 \ 
(iii) A is a closed linear operator on 'Hi. This is because A — A** and 
the adjoint operator of a densely defined operator is a closed operator (see 
Rud, p.334]). 
It then follows from Theorem A.3.5 that A is the infinitesimal generator 
of a Co semigroup on H i . An application of the theory of semigroups 
(Theorem A.3.15) gives 
Theorem 3.2.2. (i) For any initial condition G x 
1/^(0)^ problem (1-4) has a unique weak solution with 
u e C([0, 00); H^^ (0)) n 00); (2.13) 
and 
du 
u' e (2.14) 
Moreover, 
E{u,t) < Vt > 0, (2.15) 




(ii) For any initial condition G D(A), the problem (1-1) has a 
unique strong solution with 
u € C([0, oo); Hi (iii , fij)) n Ci([0, c«); H^ (ii)). (2.17) 
Moreover, there exists a constant C > 0 such that for all t G [0,T 
u'{t) + II u{t) II Aui{t) 
i=l 
2 
< C[|| + II ||l,i2 II ^ ^ (2.18) 
¿=1 
Proof. It follows from semigroup theory that the problem (1.4) has 
a unique weak solution u satisfying (2.13) for any G x 
and satisfying (2.17) for any G D{A). On the other hand, 
multiplying the first equation of (1.4) by u'- and integrating over 0 x (0,t), 
we obtain 
/ a{x)a{x)\u'\^d^ = E{u,0) - E{u,T) < E{u,0). (2.19) 
This gives (2.15). In addition, by (1.4) we have 
f du 2 
JS2 du 
dT>= {au au'Ydl], 
J 
(2.20) 
and by the trace theorem, we have 
(2.21) 
Thus, (2.14), and (2.16) follow from (2.19)-(2.21). To prove (2.18), let T(t) 
be the semigroup generated by A. Then the solution u of (1.4) can be 
expressed as 
If G D{A), by the semigroup property (Theorem A.3.2) we have 
/ 
\ u ' j v ^ V 
that is. 
u' 
a { x ) A u — q u 
= m 
U- \ 
\ a ( x ) A u ^ — q u ^ J 
This yields 
u ' { t ) II A u i { t ) 
¿=1 
< C[|| u^ ||i,i2 + II u^ ||o,fi + II Au^i ||o,fi, + II u{t) 
¿=1 
Hence, (2.18) follows from (2.15) and (2.22). 
(2.22) 
• 
Remark 3.2.4. Problem (1.4) can be also solved by the monotone 
operator method as used in [Kom4, Chap.7]. We have here selected the 
theory of semigroups because we will later need the asymptotic property of 
semigroups (Theorem A.3.10). 
§3.3. An Inequality 
In this section, we generahze an inequahty of Lagnese [Lags , Theorem 2 
to the case of transmission. This inequahty is the key to the proof of Theorem 
3.1.1 and also has independent interest. 
Theorem 3.3.1. F o r e v e r y e > 0 t h e r e e x i s t s a c o n s t a n t C { e ) s u c h 





<C{€)E{u,0) + € Í [ 
Jo Jü 
(3.1) 
for every solution of (14) wt^ { u ^ G x 
Although the proof of Theorem 3.3.1 is almost the same as the proof 
of Theorem 2 of [Lags], for completeness, we give here an outline. We first 
recall some preliminaries from the perturbation theory for Hnear operators. 
For details, we refer to [Kat 
Let h{u^v) be a sesquihnear form defined on the Hilbert product space 
H X H with the domain D{b). Set b{u) = b{u,u). The set of values of b{u) 
for u G D{b) with |lu|| — 1 is called the numerical range of b and will be 
denoted by 0 ( 6 ) . A sesquihnear form b will be said to be sectorial (see [Kat, 
p.310]) if 0 ( 6 ) is a subset of a sector of the form 
{C : largiC - r)| < 0} 
for given real numbers 0,t such that 0 < ^ < f . A sectorial form b is said 
to be closed (see [Kat, p.313]) if Un G D{b), Un u and b{un - Um) 0 
for n, m CO imphes that u G D(b) and -u) ^ 0. 
An operator A in a Hilbert space H with the domain D{A) is said to 
be accretive (see [Kat, p.279]) if 
Re(Aw, u) > 0 for all u G D{A). 
A is said to be m-accretive (see [Kat, p.279]) if (A + A)-^ is bounded and 
\{A + A)~^|| < (ReA)"^ for ReA > 0 . A is said to be quasi-m-accretive 
(see [Kat, p.279]) if A + r is m-accretive for some scalar r . A is said to be 
sectorial (see [Kat, p.280]) if the numerical range 0 ( A ) of A, the set of all 
complex numbers (Aw,u) where u ranges over all u G D{A) with ||?i|| = 1, 
is a subset of a sector of the form 
{C : \arg{C - r)| < 6} 
for given real numbers O^r such that 0 < 0 < A is said to be m-sectorial 
(see [Kat, p.280]) if it is sectorial and quasi-m-accretive. 
Let Do be a subset of the complex plane and b^ a family of sesquilinear 
forms defined for uo ^ Dq. b^ will be called a holomorphic family of type 
(a) (see [Kat, p.395]) if i) each B^ is sectorial and closed with D{BU;) = D 
independent of to and dense in H^ and ii) b(^{u) is holomorphic for to e Dq 
for each fixed u ^ D. 
Theorem 3.3.2. [Kat, Theorem 4.2, p.395] Let h^ he a holomorphic 
family of type (a). For each uj let A{uj) = Ah^ he the associated m-sectorial 
operator,i.e., 
b^{u,v) = u e V eD. 
Then A{UJ) form a holomorphic family of operators, and AIUJ) are locally 
uniformly sectorial. 
Theorem 3.3.3. [Kat, Theorem 1.10, p.371] Let A{LO) he a closed and 
holomorphic family for u e Dq and let A{u;) have compact resolvent for 
each to. Call to a singular point if 0 is an eigenvalue of A{uj). Then either 
all uj e Do are singular points or there are only a finite number of singular 
points in each compact subset of Do. 
In order to prove Theorem 3.3.1, we also need the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.3.4. Let (j) e Then there exists u G 
such that 
u = 0, 
du 
= (I) on r , 
and 
(3.2) 
(3.3) Wl||2,Qi 4- \\U2\\2,Q2 < 
where C is a positive constant and 
= l^i : Ui = UQ. e H^i^i), i = 1,2; ui = U2, 
dui du2 ^ \ 
ai^— = on Sq 
oiy ov J 
Proof. By the trace theorem (Theorem A.2.11), it follows that there 
exists w G i i ^ ( n ) such that 
dw 
w; = 0, 
dv 
— on r , 
and 
w 2,0 < C\\(t) 




Also by the trace theorem, it follows that there exists v G such that 
dv 
V = 0, 
V = w, 
and 




dv «2 dw 
dv 01 dv 
0 H2(rnri) + w H2{So)~^ dv hUsoV 
H2(rnri) + w 2. 
4> H ^ m r i ) + w 
< c u H2(r) 
Then, u defined by 
u = 
V, X G Oi, 
w, X e 
belongs to and satisfies (3.2) and (3.3) 
We also need the following unique continuation theorem for elliptic op-
erators given in [GarL]. 
Let A{x) — {aij{x)) be a real symmetric matrix-valued function on 0 
satisfying the assumptions: 
(i) there exists a p G (0,1) such that, for every x £ and ^ G 
(ii) there exists a K > 0 such that, for every x,y G i i , 
aij{x) - aij{y)\ < K\x - y|, = 1,2, • • • 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
Let the function V satisfy the assumption: for every â o G O there exist 
ro > 0 and two constants Ci, C2 > 0 such that if V{x) — V~^{x) — V~{x)^ 
then 
0 < < 
0 < V-{x) < 
Ci 
X — Xq 
C2 
X — Xq 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
a: - xo| < ro} . for any x G H ii , where 5ro(^o) = {x e JR"" 
Theorem 3.3.5. [GarL, Corollary 1.1] Assume that A{x) and V{x) 
satisfy the above assumptions (3.4)- (3.7). Then the operator 
L = - d i v ( A ( x ) V ) + V{x) 
has the unique continuation property in that is, the only solution 
of Lu = 0 which can vanish in an open subset of Q is u = 0. 
We are now ready to prove Theorem 3.3.1. 
Proof of Theorem 3.3.1. Let T > 0 be fixed and ^ G C^(iR) satisfy 
= = 0, ^{t) = 1 for t > T , and ^(t) = 0 for t < 0. Let w = ^u. 
Then w satisfies 
w'l — aiAwi + qwi = + 2xl)'u'- = gi in x (0, oo), 
= w'i{0) = 0 in 
Wi = 0 on Sii X (0, oo), 
dw (^3 8) 
+ awi + aw'- = atp'ui = hi on S2i x (0, oo), 
dwi dw2 ^ . 
w i = W 2 , a i — — = — on ¿0 X (0, oo). 
ou ou 
Let a; be a complex parameter with Imcj < 0 and W be the Fourier 
transform of w: 
/•oo 
Jo 
Then Wi satisfies 
-a .AT^i - + qWi = G^ in O,, 
Wi = 0 on Sii, 
iacjWi = H, on 52^, (3-9) 
T i / w . 
W i = W 2 , on 6o, 
where Gi, Hi denote the Fourier transforms of gi and respectively. Set 
1 {a{x)\/W-VV-io^WV-{-qWV)dx 
^^ (3.10) 
+ / a(x){a + iaiv)WVdT VW, V G 
JS2 
One can then show that b̂ j is a closed and holomorphic family of type (a) 
in some neighborhood of the real axis in the complex cj-plane. 
Associated with b̂ j is an m-sectorial operator A^ in such that 
for every G and V G . Then A^ = -(a(x)A + co^) + q 
with 
dW 
B(Au;) = (QI,Q2) : -h a(x)W + za(x)u;W = 0 on S2} 
It then follows from Theorem 3.3.2 that A ;̂ is a holomorphic family of closed 
operators in a neighborhood of the real axis. In addition, it is clear that each 
Acj has compact resolvent. 
We now show that zero cannot be an eigenvalue of Au; if co is real. 
Suppose cj is real and that W G B̂ î satisfies 
bUW,v) = o, vveE^^(Q). 
One then can show W G -E^IQ) and 
f {a{x)VW ' v y - CJ^WV + gWV)dx = 0, We (O). 
Let xo G S2 and Bp be a ball centered at XQ . Choose p so small that Bp 
contains no point of Si. Extend W into Q.p = Bp be setting W = 0 in 
Op - O. Then W G and is a solution of 
-a{x)AW - Lv^W + qW = 0 in Qp. (3.11) 
By Theorem 3.3.5, this implies = 0 in (Note that we can no longer 
appeal to analyticity of solutions of (3.11) as used in [Lags] for the case of 
the wave equation). 
It therefore follows from Theorem 3.3.3 that exists as a bounded 
operator on for all u; in |Re cc;| < CJQ , |Im cj] < ^(CJQ) for some suitably 
small ¿(too) for every u;o. This means that for such a; 
W o<C G\\o 
for every solution of (3.9) with H = 0. li H ^ 0, since H G ^^¿^(r) == 
{u G H^T) : w = 0 on 5 i } , it follows from Lemma 3.3.4 that there exists 
U e such that 
d U 
U = 0 , 
d p 
= H on r , 
and 
H 2 { S 2 ) 
Ui\\2,Qi + \\U2\\2,Q2 < 
Then V = W - U is a, solution of (3.9) with Gi replaced by Gi - aiAUi + 
LoUi — q U i and H i = 0 . Thus, 
0 < U 0 + V 
< ||/7||o + C\\G - a { x ) A U + l o U - q U 
< C [ G 0 + H 
(3.12) 
H 2 ( S 2 ) 
(Note that we can no longer use the usual trace theorem as used in [Lags 
for the case of the wave equation) 
We next show that for every £ > 0 there exists a constant C{e) such 
that for every ^ > 0, 
r [ e-^^'w^dxdt<Ci6)E{u,Q) + e H [ (3.13) 
Jo Jq 
for the solution of (3.8). It suffices to prove that (3.13) holds for 0 < (5 < 
8e for some ^̂  > 0, since for 8 > 8e the left-hand side does not exceed 
Let (jo = a - i8. Then by Fourier's inversion formula (see [Hor, p. 160]), 
we have 
J - o o 




By Parseval's formula (see [Hör, p. 163]), we have 
w{x,t)\^dxdt= [ [ \W(x,uj)\^dxda, 
J_oo Jci 
w'{x,t)\^dxdt= ^ f f \LoW{x,uj)\^dxda. 
Jo JQ ^^J-ooJn 
Let R > 0 be so large that R'"^ < e. Choose 6{R) > 0 such that (3.12) 
holds for |a| < R and < S{R). It therefore follows from (3.12) that 
/ / \W{x,io)\^dxda 
J-R JQ 
< C { R ) \ i ( \G\^dxda+ i 
^J-oo JQ 
H 2 X da H2(S2) J 







—OO J Q 
'OO 




Adding (3.14) and (3.15) gives 
< C { R ) I i G^dxda + 
fOO 
27r / I e 
Jo Jü 
-OO Jn 
+ 27re i f e 
Jo Jü 
/»OO 
H 2 , da H2(S2) J 




Jo 'o JQ 
2 , da 
H2(S2) 
>oo 
+ 27re j e 
Jo Jq 
In addition, it is easy to see that 





dt < CE{u,0). h 
Hence, (3.13) follows from (3.16). 
Finally, we obtain 
/ / < u^dxdt + / / e-^^'w^dxdt 
'o Jii Jo Jn Jo Jn 
< c ( £ ) E ( u , O ) + 6 R [ 
Jo JQ 
<C(6)E{u,0) + e r [ 
Jo JQ 








We use the classical energy method and a multiplier technique to prove 
Theorem 3.1.1. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1.1. Case I: ao = maxa(a::) is small enough. 
We begin with the case where G 1-Li. We may as well assume 
that G D{A) since the general case G Tii can be handled 
by a simple limiting process. Then w is a classical solution of (1.4). After a 




t(| u p +a{x) I Vu +q\u\^) + 2u'{l • Vu) + (hi - l)uu' 
2ta(x)u'\/u + 2a{x){l • Vw)Vw+ u I 
+ a(x){lii — l)uVu — a{x) | Vu ^ / 
du du 
(4.1) 





+ (2 - lii)q\u\'^ - 2q{l • Vu)^¿, 
where 6ij denote the Kronecker symbol, i.e.. 
_ J 1, I = j , 
and the summation convention is assumed. Set 
2 +a{x) I Vu p +q\u\'^) + 2u\l - Vu) + {la - l)uu' 
+ / -a{x)a{x) I u p dT, Js-y 2 
then (4.1) gives 
dx 
(4.2) 
dt 2dt K u 'o 
+ / - /¿j) 
in 












- a { x ) l i i j U - ^ + (2 -
2ai(/• Vwi)-;r ai V^¿l ^ / • i/ 
2a2[l • -
c/r 
( = h) 
{=h) 
Vu. 2 /. V 
du aitu\{2-^ + + 2ai(/ • Vui) ^ uv ou 
dV {= h) 
dui u- l-v 





«1 I Vui p / • z/ + -0,i0i{x)\ui ¿J 
du' 
dV 
a2tu'^{2-^ + a{x)u2) + 2a2{l • dp dv u. l-u 
du2 ^ 2 1 ^ / \ 2 





2ai(/ • V w i ) - ^ - 2a2{l • VU2) ^^ 
+ («2 I VW2 - d l I Vui P)/ • U dr 
u +a{x) I Vu p +q\u\'^)dx - f aa \ u dV {= Ii) 
2 Js2 
+ h +hi-h 
du + '521 
dui 










= / i + /2 + /3 + A + /s + /e + + h-
By multiplying / by a large enough positive constant, we may assume that 
hj — ^ji) is negative definite in O. Thus we have I2 < 0. From 
du condition (i) and the fact Vu = —v on Si it follows that 
OP 
h = CLi 
= 0.2 
J S12 






I • vdV < 0, 
^ / • < 0. 
h < 
'S21 
{-aitao + l-iy + C{e)) u 2 Vui dV 
'S21 
= /ei + hi-
By the trace theorem, we have 




l62 < Ci(e -{- aiao + C{e)al) 
Likewise, we have the same estimate for I7: 
u 
H'sA^)-
I7 < U' 
2 
VU' 
+ / {e-\-a2ao + C{e)ocl)\u2\^dV 
J Soo S22 
= /71 4-/72, 
I72 < Ci{6 + aiao + C(e)al) u Hi W 
Concerning I3 , we have 






It therefore follows from (4.5)-(4.7) that 
+ /3 + h2 + I72 < - T / (I u' +a{x) I Vu +q\ 
J 
Jn ^ JS2 ii 
if £ and ao are small enough. Fix £ and ao, then Iqi + /71 < 0 if t is large 
enough. We also prove that /s < 0. Since i/i = U2 on So, we have 




VU2 Vw- du2 dui\dui /du2 duix"^ 
\ diy diy / 
Vui 2 + 
du du ) dv 
\ dv \ dv 
So, 
Q d 
2ai(/ • V u i ) ^ - 2a2{l • + (̂ 2 | Vu2 ^ - a i | V^i p)/. ^ 
du, 
dv 
-.i-Hir + 2̂ 
dv 





dv / «1 Vw-
= 2a,{l. - 2a: \l • Vu, + -^U-u 




+ «2 Viii " + 2 a\(dui\'^ idui\^\ \ dv J dv J J — ai Vui 
dv 
I'V 
= («2 — I Vui ^ I • V 
(«2 - aif fduiV^ 
dv J «2 
I'V. 
This show that /s < 0 because of (iii) of Theorem 3.1.1 and ai > «2 • It 





if Ti is large enough. 
aa 
2 -\-a{x) I Vu p ^-q\u\^)dx 




On the other hand, there exist T2 sufficiently large such that 
0 < P { t ) < C { t + l ) E { u , t ) , t > T 2 , ( 4 . 9 ) 
where C is a constant independent of t, u. 
Let ^ > 0 be fixed. Set T = m a x { T i , T 2 } . Multiplying (4.8) by 
and integrating from T to + 0 0 we get 
/>oo 
-26t 1 
8 J t 
< C i E { u , 0 ) + C2 [ [ e-^^'u^dxdt, (4.10) 
JT JQ 
where Ci , C2 are independent of It therefore follows from (4.9) and (4.10) 
that 
r t)dt < C i E ( u , 0 ) + C 2 / / e-^^'u^dxdt. 
Jo Jo JQ 
Applying Theorem 3.3.1, we conclude that 
/•OO 
/ e-^^'E{u,t)dt < C E { u , 0 ) . (4.11) 
Jo 
Letting 0, we obtain 
>00 
/ E { u , t ) d t < C E { u , 0 ) . (4.12) 
Jo 
By Theorem A.3.10, there are positive constants M, r such that 
E { u , t ) < M e - ^ ' E { u , 0 ) , t > 0. (4.13) 
We will use a control-theoretic method given in [Mori] and [Ruse] to 
prove Theorem 3.1.1 in the case that ceo is arbitrary But first we employ 
Russell's " controllabihty via stabihzabiHty " principle to prove Theorem 
3.1.2 in the case where ao is small enough. 
Proof Theorem 3.1.2. Case I: a^ is small enough. We first consider the 
problem: 
'u'l aiAui + qui = 0 
ui = 0 
dui 
dp 
+ aui + au'- = 0 
ui = U2, ai 
dui du' 
= «2 du du 
which has a unique weak solution with 
in Oi X (0,T), 
in 
on X (0,T), 
on S2i X (0,T), i=l,2, 




for any ) G Tii thanks to Theorem 3.2.2. 
Using the solution u of (4.14), we then consider the backwards problem: 
w'- - aiAwi -\-qwi = 0 in Qi x (0, T), 
w^{T) = Ui{n w[{T) = u[{T) inO,, 
= 0 o n 5 i i x ( 0 , T ) , 
<9?/;- (4.15) 
^ + -aw'- = 0 on x (0, T), i=l,2, 
du 
wi = ai 
dwi dw2 
a2 
du ^^ du 
which has a unique weak solution with 
on 5o X (0,T). 
and 
since {u{x,T),u'{x,T)) eUi. Set 
y = u — w. 
and 
then y satisfies 
Y'L - A I A Y I -\R QYI = 0 
Y I = 0 
^ Y I ^ A I \ 
O V R. 
O Y I O Y 2 
We define an operator A by 
in X (0,T), 
ŵ KO) in 
in Oi, 
on X (0,T), 
on X (0,T), 
on So X (0,T). 
Then it is clear that A is a Hnear operator from Hi into Tii. Moreover, by 
Theorem 3.1.1 we have 
< (4.16) 
Therefore, 
A < M E 
- T T 
Taking T large enough so that ME""^ < 1, then I - K isomorphism 
from Ui onto H i . Thus, for any G 'Hi, there exists a unique 
GKI such that 
Consequently, we have constructed a control function (/> = - ( T { X ) { W ' + U ' ) 
solving the exact controllabiHty problem (1.1)-(1.2). 
On the other hand, multiplying the first equation of (4.14) by u' and 
integrating over Q, we obtain 
[ a{x)a{x)\u'\^d^ = E{u,0) - E{u,T). 
v/So 
Likewise, we have 
/ a{x)a{x)\w'\'^dJ: = E{w,T) - E{w,0). 
It therefore follows from Theorem 3.1.1 that there exist positive constants 
Ci, C2 such that 
C i ( l - <11 u' C2E^u,0), 
and 
C i ( l - <11 w' C2EHw,T) 
Noting E{u, T) = E{w, T), we deduce from the triangle inequaHty and The-
orem 3.1.1 that 
<11 U — w' I L2(S2) (4.18) 
Since I - A is an isomorphism, (1.16) follows from (4.17) and (4.18). 
Proof of Theorem 3.1.1. Case II: ao is arbitrary 
Let £ > 0 be small enough and T large enough. It then follows from 
Theorem 3.1.2 that there exists a control such that 
y'^ - aiAyiqyi = 0 in Q^, 
yz(0) - 0, yKO) = 0 in 
y^(T) = u , ( n y m = < ( T ) inO. , 
V i ^ O on Eli, (4.19) 
dyi 




According to the proof of Theorem 3.1.2, y and (j) can be written as 
y = y — W, (f) = —(7{v' + ), 
where v and w are respectively the solutions of 
f v'^ - aiAvi + qvi = 0 in Qi, 
Vi{T) = vl v[{T) = v] inn,, 
= 0 on Eli, 
. ' n V + evi - avi =0 on L2i, 
(4.20) 
diy . o 
dvi dv2 
w" — UiAwi + qwi = 0 
«>¡(0) = t;i(0), < ( 0 ) = 
Wi = 0 
dwi , _ 
— h ewi + aw- = 0 
ou 
owi dw2 










dv ^ dy 
In (4.21), (t̂ ,̂"?̂ )̂ are chosen such that 
- {w{T\w'{T)) = - = {u{T\u'{T)). (4.23) 
Integrating by parts, we obtain 
0 = y'{u" - aAw + qu) + u\y" - aAy + qy) 
= J ^^{u'y'+aVu-Vy + quy)dxdt- J^ + 
= / (|u'(T)p + a\Vu(T)\' + q\u{T)\')dx (4.24) 
Jo. 
+ / a[y'{au + au) + u{ey -
i s 2 
= 2E{u, T) + / au\(Ty' - ay + ey - (/>)c?E 
The following constants C C{T) denote various positive constants de-









aa w (4.27) 
It follows from (4.20) and (4.23) that 
(4.28) 
By (1.16) we have 
By Cauchy-Schwarz's inequahty we deduce from (4.24) that 
{E{u, T)f <C i f \ay' - ay + ey -
JYj2 
which, combining (4.25), (4.28), and (4.29), yields 
/ |ufc/E > CE{u,T). 
i s 2 




aa u = E(u,0)- E{u,T). (4.32) 
We then conclude 
E ( u , 0 ) - E ( u , T ) > CE{u,T), 
so that 
E{u,T) < ^E{u,0). 
Repeating the above reasoning, we get 
E{u,{k + l)T)<^Eiu,kT) 
This imphes (1.15) with 
M = l + r = i l n ( l + C). 
The proof of Theorem 3.1.2 is complete. • 
The proof of Theorem 3.1.2 in the case for arbitrary ao is the same as 
in the case where ao is small enough. 
Chapter 4 
Transmission for the Plate Equation^ 
Introduction 
In this chapter, we will consider the exact controllability for the problem 
of transmission of the plate equation with lower-order terms 
y(0) = y^ y'{0) = y' 
y2 = 0, TT- = <P 












diy ^^ du 
In (0.1), n is a bounded domain in iR"" (n > 1) with suitably smooth 
boundary T = dQ, and is a bounded domain with C and suitably 
smooth boundary Ti = 8 ^ 1 ] Q = 0 x (0, T) , Qi = n i x ( 0 , T ) , 
Q2 - O2 X (0,T), E = r X (0 ,T) , El = Ti X (0,T) where T > u is the 
unit normal of F or Fi pointing towards the exterior of 0 or Hi; yi = , 
y2 = y b s ; is a given function on Q satisfying 
q e L^m (0.2) 
and a{x) is given by 
a{x) = 
«1, G Oi, 
a2, X e 
(0.3) 
where ai and 02 are positive constants. The question of controllability for 
this problem was raised by Lions [Lios, p.395] in the case oi q = 0. 
* This chapter is based on our paper [LW2] accepted in Quart Appl 
Math. 
There has been extensive work (see [Buri, Hari , Jaf, Lioa , Lios , LT3 , 
LTe]) over the past ten years on the problem of exact controllability for the 
plate equation. Using HUM, Lions [Lios] first proved that if T is sufficiently 
large, then for any initial state G x there exists a 
control (f) G ^^(S) with (j) = 0 on Ti^(x^) driving the system 
y" + = 0 in Q, 
y{0) = y\ y'{0)=y' in Q, 
du y = 0, ^ = </> on E, 
diy 
to rest, that is. 
y{x,T-<t>) = y'{x,T-4,) = 0 in fi. 
He also proved that if T is sufficiently large, then for any initial state 
G H - \ n ) X r , where 
V = {ue n : A u - O on T}, 
there exist controls (h.h) G x (^^(O, T ; ¿ ^ ( S ) ) ) ' with <f>o = = 0 
on driving the system 
y" + A^y = 0 in Q, 
y{0) = y', y'{0) = y' in 
y = A y = 01 on E, 
to rest. Lions' results were improved by Zuazua (see [Lioa, Appendix I]), 
who showed that T can be taken arbitrarily small. Komornik [Kom4] gave 
another proof for Zuazua's results by using norm inequahties. Later Lasiecka 
and Triggiani [LT3] showed that if T is sufficiently large, then for any initial 
state G x VT', where 
du 
W = {ue H\Q) : u = — = 0 on r}, 
there exists a control G driving the system 'y" + A^y = 0 in Q, 
y(0) = y°, y'{0) = y' in ii. 
to rest. Lasiecka and Triggiani's result provided an affirmative answer to the 
question raised by Lions in [Lios] and [Lios]. Further, Burq [Buri] studied 
the equation in a domain containing strictly convex obstacles, with a control 
acting only on the trace of the Laplacian on the exterior boundary of the 
domain, and showed that for any T > 0, any initial data in x 
can be controlled in time T. On the other hand, Haraux [Hari 
and JafFard [Jaf] studied the distributed controllability problem in R and 
showed the plate equation is exactly controllable with distributed controls 
supported in a subset of 0 . In the case of R^ , Kim [Kims] proved the exact 
semi-internal controllability with controls supported in a neighbourhood of 
the boundary of the domain. 
However, for the problem of transmission, there has been no study so 
far. In this chapter we will show that under certain assumptions on i l i , 
a{x), and q{x,t) we can find a control (j) G i^^(S) with (f) = 0 on 
steering system (0.1) from any initial state G L^(ii) x to 
rest. 
At the same time, we also obtain some uniqueness theorems for the 
problem of transmission of the plate equation with lower-order terms and 
for the operator a{x)A'^ which themselves are of significant importance. 
These uniqueness theorems seem to be new. 
The plan for this chapter is as follows. In Section 4.1, using variational 
methods, we briefly discuss the well-posedness for the problem of transmis-
sion. Section 4.2 is devoted to the discussion of the boundary regularity of 
solutions. Section 4.3 concerns nonhomogeneous boundary value problems. 
In Section 4.4, the key estimates for the solutions (i.e., the so-called " ob-
servabiHty inequahty") are obtained. Finally, in Section 4.5, the theorem of 
exact controllability are established. 
§4.1. Well-posedness 
We shall use variational methods to solve the problem 
u" + + q{x,t)u = f 
du2 
U2 = dp 
Ui = U2, 
- 0 , 
dui _ du2 
dp dp 
aiAui = a2Aw2, 












= {u : u e m e H\Qi), i = 1,2; 
. dAul dAu: 
aiAui = a2Au2 and ai—^— = a2 
dp 
with the norm 
u (ll lltfii + II 114,̂ 2) 
1/2 
(1.3) 
It is well known that the norms || u ||4,fi and || A^u ||o,fi on ii'^(ii) n 
are equivalent since A^ is an isomorphism from onto 
(see [LM, vol.1, p.165, Theorem 5.4]). We generalize this result to the 
transmission case Ti) . We first consider the regularity of the solution 
of 
a{x)A^u = f 
du2 
U2 = = u 
dp 






dAui dAu2 ^ 
aiAui — a2Au2, ai—^— = «2—7^— o n i i . dp dp 
Lemma 4.1.1. The solutions of (1.4) belongs to i i ^ ( n , r i ) for f G 
Proof. The solution u of (1.4) can be written as 
u — V, X G Hi, W^ X e 
where v, w are respectively the solutions of 
— f in 









aiAv = a2Aw. a i—— = a2—7̂ — o n i i . 
ou ou 
It follows from elHptic regularity that w G ii'^(n). By the trace theorem we 
duo 
deduce w G JSi^Ti) and — G H^Ti). Again by elliptic regularity we 
have V e Thus u G • 
Lemma 4.1.2. Suppose the boundaries T and Fi of O and are of 






Proof. The sesquilinear form a{u,v) associated with problem (1.4) is 
/ a{x)AuAv dx, \/u,v e Hl{Q). 
Jq 
It is easy to see that the sesquihnear form a is coercive on Hq{Q.). Let A 
be the operator associated with the sesquihnear form a by 
a(u, v) = (Au, 
where (•, •) denotes the dual product between the spaces Hq{ü) and . 
By the Lax-Milgram theorem (Theorem A.1.3), A is an isomorphism of 
H^iü) onto Set 
D{A) = {ue : Au e 
then by Lemma 4.1.1 we have 
D{A) = 
By Theorem A.1.4, H'^^Q.Ti) provided with the graph norm 
u D{A) = u 2 + A« 2 L2(Í2) 
1/2 
is a Banach space. In addition, with the norm || • is also 
a Banach space, and the norm || • is stronger than || • ||d(A)- By the 
Banach open mapping theorem [Rud, p.46], these two norms || u ||//4(i2,ri) 
and ||w||d(A) on are equivalent. Again by the Banach open 
mapping theorem, A is an isomorphism of H^^il^Ti) onto when 
is provided with the graph norm, since A : 
is continuous, one-to-one, and onto. Consequently, A is also an isomor-
phism of onto when is provided with the norm 
I • therefore follows that the norm || u ||H4(fi,ri) is equivalent 
to on since A = a{x)A^ on H'^in^Ti). • 
Lemma 4.1.3. is dense in 
Proof. Let be provided with the following scalar product 
/ a{x)AuAvdx, \/u,v e H^i^), 
Jq 
which is equivalent to the usual one. 
Let w e HQ{Q) be such that 
then 
0= a{x)AuAwdx = / a(x)wA'^udx. 
Jn Jq 
By Lemma 4.1.1, a{x)A'^u runs over all when u runs over all 
Fi). Thus w = 0. It therefore follows from the Hahn-Banach theorem that 
Ti) is dense in • 
Lemma 4.1.3 is not obvious since Co^(O) ^ 
Let Ai be the smallest eigenvalues of the operator A^ with Dirichlet 
homogeneous boundary conditions on ¿^(O), that is, 
A'̂ u = \iu in ii, 




u 0 < A « 0, V« e Hl{Q.). 
\/Ai 
Since we have for u e n Hl{Q.) 
(1.7) 
Vu\^dx = / -uAudx < ||ii||o||Au||o, 
JQ 
(1.8) 
we deduce from (1.7) that 
Vu 0 < -777 ^^llo, Vu e iio(n). 0 ^ (1.9) 
We define the energy of system (1.1) by 
E{u,t) = l i[\ u'{x,t) +a(x) I Au \']dx. (1.10) 
2 Jn 
T h e o r e m 4 .1 .4 . (i) Suppose the boundaries T and Fi are of class 
C^. Then for every initial condition G HQ{Q) X and f G 
T; ; problem (1.1) has a unique weak solution with 
u{t) € C{[0,T]-,HSmr\C\[0,T]-,L^Q)). (1.11) 
Moreover, there exists a constant C > 0 such that for all t G [0, T 
U{t) ||2,i2 + II u'{t) ||o,ii 
< C u 2,i2 + II Û  ||o,i2 + II / ||Li(0,T;L2(n) 
(1.12) 
(ii) Suppose the boundaries T and Fi are of class C^. Assume that q G 
L®°(0,T; Then for any initial condition G x 
i i^(O) and f G , problem (1.1) has a unique strong solution 
with 
u{t) e C{[0,T]-,H\Q,Tr))f\C\[0,T]-,H'om- (1-13) 
Moreover, there exists a constant C > 0 such that for all t G [0,T 
u'{t) \\2,n +11^^(^)11^4(0,Fi) 
< C 
(1.14) 
Proof, It is well known from variational methods (see Section A.4 of 
Appendix) that problem (1.1) has a unique weak solution for every initial 
condition G H ^ ^ x ¿^(O) and / G ¿1(0, T; ¿^(O)) . It remains to 
prove (1.12), (1.13) and (1.14). 
Multiplying the first equation of (1.1) by u' and integrating over Qt = 
0 X (0, i ) , we obtain 
E{u, t) = E{u, 0) + / / ( / - qu)u'dxdt 
Jo Jo, 









ao = min{ai,a2}, qo — max \q{x,t) 
(x,t)eQ 
(1.16) 
Selecting suitable we deduce from (1.15) that 
E{u,t) < C E{u,0) + /(5)||oci5j + / E{u,s)ds 
^ Jo 
which, by applying Gronwall's inequality, leads to 
•T \2 
E{u,t) < C e x p ( C t ) p ( u , 0 ) + Î J ||/(5)||oii5 
This shows (1.12) since A is an isomorphism from fl onto 
L ^ n ) . 
To prove (1.13) and (1.14), we multiply the first equation of (1.1) by 
a{x)A'^u' and then integrate over Qt = Q' x (0,t). This gives 
^/^Au{t)\\l + \\aA^u{t)\\l 
y/aAu'{0)\\l + ||aA2u(0)||§ + 2 / a A f A u ' d x d t 
jQt 
- 2 aAu'{uAq + 2 V q • V u + qAu)dxdi, 
JQt 
and then by (1.12) we deduce there exists a constant C > 0 such that 
J Qt 
from which, using Lemma 4.1.2 and Gronwall's inequahty, we deduce (1.13) 
and (1.14). • 
§4.2. Boundary Regularity 
In this section we discuss the boundary regularity of solutions of (1.1). 
To this end, we first estabhsh the following important identity that plays a 
key role in obtaining boundary estimations for the solutions. These estima-
tions are an essential part ingredient the application of HUM. 
L e m m a 4.2 .1 . Suppose the boundary T of Q is of class C^ and the 
boundary Fi of is of class Let p = {pk) be a vector field in [C^(i^)]". 
Suppose u is the strong solution of (1.1)- Then the following identity holds: 
1 
a2Pk^k A ¿̂2 dH 
T 1 
0 + 2 —a(x) I Au \'^]dxdt 
/ / N A A 1 1 ^ / / A ^^^ 7 7 + / a{x)ApkAu——dxdt + 2 / a{x)——Aw^—-—dxdt 
Jq C/Xk JQ OXj UXkUXj 
— f fpk-^—dxdt[ qpkuS-—dxdt 
Q dxi Q dxk 




•(̂ ¿2 — Ui)(iE. 
(2.1) 
du 
Proof Multiplying (1.1) by pk^— and integrating over Q, we have 
OXk 
= i PkS—u"dxdt -{- [ pk-^^a(x)A^udxdt + [ qpkU-^^dxdt. 
Jq dxk JQ OXk JQ OXk 
(2.2) 




dAu2 dui _ du2 
dv ' dxk dxk' 



























f d d 
dxk J s i ^^ ^ d^k 
dAu2 du2 





aiAui/\(^Pk-^^dxdt + J a2Au2A(^pk-^^dxdt. 
[ aiAuiA(pkT^^dxdt-\- f a2Au2A(pk^^^dxdt 
JQ, ^ oxk^ JQ^ V oxk^ 
= / a[x) ApkAu- \-2-—Au 
Jo ^^k OXj dxkdxj 2 dxk 
Au ^]dxdt 
+ - y a2pkî k I Au2 P d^ 
+ ^ / Pk^k{cii I Alii P - « 2 i Au2 
^ JS i 




+ J^ aiAuiA(^pk-^yxdt- J 
f ^ d f du2\ / / <9u2\ 
i s w dxit J s ai/V a®*./ 
f d"^ i 
= / aiAuipfc^-r;;—(^2 - - / a2Au2pk ^ 
J s i î/^Xfc i s 
(2.5) 
dvdxk 
from (2.4) that 
az/2 ^ ^ ^ ^ i/̂  on E, it therefore follows 
i a(x^\A Au ^^ 2 — A u — ^ ^ - -




, a2Pki^k AU2 P i/S + / aiAuipk ^ 
+ ^ / Pk^k{ai I Aui - a 2 I AU2 
^ Jei 
Au '^]dxdt 
{u2 — ui)dTi 
(2.6) 




0 + 2 
/ ̂  
Iq dxk 
JQ OXk oxj dxk( 
u _ 1 dpk 
dxj 2dxk 
Au '^]dxdt 
~ 2 I Au2 ^ (iE + 
J s 
+ ^ / pkî k{cLi I A l i i p - a 2 I Au2 + [ 
^ J^i JQ 
This implies (2.1). 
du , , 
qPkfJ'-T:—dxdt. 
• 
After establishing identity (2.1), we can easily obtain the boundary reg-
ularity and boundary estimates for the solution of (1.1). 
L e m m a 4.2.2. Suppose the boundary T of Q is of class C^. Then 
there exist a constant C > 0 such that for all weak solutions of (1.1) 
Auo ^ d^<C u 2 4_ + w + I I / (2.7) 
Proof We choose p G [(7^(0)]^ such that p = v on V and /> = 0 in 
Oo, where the open set Oq satisfies Hi C Oq C î o C 0 . Then inequaHty 
(2.7) follows from Theorem 4.1.4 and identity (2.1). • 
L e m m a 4.2.3. Suppose the boundaries T and Fi are of class . 
Assume q G H . Then there exists a 
constant C > 0 such that for all strong solutions of (1.1) 
Auo ^ dj:<c u + u 2 , r 2 + J LHO,T-,HHQ) • (2-8) 
Proof. By a standard density argument, it suffices to prove (2.8) for / 6 
V({0, T); where D((0, T); denotes the space of all infinitely 
diiFerentiable functions in t with compact support in (0, T) and values in 
H m . 
Let u be the solution of (1.1) and set v = u', then v satisfies 
' v" + a(x)A^v + qv + + v{s)ds 
^(0) 
dv2 






A A ai/Xvi = a2Av2, cli——=«2 
diy dp 
f i n g , 





Choosing a vector field p as in the proof of Lemma 4.2.2 and using the 
identity (2.1) ( this time, there is one more term, namely. 
f f^ dv 







dv{t)\ T 1 
dxk / 0 2 
dpk 
'Q dxk 
V —a{x) I Av \^]dxdt 
f dz) f d 
+ / a(x)ApkAv^ dxdt + 2 / a ( x ) ^ A v - — ^ dxdt 
JQ oxk JQ dxj dxkoxj 




f f^ dv 
+ / + / —dxdt. 
JQ JO OXK 
Since 
v' = u" = f - a{x)A^u - qu, (2.11) 
we deduce 
df dv L Q dt^^ dxk 
f dv^ 











c ^^ ^^ 
" Jo " J + (2-12) 'Q 
dxdt + I [ p , ^ ( f ) d x d t 
^ Jq OXk 
- [ {a{x)A^u + q u ) ^ ( f p k ) dxdt 
jQ OXk 
I f f 2 ^Pk 
'Q dxk 
dxdt - [ (a{x)A^u + q u ) ^ ( f p k ) dxdt. 
JQ OXk 
Substituting (2.11) and (2.12) into (2.10) yields 







f - a{x)A^u - qu p -a(x) \ Av \'^]dxdt 
+ [ a{x)ApkAv-^ dxdt-{-2 [ a { x ) ^ A v 
JQ OXk JQ 'dxj 
d^v 






dxdt+ / {a{x)A'^u + qu)^—{fpk) dxdt 
Jq OXk 
qpkV-^^dxdt+ [ q'[u^ + [ v(s)ds]pkS—dxdt 
OXk Jq JO dxk 
Q T P Q 
= [v'{t),pk-^ ) + / a{x)ApkAv-— dxdt V DXK Y 0 JQ DXK 
1 + -
2 Jq dxk 
^^^ I A^u p +2aquA^u + q^u"^ - a{x) | Av p ] dxdt 
+ / {a{x)A^u + qu)pk^dxdt + 2 [ a { x ) ^ A v 





qpkV-p^dxdt+ [ q'[u^ + f v{s)ds]pk^^dxdt. 
OXk Jq JO OXk 
dxdt 
(2.13) 
Since /(O) = / ( T ) = 0, it follows from (2.13) and Theorem 4.1.4 that 
L Au' u + w 2 + II f WhiO, • 
§4.3. Nonhomogeneous Boundary Value Problems 
We are now in a position to consider the nonhomogeneous boundary 
value problem which includes a control function </» G L'^i^)' 
' u" + + = 0 




aiAUi = a2A^¿2, ai— = «2 







dv ^ dv 
The solution of (3.1) can be defined by the transposition method (see 
LM]) as follows. 
Definition 4.3.1. u is said to he an ultraweak solution of (3.1) for 
G X and cj) G if we have 
[ fudxdt = (0(0),u^)- [ 0'(0y dx- [ a2(l)A02dE, V / G i>(Q), 
jQ JQ, JJ: 
(3.2) 
where 0 = O(x^t) is the solution of 
( 0" -^a{x)A^O + qe = f 
0{T) = 0'{T) = 0 
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dv ^^ dv 
and (•,•) denotes the dual pairing between the spaces Hl{Q.) and 
and V{Q) denotes the space of all infinitely differentiable functions defined 
on Q with compact support in Q. 
I l l 
Theorem 4.3.2. Suppose the boundaries T and Ti are of class C^. 
Assume q G T; VF^'^iO)). Then for all e L^Q) x 
X there exists a unique ultraweak solution of (8.1) with 
u e c{[o,T]; L^n)) n c\[o,T]; H-\n)). (3.4) 
Moreover, there exists C > 0 such that for all t G [0,T 
u{t) + II u'{t) 11-2,C'[|| u^ ||o,fi + II u^ 11-2,i) + II ||l2(s)]- (3.5) 
Corollary 4.3.3. Let T and Fi and q he as in Theorem 4-S.2. Then 
for all f ) e L\n) x H'^n) X x L\0, T; , there exists 
a unique ultraweak solution of 
u" + qu = f 
dui du2 
Ui = U2, 
dv dv 
aAwi aAu2 







Moreover, there exists C > 0 such that for all i G [0, T 
I u{t) ||o,n + II u'{t) 11-2,ft 




To prove Theorem 4.3.2, the following lemmas are necessary. 
Lemma 4.3.4. Suppose the boundaries F and Fj are of class C*. 
Assume q e If f = ^ ^^^^ 9 e L'iO,T-,Him, 
then there exists a constant C > 0 such that for all solutions of (1.1) with 
u(T) + II u'{T) ||o,I2 + II AU2 ||L2(S)< C II g . (3.9) 
Proof By a standard density argument, it is sufficient to prove (3.9) 
for s G D( (0, T ) ; H K U ) ) . 
Let w be the solution of 
w" + a(x)A'^w qw — jJ s)w{x, s)ds = g in Q, 
w{0) = w;'(0) = 0 inn, 
W2 = — 0 on L, 
diy ^ 
OWi dw2 
Wi = W2, 
(3.10) 
du dv 
aiAlOi = a2Aw2, «l— = 0,2 
on El , 
on El. 
diy " dv 
Then u = w' the solution of (1.1) with == = 0 since u'(0) = u;"(0) == 
g{0) - a{x)A'^w(0) - qw{0) = 0 (note that g{0) = 0). (3.10) is solvable 
because w = f^ u(s)ds. As in the proof of (1.12) and (1.14), we can prove 
that there is a constant C > 0 such that 
w ( i ) Ib.n + II « - ' ( i ) llo,n< C II 3 ||Ll(0,T;LHi2)), V i e [ 0 , r ] , (3.11) 
Aw'(t) llo.n + II A^w(t) ||o,n< C || g llLHo,T;HS(n)), Vi € [0,T]. 
(3.12) 
Since u — w' and 
u\T) - w"{T) = -a{x)A^w(T) - qw{T) + / q\x, s)w{x, s)ds, 
J 0 
(because g{T) = 0), it follows from (3.11) and (3.12) that 
u{t) ||2,i2 + II A^w{t) ||o,i)< C II g ||LM0,T;H2(fi)), Vt G [0,T], (3.13) 
and 
II uiT) | | 2 , Q + II u'{T) | | o , n 
< ^ ( 1 1 3 ||z,i(o,r;H„Mn)) + / (3.14) 
«/ 0 
< C ' II ^ ¡¡LHO,T;H'O(^)) ' 
On the other hand, choosing p G [C^in)]"" such that p = ly on F and 
^ = 0 in Ho, where the open set Qq satisfies Oi C Oq C Oo C 0 , and 
applying (2.1), we obtain 
i / «2 ^ dE 






pk-7^— dxdt+ / qpkU-x— dxdt. dxk JQ O^k 
' = w" = g - a{x)A'^w - qw + f q'{x, s)w{x, s)ds, (3.16) 
Jo 
we deduce in the same manner as in (2.12) 
f dg du 




r d dxdt - J {a{x)A'^w + dxdt (3.17) 
+ I T^igpk) / q'{x,s)w{x,s)dsdxdt. Jq OXk Jo 
Substituting (3.16) and (3.17) into (3.15) yields 





a'^{x) I A^w p +2qawA^w + q'^w'^ - a{x) | Au H dxdt 
+ f ^ig - a{x)A^w - qw) [ q'{x,s)w{x,s)dsdxdt Jq dxk Jo 
f dpk, f\, 
(/ q'{x^s)w{x^s)ds)'^dxdt 
Jo 2 JQ dxk 
dpk , d' + 2 / dxdt+ f {a{x)A^w-{-qw)pk~ dxdt 
JQ 'dxj dxkdxj J q dxk 




It therefore follows from (3.13), (3.14), and (3.18) that 
I | | L 2 ( E ) < C I I g \\L^o,T-,H^iQ)) • (3-19) 
Finally, (3.9) follows from (3.14) and (3.19). • 
L e m m a 4.3 .5 . Let T and Ti be of class C^ . Then for 
i = 0 , l , 2 , 3 (3.20) 
there exists u G such that 
where 
onV, 0 ,1 ,2 ,3 , (3.21) 
=[U : ue u^ G i - 1,2; (3.22) 
A ^ p \ aiAui = a2Au2 and ai ^^ = «2 ^^ on 1 
Proof. By the trace theorem (Theorem A.2.11), it follows that there 
exists w G H'^iSl) such that 
^ = o n r , J = 0 , 1 , 2 , 3 . (3.23) 
Likewise, there exists G H'^i^i) such that 
V = w on Fi , (3.24) 










i v , X e 
\ if, X e O2, 
on Ti. 
belongs to and satisfies 
d^u 
dvj 







We are now ready to prove Theorem 4.3.2. 
Proof of Theorem 4.3.2: It follows from Definition 4.3.1, Theorem 4.1.4, 
and Lemma 4.2.2 that 
uf dxdt 
'Q 
< C [ | | U^ + II u^ 11-2,FI + II ||L2(E) X 
(3.30) 
X ^(0) ||2,fi + II ̂ '(0) ||o,ii + II A^2 ||l2(E) 
< C[\\ U^ ||o,I2 + II u^ 11-2,fi + II <t> ||l2(S)] II / ||LI(0,R;L2(fi)) • 
Therefore, there exists a u G T; ¿^(n)) such that (3.2) holds. More-
over, 
u < C[\\ U^ ||o,i2 + II u^ 11-2,fi + II ||l2(s) (3.31) 
On the other hand, if / = ^ with g G L\0,T; , then Lemma 4.3.4 
( J J L 
gives 
u ^ dxdt 
JQ dt (3.32) 
+ II U^ ||-2,i2 + II (j) ||L2(E)] II 9 ||li(0,T;//2(Q)) 
which implies u' G T; , and 
u L«=(0,r;ii-2(ii))< U^ ||o,ii + II u^ 11-2,fi + II (t> ||l2(S)]- (3.33) 
Hence, if we can prove 
(3.34) 
for sufficiently regular u ,̂ and then by density, the theorem fol-
lows from (3.31) and (3.33). In doing so, we may assume that G 
X ^2(0) and G D((0, T); f i t (F)). By Lemma 4.3.5, there is ip e 
I)((0,T);iJ^(Oi,n2) nii^(ii)) such that 
dij) 
dv 
= on S. 
Set 




f v" + a{x)A'^v + qv = + a(a;)AV + # ) = F in Q, 
t;(0) = u^ ;̂'(0) = in 0, 
V2 = = 0 on E , ai/ _ 
dv2 
Vi = " diy dv 
on E l , 
on E l . 
(3.37) 
dv az/ 
It is clear that F G . Thus, it follows from Theorem 4.1.4 
that 
i, € C([0, T]; n ([0, T); (3.38) 
Consequently, 
u = + V € C([0, T]; n T]; (3.39) 
C C([0, T]; i^iii)) n CHIO, T]; • 
We now consider the nonhomogeneous boundary value problem (3.1) 
in the case where (j) G T; ^^(r)) ' , i.e., <!> = ^ with ^ G i^^(S). 
LJ L 
Therefore problem (3.1) now becomes 
u" + a{x)A'^u i- qu == 0 
u(0) - u'{0) = u^ 
du2 d^ 
U2 = 0, 














This problem can be solved in a manner similar to the above. To this end, 
let {0\0\f) G i i ^ ( 0 , r i ) X X and 0 = 0{x,t) be the 
solution of 
( 0" + a{x)A^O + qO = f 
du 
dOi _ 862 
du du 









du ^ du 
Multiplying the first equation of (3.41) by u and formally integrating by 
(3.42) 
parts over Q, we obtain 
[ fudxdt + {0^,u'{T))-{0\u{T)) 
JQ 
= (0(0),u') - (0\Olu') - ^ a2^A02dJ:. 
Here and in the sequel (•, •) denote various dual pairing between a space and 
its dual such as and On the other hand, in the sense of 
derivatives in T; ^^(r)) ' , we have 
It therefore follows that 
[ fudxdt + (0',u'(T))-(0\uiT)} JQ 




L{e\0\f) = {0(0), u') - {0\0lu') + ^ a^iM'.d^. 
It follows from Theorem 4.1.4 and Lemma 4.2.3 that 
\L{e\e\f) I 
< ll^(0)llH4(n,ri)ll"^ll(Hi(n,ri))'+ II ̂ '(0) ||2,n 




< C u 
X 
II i ||l2(S). 
II ^̂  ||2,i2 + II / \\L {̂0,T-,HHQ)). 
This shows that L is a linear continuous functional on Fi) x HQ(Q,) X 
Hence there exists u G T; i i - 2 ( 0 ) ) and G 
X such that 
for all {0\0\f) e x x Moreover, 




< C u 
The above calculations lead to 
Definition 4.3.6. The function u that satisfies (3.47) is said to he 
an ultraweak solution of problem (8.40), and , ip^ satisfying (3.47) are 
defined to be values of u, u' at T, respectively, i.e.. 
(3.49) 
Of course, we need to legitimatize the definition 4.3.6 a Httle bit. We 
do so in the case that q is independent of t. The following procedure is not 
applicable for the case that q depends on t. We can check the definition by 
carefully choosing particular "test functions" and / . In doing so, we 
introduce the eigenfunction w of a{x)/S? + q: 
in 0 , 
on r, 
on Ti, 
' qw = Xw 
dw2 
W2 = —— = 0 
du 
Wi = W2, 
dwi dw2 
dv du 
. . dAwi dAw2 _ 




/ = h{t)w. (3.51) 
Then 
0 = p{t)w (3.52) 
with 
p" + \p=h. (3.53) 
Substituting (3.51) and (3.52) into (3.47), we obtain 
/ {u,w){p" + A;.) dt + {^P\w)p{T) - {^|;\w)p\T) 
Jo 
:={u\w)p(0)-{u\w)p'(0) + J a2ipAw2dT.. 
Taking p(0) = ^ (0 ) = p(T) = p'{T) = 0, we find 
(u, w)" + A(u, w) = — J a2^'Aw2dr, 
(3.54) 
(3.55) 
where derivatives {u^w)" and are understood in the sense of the duals 
(i i2(o, T))' and (ii"i(0, T); ^^(r) ) ' , respectively. It therefore follows from 
(3.54) that 
(3.56) 
By taking p(0) / 0 and p'(0) = p{T) = p'{T) = 0, we obtain 
(3.57) 
Likewise, we obtain 
= (u,w){0\ = {^P\w) = {u,wY{T). (3.58) 
Thus 
hold in the sense of (3.57) and (3.58). 
In addition, as in the proof of Theorem 4.3.2, by a density argument, 
we can show that 
u G C ( [ 0 , T ] - H - \ n ) ) . (3.59) 
So far we have proved the following. 
T h e o r e m 4.3.7. Suppose the boundaries T and Fi are of class C^. 
Assume q G , Then for all {u\u\0 ^ x 
(F '^ (n ,r i ) ) ' X i^^(S); there exists a unique ultraweak solution of (3-40) in 





Moreover, there exists C > 0 such that 
I ||L-(0,T;ii-2(fi)) + II 11-2,i} 
< C[|| Û  11-2,fi +|h^||(H4(fi,ri))'+ II i IIL2(E). 
(3.62) 
It is known from Lemmas 4.2.2 and 4.2.3 that ^ ^^(S) ^̂ ^ 
the solutions tz of (1.1) with G H ^ m x x 
and G ¿^(E) if {u\u\f) G 
We are now interested in the boundary regularity for the ultraweak solutions 
of (1.1) with e ¿ 2 ( 0 ) X H-\n) X L\0,T;L\n)). In this case 
the existence of the ultraweak solutions of (1.1) are guaranteed by Corollary 
4.3.3. 
L e m m a 4.3.8. Suppose the boundaries T and Fi are of class C^. 
Assume q G . Then there exists a constant C >0 such 
that for all ultraweak solutions of (1.1) with G ¿^(0 ) x x 
Au2 ||//-i(o,T;L2(r)) 
< C u 2 4_ 7/0 2 I r 2 -r U "T / L2(0,r;L2(ii) 
(3.63) 
Proof We introduce the solution e of 
a{x)A^e = 
62 = ^ ^ == 0 
du 
ei =62 , 
dci de2 
dv du 
^ . aAei <9Ae2 







w= u(s)ds + e, 
Jo 
F= f{s,x)ds + qe- / q{x, s)u{s)ds + q / ̂ ¿(5)c?3, 
Jo Jo Jo 
where u is the solution of (1.1). It is easily verified that 
' w" + a{x)lS?w -\-qw = F 
^x;(0) = e, w;'(0) - u^ 
dw2 








ai/S.wi = a2l̂ W2^ Gi l—; ;—=<^2—— on Li. dp dp 
(3.64) 
(3.65) 
Since G x x L\0,T; , it follows from Lemma 
4.2.2 and Corollary 4.3.3 that there exists a constant C > 0 such that 
Ati;2 2 ĉ S < C 




U 2 + II ^ 
+ u 2 + 11/ 
Here we have used the fact that a{x)A'^ is an isomorphism from onto 
d 
Because — is an isomorphism from onto L'^{r)), 
we conclude 
Au2 = e H-\o,T-L\r)), 
and 
Au' 2 / ^ U 2 -2,0 + 2 + II / llL2(0,T;L2(i2) 
• 
Theorem 4.3.9. Suppose the boundaries V and Fi are of class C^. 
Assume q G W^^'^iQ.). Then for all G x ¿^(O) x 
there exists a unique weak solution of (3.1) with 
u G C\[0,Ty,L\Q)), (3.66) 
(u(T), u\T)) G n (3.67) 
Moreover, there exists a constant C > 0 such that for all t G [0,T 
II u{T) + II u'{T) ||o,n + II u'{t) 
< C[|| Û  ||2,fi + II ||o,i2 + II 0 ||Hi(0,r;L2(r)) 
(3.68) 
Proof Given G x let 0 be the solution 
0" +a{x)A^0 + q{x)0 = 0 














on Si , 
on El. 
(3.69) 
By (3.5) and (3.63), there exists C > 0 such that 
^(0) + II ̂ '(0) ||_2,i2< C[|| 0' ||o,Q + II 0' ||_2,o (3.70) 
and 
||H-i(0,r;L2(r))< C[\\ ||o,fi + II \\-2,Q (3.71) 
Multiplying (3.69) by the solution u of (3.1), integrating over Q by parts 
and using (3.70) and (3.71) we obtain 
{e\u{T))-{e\u'(T)) 
(3.72) 
< C[ o,n + 
X 2,n + u' o,n + 
This shows that (3.67) holds. 
On the other hand, let v = u', then v satisfies 
v" + a{x)A^v -i-qv = 0 in Q, 
v'{0) = -a{x)A^u^-qu^ in O, 









dAvi dAv2 ^ 
aiAvi = a2Av2, ai^:^— = ci2—p{— on Ei. 
dv dv 
Since G ¿ ' ( H ) x E- ' ' (Sl) x ^^(E), it follows from 
Theorem 4.3.2 that 
z;GC([0,T];i :2(n)), (3.74) 
and there exists C > 0 such that for all t G [0, T 
I v{i) ||o,fi< c[\\ u^ \\2,n + II l|o,Q + II ll/i,i(0,r;L2(r)).-
Thus (3.66) and (3.68) follow from (3.72), (3.74) and (3.75). 
(3.75) 
• 
§4.4. Observability Inequality 
The objective of this section is to estabHsh a priori estimates (the ob-
servabiHty inequahties), which will permit us to obtain a uniqueness theorem 
and, a fortiori, theorems of exact controllabihty. It will also give supplemen-
tary information on the space of controllable initial states. 
We define the energy of the solution u of (1.1) by 
E(u,t) = l f [\ u { x , t ) -\-a{x) I A u \^]dx. ( 4 . 1 ) 
^ Jn 
Then, 
E{u, t ) = E{u, 0 ) + / / ( / - qu)udxdt. 
Jo Jn 
(4.2) 
Let Ai be the smallest eigenvalues of the operator A^ with Dirichlet 
homogeneous boundary conditions on ¿^(O) (see (1-6)). We introduce two 
constants 
(4.3) 
_ max{Ai \ Ai n = 1, 
Ml - S 1/2 
Aj n >2, 
„ 2 _ / ma.x{R^x°), f } , n = 1 , (4.4) 
L e m m a 4.4.1. (The observability inequality) Suppose the boundary V 
of 0 is of class C^. Suppose there exists x^ G Oi such that m{x) • u{x) > 0 
on Fi ^ where v is directed towards the exterior of . Assume a2 ^ cli , 
T > T ( x o ) = ^ ^ and 
qo = m a x \q(x^t) 
(x,t)eQ 
< 
2(T - R^l^ia^^^^) 
(4.5) 
-1 „-1 
2 + Ai + |n - 2|A-^a 
If u is a weak solution of (1.1) with f — 0, then 
a2R{x^) f 
CE(u,0) < Au2 ' i/S, (4.6) 
where 
C = 
_ T[2 - qo\n - - + Ar'^') 
1 + qoTX; - 1 / 2 - 1 / 2 a. (4.7) 
Proof. It suffices to prove (4.6) in the case of strong solutions, that is, 
we assume initial conditions e x because then we 
can take limits to prove the case of weak solutions. 
Taking pk = rrik in Lemma 4.2.1, we obtain 
- J a2mkPk I Aii2 P 
+ n-2 u 
Q 
—a(x) Vu ^]dxdt / (4.8) 
f du f d^ 
+ / qruku-—dxdt + / aiAuiruki:^—(u2 - ui)ciE 
JQ oxk Js, dvdxk 
+ \ f mkiyk{ai | Aui p -a2 | Au2 
^ JEi 
On the other hand, multiplying the first equation of (1.1) by u and integrat-
ing over Q, we obtain 
T / 0 = {u\u) — 0 JQ f dAui f . dui _ + / cii—T^—uidlj — / aiAui——dij 'El du 
+ / ai Aui dxdt — [ «2 
'Si du 
du 
+ / a2Au2-7:—d^ + / a2 \ Au2 | dxdt + / q 
The transmission condition gives 
{u'{t),u{t))^ + f q\u\^dxdt=:: I ( 
0 Jo JQ^ 
u dxdt. 
'Q 
u -a{x) I Au \^jdxdt. (4.9) 
Therefore, (4.8) becomes 
^ J a2mkiyk \ Au2 P 
n-2 f 
u dxdt + [ qnikU-^^dxdt 
JQ OXk (4.10) 
+ / aiAuirrik ^ ^ 
oiyaxk {u2 — ui)dYl 
+ ^ / mkiyk{ai \ Aui p - « 2 | Au2 
^ iSi 
We now estimate the right hand side of (4.10). Firstly, by the Cauchy-




u'{t) p dx (4.11) 
+ «2 du(t) n - 1 dxk 2 uit) dx. 
Moreover, 
du(t) n-2 












X f d 
= ^ / mkPk I ui{t) p - ^ / I ui(t) p dx 
2 Jr. ^ M 
- - / rukî k I P ^^ ~ o / I ^2(0 P dx 
2 JFi ^ 
n 
2 
then by (1.7) and (1.9) we deduce 
ruk 
du(t) ^ n-2 




2 2 - n ' 
/ I u{t) p dx 
Jn 
< R\x') [ I Vu{t) p dx + / I u{t) p dx 
Jn 4 J^ 
< Rlßl 1 I Au{t) dx. 
Jü 
Thus, (4.11) becomes 
(4.14) 
du(t) n-2 
u 1 —u 
OXh 2 Va2 
(4.15) 
We now estimate the last two terms of (4.10). Since 
d fdui d^ui 
+ (^k 
/dui\ 
dxk^ du J dv'^ ' 
d fdu2\ d'^u2 . /du 
on El , 







(̂ ¿2 — ui) = i/^——(u2 — i/i) on El , 
where ak denote the first order tangential differential operators on Ei with 
respect to A (see Section 2 of Chapter 2), we deduce 
/ aiAuiTTik ^ ^ 
fs, dpdxk 
(u2 — ui)dl^ 
+ ^ / "^k^kicii I Aui - a 2 I Au 
2 JEi 
= I aiAuim • V 
V dv'̂  dv'̂  / 
dL 
+ i / mki'k{0'i I Aui p - « 2 I Au2 P)C?E 
2 J s i 
= / 01 Az/im • f AU2 — Aui^ <iE 
J e , ^ ^ 
+ ^ / I Aui - a 2 | Aw2 
2 J s i 
ai(ai - 02) 
(4.16) 
m • Aui ^ dT. 
> 0 , 
since ai > a2 and m • z/ > 0 on Fi. It therefore follows from (4.2), (4.10), 
(4.15) and (4.16) that 
^ / a^rrikyk Aii2 ^ dY> 
T 
>2 [ E{u, t)dt - 0) + E{u, T) 
Jo V<32 








Moreover, by (4.2) we have 
(4.17) 
f E{u,t)dt = TE{u,0)- [ f [ qu{x,s)u'{x,s)dxdsdt 
Jo Jo Jo Jn 
f-T 




'o 1 + qoTXĵ  ' «2 
Combining (4.5), (4.17) and (4.18) gives (4.6). 
(4.18) 
• 
In order to relax the restrictions on T and t), we need the following 
uniqueness theorem. 
T h e o r e m 4.4 .2 . Suppose there exists x^ G Oi such that m{x)'iy{x) > 0 
on Fi ^ where v is directed towards the exterior of . Assume a2 < ai. Let 
q e W^^'^in) be such that m{x) • Vg < 0 on 0 . If 





Ui = U2, 
- 0 , 
dui du2 
dv dv 
aiAwi = a2Au2, «i 














Proof. Multiplying (4.19) by rrik-— and integrating over we obtain 
UXk 
f a(x)mk-^A'^udxf qruk-^^udx = 0. (4.21) 
Jq dxk J^ dxk ^ ^ 
It follows from (2.6) that 
/ a(x)mk-7:—A^udx 
JQ dxk 
= - - / + (2 — / a{x)\Au\'^dx 
2 J r 2 Jq 
f d^ 
+ J aiAuimk^^j^{u2 - ui)dr 
+ 7:1 mk^^kiai I Awi - « 2 | Au2 \'^)dT. 
^ Jvi 
Moreover, we have 
/ qmk-p-udx = -^ f q\u\^dx- \ f ruk 






On the other hand, multiplying (4.19) by u and integrating over 0 , we 
obtain 
/ (a(a;)|Aup + q\u\^)dx = 0. (4.24) 
Jn 
We then deduce from (4.21)-(4.24) that 
0 = -^ / a2mkPk\^U2\^dV + 2 [ a{x)\Au\'^dx 
^ hAx^) Jq 
dq 
2 Jfi dxk 
u d' '^udx+ / aiAuirrik^;^— 
Jy, auOxk 
{u2 - ui)dT 
+ ^ / rukiykiai \ Aui p -a2 \ Au2 \^)dT. 
^ JVx 
which, by (4.16), imphes (4.20) since m-u <0 on and m{x) • Vg < 0 
on 0 . • 
If —q is constant and not an eigenvalue of a{x)A'^ , then the condition 
"Au2 = 0 on is not required. In addition, there are always functions 
q which satisfy the conditions of Theorem 4.4.2. For example, g = a constant 
or ^ = — x — X 
The following uniqueness theorem is an extension of a theorem of Zuazua 
(see [Lios, Appendix 1]) to the case of transmission with lower-order terms. 
Theorem 4.4.3. Suppose the boundary T of Q, is of class C^ . Suppose 
there exists G Hi such that m{x) - u{x) >0 on Ti, where v is directed 
towards the exterior of Oi. Assume a2 < ai and T > 0. Let either q G 
be such that m{x) • Vg(x,io) < 0 ori O for some to G 






is a solution of 
u" + a{x)A'^u + gii = 0 
du2 
U2 = ^ ^ = 0 
dv 
Ui = U2, 
dui du2 
du dv 










Aw2 - 0 on E(x^), (4.28) 
then 
u = 0 in Q. 
Proof. Set 
Y = {ueX : u satisfies (4.27), (4.28)} 
with the norm induced by X . It suffices to prove Y — {0} . 
By (4.2) we have 
/ E(u,t)dt = TE{u,0)- [ f j quu'dxdsdt 
Jo Jo Jo J 9, 
T 
= TE{u, ^ qiu\x, t) - u\x, 0))dxdt, 
and so we deduce from (1.12) and (4.10) that 
E ( u , 0 ) < Ci II Ai/2 |li2(s(.o)) +C2 II u \\l 
+ du(t) n - 2 




< Ci II AU2 ||i2(s(:,0)) + C ( £ ) II U +€E(u,0), 
which impHes 
E{u,0) < (7[|| AU2 ||l2(S(x0)) + II ^ (4.29) 
for w G X satisfying (4.27). 
On the other hand, we show there exists a constant C > 0 such that 
u .uuo\\<C\ Au2 L2(E(xO)) + U (4.30) 
ioT u e X satisfying (4.27). In fact, if (4.30) is not true, there exists a 
sequence {w^} of solutions of (4.27) with (4.26) such that 
Au n2 + li, 2 Z,~(0,T;i,2(0))-^ 0 (n oo) (4.31) 
and 
u. L^{o,T-,Hl(n))= 1- (4.32) 
It therefore follows from (4.29) and (1.12) that {u^} is bounded in X , and 
then relatively compact in T; ^^¿(0)) because the injection: X 
is compact due to Theorem A.4.5. By extracting a subse-
quence, we may assume {un} converges strongly to u in 
Thus by (4.32) we obtain 
= 1. (4.33) 
However, (4.31) implies 
This contradicts (4.33). 
u = 0 in Q. 
By (4.29) and (4.30) we have 
£;(W,0) < C[\\ Au2 ||i2(s(x0)) + II U ||ioc(o,T; (4.34) 
for u E X satisfying (4.27). By a density argument, (4.34) still holds for 
u e i : °^(0,T;i:2(O)) satisfying (4.27). 
We observe that ii u £ Y then v = u' satisfies (4.27) and (4.28), and 
6 i : ° ° (0 ,T ;L2(n) ) . Hence by (4.34) we deduce that 
{ v { o i v ' m e X 
and then by (1-12) we deduce that v E X. It therefore follows that 
w — i s a continuous operator from Y to Y, (4.35) 
since by (4.34) 4; Y Y maps a bounded subset of Y into a bounded at 
subset of Y. Moreover, the injection {u e Y : u' e Y} Y is compact. 
Thus we deduce that the dimension of Y is finite. 
Suppose Y ^{0}. Then by complexifying F , it follows from (4.35) that 
there exists A G C and u e Y — {0} such that 
u = Xu. 
This implies 
Since 
u {x,t) = (4.36) 
Au2{X,0) = 0 onr(x^) , (4.37) 
it follows from (4.36) that 
Au2{x,t) = 0 on X ( - o o , + o o ) . (4.38) 
On the other hand, if ^ G is such that (4.25) holds, then we can find 
— 1 / 2 Tq > R^liia2 such that 
-
go < 
Then by Lemma 4.4.1 we deduce 
u = 0 in Q. (4.39) 
If g e satisfies m{x) • Vq{x,to) < 0 on Q for some 
^ [0, T], then we can substitute (4.36) into (4.27) and obtain 
a{x)A'^u{x, 0) + (g(x, to) + X^)u{x, 0) = 0 in O, 
U2(x, 0) = ^ ^ ^ = 0, on r , 
/ dui(x,0) du2(x,0) ^ 
0) = 0), = d ^ ' ' ' ' ' ' 
. / ^ . / dAui{x,0) dAu2{x,0) 
aiAui {x ,0 ) = a2Au2{x,0), ai = a2 ^ o n i i , 
Ai/2(:c,0) = 0 on r(xO). 
-1 „-1 
By Lemma 4.4.2, we also have (4.39). This contradicts our assumption that 
Using Theorem 4.4.3, we prove 
L e m m a 4 .4 .4 . (The observabihty inequahty) Suppose the boundary T 
of Q is of class C^ and the boundary Ti of is of class C^. Suppose there 
exists x^ G Oi such that m(x) • u{x) >0 on Ti, where ly is directed towards 
the exterior of 9,1. Assume «2 < «i andT>0. Let q e 
be such that m{x)'Vq{x,to) < 0 on for some to G [0,T] or q e be 
such that (4-25) holds. Then there is C > 0 such that for all weak solutions 
u of (1.1) with f = 0 we have 
E{0) <C [ I A?/2 dYl. 
is(xO) 
(4.40) 
Proof By (4.29), there exists a constant C > 0 such that 
< C[|| Au2 Ili2(s(^0)) + II u ||ioo(0,T;//i (4.41) 
for solutions u of (1.1) with f = 0. 
Furthermore, we can show there exists a constant C > 0 such that 
u C II AU2 ||L2(S(xO)) (4.42) 
for solutions u of (1.1) with / = 0. In fact, if (4.42) is not true, then there 
exists a sequence {w«} of solutions of (1.1) with / = 0 such that 
||L2(S(a:0))^ 0 (n oo) (4.43) 
and 
= 1. (4.44) 
It therefore follows from (4.41) and (1.12) that {un} is bounded in C([0, T 
iio^(0))nci([0, T]; ¿2(0) ) , and hence relatively compact in ^'^(O, T; 
because the injection: 
c([o,T]; i j2(n)) n c\[o,T]-L'{N)) ^ T-
is compact due to Theorem A.4.5. By extracting a subsequence, we may 
assume converges strongly to u in Hl{Q)). Thus by (4.44) 
we obtain 
I ^ \\L-°(0,T-,Hl(i}))= 1- (4.45) 
In addition, {w^ }̂ and {u'^} converge to u star-weakly in 
and T; ¿2(0) ) , respectively. Thus u is a solution of (1.1) with 
By (4.41), we have 
E(Un -Um,0) < C[\\ AUn2 " |lL2(s(a:0)) + 
which gives 
E(Un - w, 0) < C[\\ AUN2 |IL2(S(XO)) + Un — U (4.46) 
By (2.7), we have 
AUn2 - AU2 Ili2(s(a:0))< CE{Un " W, 0). (4.47) 
It therefore follows from (4.43), (4.46) and (4.47) that 
A u 2 - 0 onS(x°) . 
By Theorem 4.4.3 we deduce that 
w = 0 in Q. (4.48) 
This contradicts (4.45). 
Finally, (4.40) follows from (4.41) and (4.42). • 
Lemma 4.4.5. (The observability inequality) In addition to the as-
sumptions of Lemma 4-4-4, suppose the boundary T of ^ is of class C^ and 
q is independent of t with q e Then there is C > ^ such that for 
all strong solutions u of (1.1) with f = 0 we have 
u + u [ (I Au^ + I Au2 
^S(xO) 
(4.49) 
Proof Set w = u'. Then w satisfies 
( w" + a{x)A'^w -\-qw = 0 in Q, 
= w'{0) = -a(x)A^u^-qu^ in 0 , 
dw2 _ 
W2 = —— = 0 
du 
Wi = W2, 
dwi _ dw2 
dv dv 
. . dAwi dAw^, 
aiAwi = a2Aw2^ a i — — = a2 
du ^ dv 






Au'^ P c/E -
Ê(xO) 
Aw2 ^ <iE 
u 1+ 
which, by Lemma 4.4.4, gives (4.49). 
If g = 0, then (4.49) becomes 
w 2 2M 
(4.51) 
• 
u + u 
Ŝ(xO) 
Au' 2 dL. 
Lemma 4.4.6. (The observability inequality) In addition to the as-
sumptions of Lemma 4-4-4} suppose the boundary T of Q is of class C^ and 
q is independent of t with q G Let q be such that a(x)A^ q is 
an isomorphism from onto H ^(0). Then there is C > 0 such that 
for all ultraweak solutions u of (1.1) with f = 0 we have 
Au' C w + U (4.52) 
Proof Let e be the solution of 
' a{x)A'^e + qe = —u^ 
de2 . 
62 == = 0 
dp 
ei = 62, 
dei de2 
dv dv 
. . dAei dAe2 







w = I u(s)ds + e, 
Jo 
where u is the solution of (1.1) with f = 0. It is easily verified that 
' w" + a(x)A'^w -^qw = 0 








. . dAwi dAw2 
aiAWi = a2AW2y «l—;r = a2 
in Q, 
in 0 , 
on E, 
on El, 
on El. dv dv 
Since (e, G X , It follows from Lemma 4.4.4 that there exists 
a constant C > 0 
Aw2 ^ dY:>C 






+ U 2 
(4.53) 
Here we have used the fact that a(x)A'^ + g is an isomorphism from HQ(CI) 
onto Because — is an isomorphism from i^^(E) onto 
L/Z 
we conclude that 
o 
Au2 = ^{Aw2) e H-\0,T-,L\r)), (4.54) 
and 
Au' > C u + U • 
§4.5. Exact Controllability 
We are now ready to present the main theorems of this chapter. 
Theorem 4.5 .1 . Suppose the boundary T of is of class C^ . Suppose 
there exists G Hi such that m{x) • v{x) >0 on Ti ^ where v is directed 
towards the exterior of . Assume «2 < ai and T > 0. Let either q G 
be such that m{x) • Vq{x,to) < 0 on Q for some to G 
0,T] or q e L'^iQ) be such that 
Then for all initial states G x there exists a control 
(f) G with (t> = Q on (5.2) 
driving system (0.1) to rest. 
Proof We apply HUM. We first consider the problem: 
u" + -{-qu = 0 
du2 
Ui = U2, 





on S i , 
dAui dAu2 „ 
aiAui = a2Au2, a i — — = cl2—— on l^i. 
(5.3) 
dv dv 
For any G Hl{Q) x ^^(O), from Theorem 4.1.4 and Lemma 4.2.2, 
problem (5.3) has a unique solution u with 
Au2 G (5.4) 
Using the solution u of (5.3), we then consider the backward problem: 
' v" + -^qv = ^ 
v{T) = v'{T) - 0 
= 0 , 







on S , 
on El , 
on El . 
(5.5) 
dv dv 
It follows from Theorem 4.3.2 that problem (5.5) has a unique ultraweak 
solution V with 
t; G C([0,T];L2(0)) X C\[0,T]-, H'^n)). (5.6) 
We then define a linear operator A by 
Ain'>y) = {v'{0),-vm. (5.7) 
Multiplying the first equation of (5.3) by v and integrating over Q, we find 
JQ (5.8) 
a2 Aii2 ^ (iE. 
It therefore follows from Lemma 4.2.2, Lemma 4.4.4, and the Lax-Milgram 
Theorem that A is an isomorphism from x ^^(O) onto x 
This means that for all G x the equation 
(5.9) 
has a unique solution u^). With this initial condition we solve Problem 
(5.3), and then solve Problem (5.5). Then we have found a control 




y{x,t](l)) = v{x,t-(t>) (5.11) 
is a solution of (0.1) satisfying 
y{x,T',(j>) = y\x,T-<l>) = ^ in O. (5.12) 
This completes the proof. • 
Based on Lemma 4.2.3 and Lemma 4.4.5, we obtain 
Theorem 4.5.2. Suppose all assumptions of Lemma Then 
for all initial states 
(yOy) € H-\a) X , (5,13) 
there exists a control 
,j>e{H\o,T-,L\r{x°)))y (5.14) 
driving system (0.1) to rest. 
Proof The proof is the same as the one for Theorem 4.5.1 except that 
is replaced by and Au2 in (5.5) is replaced 
d 
by (Aii2) + This time, we get a control 
+ onE(xO), 
• 
Based on Lemma 4.3.8 and Lemma 4.4.6, we obtain 
Theorem 4.5.3. Suppose all assumptions of Lemma 4.4.6 holds. Then 
for all initial states 
{ y ' ' y ) e H H U ) x L \ n ) , (5.16) 
there exists a control 
4 , e H l { 0 , T - , L \ T { x ° ) ) ) (5.17) 
driving system (0.1) to rest. 
Proof. The proof is the same as the one for Theorem 4.5.1 except that 
X is replaced by x and Au2 in (5.5) is replaced 
by i/', where G is such that 
( Au2 ,1p ) - I I A u 2 |lH-i (o,T;L2(r (xO)) ) • 
This time, we get a control 
• 
Chapter 5 
Linear Thermoelastic System' 
The purpose of this chapter is to discuss the problems of controlla-
bihty and stabihzation for hnear thermoelasticity. We first give a survey 
on the existing literature. Then we consider the problem of partial exact 
boundary controllability and boundary feedback stabilization for the higher-
dimensional linear thermoelasticity. By introducing a velocity feedback on 
part of the boundary of a thermoelastic body which is clamped along the rest 
of its boundary (to increase the loss of energy), we prove that the energy in 
the thermoelasticity decays to zero exponentially. Via Russell's "Controlla-
bility via Stabilizability" Principle, we prove that the thermoelastic system is 
partially controllable with boundary controls without smallness restrictions 
on the coupHng parameters. Finally, we pose some open problems. 
§5.1. Literature 
Extensive attention has been paid to stabilization for the linear thermoe-
lasticity and viscoelasticity in the Hterature. It is impossible here to attempt 
an exhaustive review on this topic. Therefore, the literature reviewed here 
is only the small part of the whole, with which I am familiar. 
5.1.1. Stabilization. Thermoelasticity is concerned with questions of 
equiHbrium of bodies treated as thermodynamic systems whose interaction 
with the environment is confined to mechanical work, external forces, and 
* This chapter is based on my paper [Liu2] accepted in ESAIM: Control 
Optim. Calc. Var. 
heat exchange. 
Let O be a bounded domain in IR^ with smooth boundary F, and 
consider an n-dimensional hnear, homogeneous, isotropic, and thermoelastic 
body occupying 0 in its non-deformed state. Let u(x,t) = t), • • •, 
Un{x, t)) denote the displacement vector from x = , • • •, Xn) at the time t 
of the material particle which lies at x in the non-deformed state. In reality, 
a deformation is followed by a variation in temperature and, conversely, 
a variation in temperature is followed by a deformation of the body due 
to thermal expansion. Thus whenever one wishes to precisely describe the 
state of the body, deformations produced by variations in temperature must 
be taken into account. Hence, let 0{x^t) denote the temperature deviation 
from the reference temperature at x and at time t. Then u and 6 satisfy 
the system of thermoelastic equations 
(1.1) u" - iiAu - (A -h fi)VdÌY u -H aVe = f in Q, 
e' - kAO -h ^div u' = q in Q, 
where / = { f i {x , t ) } i < i<n and q = denote the external force and 
the source of heat, respectively. A, ¡i > ^ are Lame's constants, A; > 0 the 
heat conduction coefficient, and a , > 0 the coupHng parameters, V, div 
denote the gradient and divergence operator, respectively. For the derivation 
of (1.1), we refer to [Kov] and [Nar . 
The initial conditions associated with (1.1) are 
u 
where 0^{x) are given functions on i i . 
The thermoelastic energy of (1.1) can be defined as 





Under the Dirichlet-Dirichlet boundary conditions 
u = 0, 0 = 0 on r x ( 0 , o o ) , (1.3) 
it is easy to verify that the energy E ( t ) decreases on (0, oo), but, in general, 
does not tend to zero as t oo. In fact, it has been shown by Dafermos in 
his pioneering work [Dafi ] that the energy of every solution of (1.1) and (1.3) 
converges to zero as í — o o if and only if satisfies the following condition: 
(Hq ) There is no non-trivial eigenfunction (f) = (j){x) of the Lame system 
-fiAcj) - (A + fi)Vdiv(t) = in Ü] (l)z=0 on dü 
such that div(f) = 0 in 
In [Dafi], it was pointed out that ( H q ) holds "generically" for smooth 
domains. It was also shown that (H^) fails when O is a ball (see [LiZ]). 
Subsequently, in 1981, Slemrod [Sle] considered the following nonhnear 
thermoelastic system in the one-dimensional case: 
' Utt - 'ipvviUx + 1, ̂  + " + 1,6' + To)^x = 0, 
< ^eeiu^c + 1,0 + To)Ot - d{0,0^)0^:, + i^^eiu^ + 1,0 + - 0, 
0 < X < 1, t > 0 
(1.4) 
where v = u^ and = denotes the Helmholtz free energy, d{0,0x) 
is a given function, and To denotes a constant temperature. Slemrod gave 
careful energy estimates for the solutions of (1.4) subject to the following 
Neumann-Dirichlet boundary condition 
Ux = 0 = 0, a : - 0 , 1 (1.5) 
and then by applying the contraction mapping theorem, proved that under 
certain hypotheses made on and the initial conditions prob-
lem (1.4) and (1.5) has a unique global smooth solution on (0,1) x (0, oo) 
with 
— 0 as i oo uniformly in a:, 0 < a; < 1. 
Slemrod also obtained similar results for the following Dirichlet-Neumann 
boundary condition: 
u = x = 0,l. 
Recently, Racke and Shibata [RS] considered the nonlinear case and 
used a spectral analysis method to obtain a polynomial decay rate for the 
solution. Rivera [Riv2] also considered the linear case of (1.4) and proved 
the exponential decay rate of energy for the higher-order derivatives of the 
solution. 
Naturally, one can ask the question: does the energy of system (1.1) 
decay the exponentially? Namely, are there positive constants M, to such 
that 
E{t) < Me-'^'EiO), Vi > 0 ? (1.6) 
In order to answer this question, in 1992, Hansen [Hani] made the first 
attempt by considering the following one dimensional case with /j = l^k = 
+ i n ( 0 , l ) x ( 0 , ^ ) , 
B'^ft du' + m(0 , l )x (0 , cx ) ) . 
(1.7) 
The expression of energy (1.2) becomes 
u 
du 
dx + 0 
dx. 
The following various boundary conditions are considered in [Hani 
de{x,t) 
u'(x, t) — 
dx 
= 0, x = 1, 0 < i < oo. (1.8) 
t) 
dx 




dx ' ' ' ' ' ' dx 
These boundary conditions are of Dirichlet-Neumann or Neumann-Dirichlet 
type. 
System (1.7) with one of the boundary conditions (1.8)-(1.10) can be 
represented in the equivalent first order form 
/ 0 D 0 \ 
D 0 -aD 
\0 -aD D^ J 
iyi\ 
y2 = A 1/2 (1.11) 
d d 
where D = (^1,^2,^3) = and 
/ 0 D 
A = 
0 \ 
D 0 -aD 
\ 0 -aD D^ / 
(1.12) 
with the domain 
DiA) = {iyi,y2,y3)eH\0,l)xH\0,l)xH'{0,l) : (yi,2/2,^3) 
satisfy the corresponding boundary conditions}. (1.13) 
Hansen showed that the operator A is the infinitesmal generator of a strongly 
continuous semigroup of contractions on 1) x ¿^(0,1) x ¿^(0,1). Fur-
thermore, the following important property of the eigenfunctions and the 
spectrum of A was obtained. 
Theorem 5.1.1. [Hani] Let A be the operator defined in (1.12) and 
(1.13), with any of the boundary conditions (1.8), (1.9), or (1.10). Then the 
eigenfunctions of A forms a Riesz basis for 1) x L^(0,1) x L^(0,1); 
and there exists to > 0 such that 
sup Re A < —uj, 
xe(TiA)-{o} 
(1.14) 
where cr{A) denotes the spectrum of A. 
This result implies the uniform exponential energy decay of solutions of 
(1.7). 
Theorem 5.1.2. [Hani] With A and to as in Theorem 5.1.1, the 
restriction of A to Ti = J\i{A)-^ is the generator of an exponentially stable 
semigroup T{t) on Ti which satisfies 
T{t)\\n < Me -Ujt Vt> 0 (1.15) 
for some M >1. 
The proof of Theorem 5.1.1 is based on the analysis of nonharmonic 
Fourier series and needs delicate estimates on the spectrum of A. 
Hansen's results rely significantly on the boundary conditions being 
of Dirichlet-Neumann or Neumann-Dirichlet type. The case of Dirichlet-
Dirichlet type was left as an open question. Later, this question was pos-
itively answered by Kim [Kimi] and Liu and Zheng [LZi] independently. 
They obtained the following. 
Theorem 5.1.3. [Kimi] Let u^O he the solution of (1.7) with the fol-
lowing Dirichlet-Dirichlet boundary condition 
(1.16) 
If e ii"o(0,l) X ^2(0,1) X ^2(0,1), then there exist positive con-
stants M^uj such that 
E{t) < Me-'^'EiO), Vt > 0. (1.17) 
While Kim used the energy method, multiplier techniques, and com-
pactness property, Liu and Zheng's method is very different and based on 
the following abstract theorem about the exponential stability of semigroups. 
Theorem 5.1.4. |Hua] A strongly continuous semigroup T(t) = e^^ on 
a Hilbert space H is exponentially stable if and only if 
sup{ReA : A G (T{A)} < 0 
and 
sup ||(AJ- < +00 
ReA>0 
hold. Here cr{A) stands for the spectrum of A. 
Using the above theorem again, Burns, Liu and Zheng [BLZ] further 
considered many other possible boundary conditions such as stress free at 
both ends and stress free at one end and showed that the semigroups asso-
ciated with these boundary conditions are also exponentially stable. 
In summary, the problem of exponential decay rate of energy for the one-
dimensional hnear thermoelastic system has now been completely solved. 
For the higher-dimensional linear thermoelastic system, the problem is 
much more complicated. As mentioned before, the total energy in higher-
dimensional linear thermoelasticity does not decay to zero. Therefore, one 
has to try to partition the total energy into a dissipative part and a conser-
vative part. 
The question of partitioning the energy in this way was first studied by 
Lax and Philhps [LP 2] for a classical solution of the wave equation. The 
first work about partitioning the energy in the linear thermoelasticity is due 
to Dassios and Grillakis [DG], who studied how the energy associated with 
the longitudinal and thermal wave is divided into kinetic, strain, and thermal 
energy in the case 0 = IE? . They concluded that all three parts of the energy 
decay to zero as t — + 0 0 at a polynomial rate. Further, Rivera [Rivs 
studied the decomposition of the displacement vector field in IR^ (n > 1 ) 
into two parts. One of them is the solenoidal part, namely, the nondissipative 
component that conserves its energy and the other the dissipative component 
that decays to zero as fast as t-^/2 when t approaches infinity. 
L e m m a 5.1 .5 . [Rivs] Let f be a function satisfying 
f e f = when +00, ^ > 2 for n = 2. 
d^u 
Then there exists a continuous function u with ^ ^ G H^(IR^) for any 
n-tuple a = (cei, • • • with \a\ = satisfying 
Au = f in iR". (1 . 18) 
Further if 
f e LP {R"") f o r n > 3 
n 1 1 
where p = max{g ,g ' } , q > and - + — = 1- Then there exists a TX Q. Q. 
d^u 
solution u of (L18) satisfying u G and G for |a| = 1 . 
L e m m a 5.1 .6 . [Rivs] Let F be a vector field in such that 
the divergence of F fdiv F = g) satisfies the conditions of Lemma 5.1.5. 
Then F can be decomposed into two parts, both in , one of them 
a gradient and the other as solenoidal function (that is, with null divergence). 
Theorem 5.1 .7 . [Rivs] Let u^ and be vector fields in 
and respectively, such that div and div u^ satisfy the hy-
potheses of Lemma 5.1.6. Then the displacement field in R"", n > 2, can 
be decomposed into two parts, one of them solenoidal, which conserves its 
energy, and another totally dissipative, which decays to zero as fast as t""/^ 
when t approaches infinity. 
For bounded domains, Chirita [Chi] proved that the mean thermal en-
ergy tends to zero as time goes to infinity and the asymptotic equipartition 
occurs between the Cesàro means of the kinetic and strain energies. This 
shows that thermal effects do not influence explicitly the asymptotic equipar-
tition of the mean kinetic and strain energies. 
In special situations where the restoring force is proportional to the 
vector velocity of the displacement vector field, Pereira and Menzala [PM 
proved that in a bounded domain the kinetic, strain, and thermal energies 
tend to zero exponentially as t —-\-oo. 
Recently, Lebeau and Zuazua [LeZi] gave a sufiicient and necessary 
condition for a bounded domain 0 under which the encergy will decay to 
zero exponentially. 
Consider the Lamé system 
(f)" - fiA(l) - (A + //)Vdiv<̂  = 0 in n X (0, oo), 
¿ = 0 o n r x ( 0 , o o ) , (1.19) 
(t>{x, 0) = (l>\x), (^'(x, 0) = (t>\x) in 0 . 
Theorem 5.1.8. [LeZi] For any domain ii satisfying condition (HQ ), 
the energy of the solution of (1.1) and (L3) decays uniformly to zero if and 
only if there exists T > 0 and (7 > 0 such that 
Jo 
holds for every solution of (1.19). 
This condition can be written in terms of the dynamics of the rays of 
geometric optics. As a result, it follows that when O is a bounded smooth 
convex open set, the energy does not decay exponentially to zero. 
In addition, there has been a lot of work on other thermoelastic plate 
models such as von Karman's system of thermoelastic plates. For details, we 
refer to [AL, BMZ, Lage, LL, LR, LZ3, MZi , MZ2]. Generally speaking, 
it seems that the properties of thermoelastic plates such as the smoothing 
property of the solutions and the stability are much better than the ones for 
the thermoelastic system (1.1). 
A displeasing feature of the thermoelastic theory is the absence of any 
physical description of the dissipation mechanism. An interesting and plau-
sible description of a possible dissipation mechanism is provided by the vis-
coelastic theory ([CN]) 
The basic constitutive equations of linear viscoelasticity lead to 
u"{x,t) — fiAu(x,t) — (A + //)Vdivu(x, t) 
+ / g'{t — s)[fxAu(x^s) + {X fi)Vdivu{x,s)]ds = f 
J—00 
(1.20) 
in Q X (0, 00) subject to the initial conditions 
u = = f o r 5 > 0 , (1.21) 
where g{t) denotes the relaxation function and is a specified "history' 
The kinetic energy K{t) of (1.20) is defined by 
K { t ) = 1 1 \u\x,t)\^dx, 
and the free energy ^(t) by 
r g'{s)ds) [ \diYu{x,t)\^dx 
2 \ Jq y Jn 
f Í g'it - s)\Vu^{x, t) - Vu^{x, dxds 
2 ^ J - o o J n 
+ r Í g'{t - s)\divu{x,t) - áÍYu{x,s)\^dxds. 
2 J-00 Jo, 
Then the total energy E{t) is given by 
E{t) = Kit) + í-íí). (1.22) 
The asymptotic behaviour of the energy E{t) depends significantly not 
only on the relaxation function g{t) but on the history as well. 
Indeed, Dafermos [Daf2] proved that if g satisfies the following 
(i) g'{t) is nonnegative, nonincreaseing, and convex; 
(ii) g"{t) does not vanish identically in a neighborhood of t = 0; 
(iii) l - / ~ g ( i ) d i > 0 ; 
then the solution u(x^t) of (1.20) which satisfies the Dirichlet boundary 
condition 
u = 0 on S 
tends to zero as í oo in (HQ{Ü))"' . Later, applying the theory of dynam-
ical systems, this result was further improved by relaxing the assumption 
of convexity (see [Dafa]). Subsequently, extensive attention was paid to the 
problem of obtaining an explicit decay rate. In this aspect, the first result is 
due to Day [Day]. Day considered the following one-dimensional case: 
for X G (0,a), t >0 with the boundary feedbacks 
^ ' « ( i l i l d , = 0, 
dx'^ 
u{0,t) = 0, a(a, i ) = r(t), t > 0, 
where r(t) is a given function and the stress a is given by 
dx 
ds. 
The relaxation function g is assumed to be expressed as the sum 
g{t) = j + h{t), i>0, 
of a positive constant 7 and a function which satisfies the conditions 
(1) h(it) > 0, h'{t) < 0, h"{t) > 0, 
(2) h{t) 0 and h'{t) 0 as t 00, 




(4) the function log h(t) is convex. 
In this case, the energy E{t) is given by 
E(t) = l£[pu'ix,tf+g{oo) 
dx 
dx 
du{x^ t) du{x, s) 2 
dx dx 
'dxds. 
Under the above assumptions on g, Day obtained the following. 




E{t) 0 as i -> 00. 
Theorem 5.1.10. [Day] Suppose that there is to > 0 such that r(t) = 0 
for every t > to. Then E{t) = as t ^ 00. 
It can been seem from Theorems 5.1.9 and 5.1.10. that the energy is 
affected by the boundary feedback r . The rate of decay of the energy can 
be increased by choosing a specific boundary feedback. We also note that, in 
both Dafermos and Day's work, the relaxation function g(t) is nonincreasing 
or tends to zero as i —oo. In fact, the rate of decay of the energy can also 
be increased by increasing the rate of decay of g(t). This is confirmed by 
Desch and Miller [DM], who proved that exponential stabilization is possible 
if g decays exponentially. 
In 1989, Leugering [Leui ] considered a vibrating viscoelastic membrance 
and assumed weaker conditions on g{t) than Desch and Miller's, but tried to 
increase the loss of energy by applying a velocity feedback on a part of the 
boundary of the vibrating viscoelastic membrance, which is assumed to be 
clamped along the rest of the boundary. More precisely, Leugering considered 
' u"{x, t) = t) + fl^ g'{t - 5)Au(x, s)ds in 0 X (0, oo), 
^¿(0) = ^í^ u{-s) = w^{s) for s > 0 
= 0 o n r i x ( 0 , o o ) , (1.23) 
OP J-oo OU 
where O is a bounded domain in R^ with the boundary F = Fi U r2 , 
Ti = {x eT : m{x) • u{x) = {x - x^) • u{x) < 0}, 
T2 = {x eV : m{x) • iy{x) > 7 > 0}, 
and A: is a positive constant. The relaxation function g is assumed to satisfy 
the conditions 
(a) ff eC2([0,«D)), 
(b) g{t) > 0, g'(t) < 0, g"it) > 0, 
(c) goo = 5(00) and 5r(0) = 1, 
(d) </( i ) - f fooeiH[0,oo)) . 





Using energy estimates and energy multipHer techniques, Leugering obtained 
the following. 
Theorem 5.1.11. [Leui] (i) Under the above assumptions (a) to (c), 
and with (d) replaced by 
/ t^{g{t) - goo)dt < oo, j = 
Jo 
we have the following asymptotic behaviour of the energy E{t) of weak solu-




(ii) If, moreover, {g{t) — is integrable over [0,oo) for some posi-
tive r¡, then E(t) decays exponentially for all initial data in ( 0 ) xL^(n ) x 
where is a weighted L^ space. 
Other similar conditions on g{t), under which the energy decays expo-
nentially, were given in [FL] and [RÍV4] and others. 
In all the above work, g{t) is regular at t = 0. Recently, Liu and Zheng 
'LZ2] considered the case where g(t) has a singularity at t = 0 and proved 
that the exponential decay rate is still possible if g(t) decays exponentially. 
5.1.2. Controllability. While there has been extensive work on the sta-
bihzation for the hnear thermoelasticity and viscoelasticity, relatively httle 
is known about the controllability. 
The earliest results about the controllabihty of the thermoelastic system 
appear to be in the paper [Nar] of Narukawa. In this paper, Narukawa 
considered the following partial boundary control: 
^ = 0, Bu = (/) on E, (1.24) 
du 
where B — Bd or Br, Bdu = u and B^u — — h Fix)?/ on S, 
OVA 
du r , duj / dui 
I ^ dxj ^ •'Kdxi dxiJ)i<i<n j=i ^ j=i ^ t - -duA 
r(a;) is an n X n symmetric positive matrix with smooth components, and 
(/) is a control. 
The problem of partial exact controllability is formulated as follows: For 
a given initial state of deformation and temperature and a given 
final state of deformation {z^^z^), are there a control (j) and a time T such 
that the solution {u,0) of (1.1) (1.24) satisfies 
(u(0),u'(0),^(0)) - and (u(T) ,u ' (T)) = m ^ ? 
This type of control ignores the thermal component of the state. Thus, 
when the mechanical portion is driven to rest, the temperature will not 
generally be equal to zero. 
Set 
{al3/k){l + A;2(i-m)) if ^ > 4. 
m —1 
0 
If is small enough, and e (H'^iil))" x {H 
( 0 ) ) " X H^'iil) satisfying certain compatibility conditions and e 
for m > 2, and G ( i i ^ O ) ) " x (^^(a))" 
xL2(0) and e x (¿^(n))^ for m - 1, then the partial 
exact controllability problem (1.1) (1-24) was solved by Narukawa with the 
help of energy estimates for the solution. 
There are some drawbacks to the results of Narukawa. Firstly, 
^^k) is required to be small enough. Next, the controllable space 
is not as large as possible. Later, these drawbacks were removed 
by Lions [Lio4, p.32-60], who considered the following simple form of (1.1): 
i u" - Au + aVO = 0 in Q, ( 9 ' - A ^ + adivu ' = 0 inQ, (1.25) 
0 = 0, u = (l) on E. 
By introducing the Hilbert Uniqueness Method, Lions proved that if T > 
2R{x^) and a is small enough then the system (1.25) is partially exactly 
controllable in (1^2(0))^ x . 
We note that, in both Narukawa and Lions' results, only the displace-
ment is controlled and the values of temperature are disregarded. This is the 
so-called partial controllability property. Such a partial controllabihty prop-
erty was also proved for von Karman's system of thermoelastic plates (see 
Lag6, Lag 7, LL]). In order to control both the displacement and tempera-
ture, Hansen [Han 2] considered the following one-dimensional thermoelastic 
system 
m g , 
ox^ ox (I 26Ì 
+ m Q , 
ax^ ox 
and showed that exact controllability of both the displacement and temper-
ature for (1.26) is possible by only controlhng the thermal or mechanical 
component on the boundary in the case where u and 0 satisfy the Dirichlet-
Neumann or Neumann-Dirichlet boundary conditions and where 0 < a < 1. 
Hansen's results are proved by making use of the method of moment prob-
lems and the analysis of nonharmonic Fourier series. 
It seems that whether Hansen's result still holds for the case of several 
space dimensions or the case of the the Dirichlet-Dirichlet boundary condi-
tions remains open. Thus, the problem of exact controllabiHty of both the 
displacement and temperature is much more complicated in several dimen-
sion spaces. In order to attack this problem, Zuazua [Zuan] recently intro-
duced the concept of exact-approximate controllability and made significant 
progress. He considered the following distributed controllability problem 
u" - ji/^u - (A -f //)Vdiv u -h a\/e = f in (3, 
- A^ -h ̂ div u' = 0 in Q, 
u = 0, 0 = 0 on E, 
/̂(O) = i/O, u'(0) = uS ^(0) = in n, 
(1.27) 
and proved that if T is large enough then the system (1.27) is exact-approxi-
mately controllable in (^^¿(0))" x x with the control / sup-
ported in a neighborhood of the boundary of O. Here the exact-approximate 
controllability means that given 
and £ > 0 there is a control / such that the solution of (1.27) satisfies 
The method of Zuazua is based on multipHer techniques, compactness argu-
ments, Holmgren's Uniqueness Theorem. Further, Teresa and Zuazua [TZ 
proved that the same kind of results hold for thermoelastic plates. 
More recently, Lebeau and Zuazua [LeZ2] considered the following sys-
tem of thermoelasticity in an n-dimensional, compact, connected and 
Riemannian manifold M : 
u" -c^Au + aAO = f 
0' - kAO + = 0 
in M X (0,oo), 
in M X (0, oo), 
u = 0 = 0 o n a M x ( 0 , o o ) , 
^ u{0) = u^, ii'(O) = ui, ^(0) = ^̂  in M. 
(1.28) 
They obtained the following theorem. 
T h e o r e m 5 .1 .12 . [LeZ2] Assume that T > 0 and Q. C M satisfy the 
geometric control condition for the wave equation in M. More precisely, 
suppose that any ray of geometric optics of length cT intersects Then, 
(i) If dM ^iD, for any G H^iM) x L\M) x Hi{M) there 
exists f G x (0 ,T) ) with support in 0 driving the system (1.28) to 
rest. 
(ii) If dM — the same result holds for all initial data such that 
Their method of proof is based on a spectral decomposition of the system 
and its adjoint on the basis generated by the eigenfunctions of the Laplacian. 
The spectrum is split into a parabolic part and a hyperbolic part, and then 
the techniques of [BLR] and [LeR] are combined. 
5.1.3. Our Contribution. In this chapter, we establish a sufficient con-
dition which guarantees the exponential decay rate of the energy by means 
of an additional boundary damping. It is well known that the reason why 
the energy E(t) does not tend to zero as i oo is that the total energy 
is not dissipated completely in the form of thermal energy (see [LeZi] for 
more details). Thus we introduce here a velocity feedback on a part of the 
boundary of the thermoelastic body, which is clamped along the rest of the 
boundary, to increase the loss of energy. 
In order to state the boundary velocity feedback, we set 
r^={xeT : m{x)-iy{x)<0}, (1.29) 
r2={a;Gr : m{x) • i^ix) > 0}, (1.30) 
where m{x) = x - x^ = {xi - x'i,-,Xn - 4 ) for some x^ e R"", u = 
(z/i, • • •, Un) denotes the unit normal on T directed towards the exterior of 
Q, and 
n 
m ' V — m(x) • = "" 
i=l 
Fi is assumed either to be empty or to have a nonempty interior relative to F. 
Note that assumptions (1.29) and (1.30) imply that the domain O is simply 
connected and star-shaped with respect to G 0 or 0 = Hi — O2, both 
0,1 and being star-shaped with respect to x^. Especially, the domain 
0 can be a bounded smooth convex open set. As mentioned before, for the 
convex domain, Lebeau and Zuazua [LeZi] has showed that the energy does 
not decay exponentially to zero in general. Thus, the feedback is necessary 
for this case. 
The boundary velocity feedback can be stated as follows 
' 9 = 0 o n F x ( 0 , o o ) , 
M = 0 on Fi X (0, 00), 
/ i ^ + (A +//)div(u)i/ 
H-am • uu + m • uu' = 0 on F2 x (0, 00), 
where a = a{x) is a given nonnegative function on F2 with 
a{x) e C\T2). (1.32) 
It is clear that if m{x) • p{X) > 77 on F2 for some rj > 0 then a{x)m{x) • i/(x) 
can be any nonnegative function as we can take a{x) = f { x ) / { m { x ) • Ty{x)), 
f{x) being any nonnegative function. Note that there is no velocity feedback 
on the part of F2 where m(x) • u{x) =0. It is well known that the boundary 
velocity feedback is an effective mechanism to increase the loss of energy, 
and has been extensively used for the wave equation [Chei, KZ, Lags], 
elastodynamic systems [AK, Lag4] and the viscoelasticity [Leui, Leu2.. 
We will prove that the energy of the solutions of (1.1) and (1.31) de-
cays to zero exponentially as t 00 if A = maxa(x) is small enough (see 
Theorem 5.2.1 below). In the special case of the Lamé system 
' u" - ¡i/^u - (A + ^)Vdiv u = 0 in O X (0, oo), 
u = 0 on Fi X (0, oo), 
Bn 
i i — + (A + ix)div{u)u (1.33) 
+am ' uu m ' uu' = 0 on r2 x (0, oo), 
^ w(0) u'{0) = u^ in 0 , 
the exponential stability still holds even though A is large. This result 
answers an open question raised by Alabau and Komornik [AK . 
On the other hand, as the consequence of the uniform stabilization, we 
use the "Controllability via Stabilizability" principle to prove the partial ex-
act boundary controllability for the thermoealstic system without smallness 
restrictions on the coupling parameters a and ¡3. 
The main results of this chapter are presented in Section 5.2 and proved 
in Section 5.3. The methods of our proofs are based on multiplier techniques 
and Russell's "ControllabiHty via Stabihzabihty" principle. 
§5.2. Main Results 
Let a{x) be the nonnegative function given in (1.31) satisfying (1.32) 
and u = (i^i, • • • 5 ^n) the unit normal on F directed towards the exterior of 
n . Suppose that Fi and F2 are given by (1.29) and (1.30), respectively, and 
Fi either is empty or has a nonempty interior relative to F. Set 
= {u e : u = OonTi}, 
= {u e H\il) : u - O o n F i } , 
V = {(u,v) e X • [ m-iyudr+ / vdx = 0}, 
t/ r r2 
jv, if Fi = 0 and a{x) = 0, 
X otherwise, 
Further, if Fi = 0 and a{x) = 0, we set 
du 
¡1^ + (A + /i)div(u)i^ + am • i/u + m • i/v = 0 on F21 
Otherwise, we set 
f i ^ + (A + + CLTTi' uu + m • uv = 0 on . 
Note that the norm on W 
(I 
./i, Jq 
+ - / am • 
1/2 
(2.1) 
is equivalent to the usual one induced by x (¿^(O))" . When 
proving this, the only dehcate case is when Fi = 0 and a{x) = 0. We argue 
by contradiction. If the norms are not equivalent, then there is a sequence 
{(w'',^;'')} 6 V such that 




u •dx >n [ + (A + ^ (2.3) 
Jn 
Then, we have 
lim / IVu^'l^dx^O, ^^^ JQ (2.4) 
lim / Jn V 'dx = 0. (2.5) 
Moreover, by (2.2), we may assume that {w^} converges to u weakly in 
Since the injection of into is compact, we 
may assume that {u^} converges to u strongly in (L^(n))^. Since in the 
sense of distribution 
du'^ du 
n-^QO dxi dxi ' 
(2.4) implies that 
Thus 
du 
dxi = 0. 
u — C (constant). 
Because {u'^.v'^) G V, we have 
j m • uu^'dV + J v'^dx = 0. (2.6) 
By (2.5), we deduce that 
lim / v''dx = 0. 
It therefore follows from (2.6) that 
lim / m • vu^dV = 0. n^oo Jp 
On the other hand, by (2.4) and the fact that { u " " } converges to C strongly 
in (L2(0))" , wecan deduce that {u^} converges to C strongly in . 
Thus, by the trace theorem, we have 
C I m-vdV = Yiia m- vu^'dV = 0. Jt JV 
This shows that C = 0. Consequently, it follows from (2.4) and (2.5) that 
which is in contradiction to (2.2). 
If a(x) ^ 0, the proof is similar. If Fi this is just the consequence 
of Poincaré inequaHty. 
In the sequel, we use the energy norm on 
^^ Jn P 
1 + 
2 Jr.. 
am ' V u •dv 
1/2 (2.7) 
for (w, u, G K , which is equivalent to the usual one induced by x 
We consider the thermoelastic system with a velocity feedback: 
- //Aw - (A + //)Vdiv u + aVO = 0 in 0 x (0, oo), 
in n X (0, oo), 
on r X (0, oo), 
on Fi X (0, oo), 
u" 
0' + /?div - 0 
<9 = 0 
¿̂ = 0 
+ (A +/i)div(i/)z/ 
+am ' vu ^-m ' vu' — 0 
[u{0) = u\ u'{0) = u\ 
(2.8) 
on F2 X (0, 00), 
in ii. 
It is well known that problem (2.8) is well-posed (see [Nar]). In fact, the 
system generates a strongly continuous semigroup S{t) in Ti. This has been 
proved in [Liu3] for the more general case of thermoviscoelasticity. However, 
the case Fi = 0 and a{x) = 0 is worth discussing in more detail. Indeed, 
from previous articles pubhshed in the hterature, one may think that system 
(2.8) generates a semigroup in the following space with zero average: 
Ho = {{u.v^o) e {H\n)r X {L'm- X : 
/ u{x)dx = / v{x)dx = 0>. 
Ja J^ ^ 
Actually this is a mistake. To see this, we define the function / ( t ) by 
m = / 
JQ 
Take G Uq such that 
J m ' pu^dV 0, (2.9) 
and let w, 6 be the solution of (2.8) corresponding to this initial data. We 
claim that 
j m • uu'{t)dr ^ 0. (2.10) 
If this is not true, then Jp m • i/u{t)dT is constant in time. In addition, we 
can show that the energy ||(̂ ¿(í), u'(t), decays to zero exponentiall 
as i oo. Consequently, /p m • uu{t)dT also decays to zero exponentially 
since there is a positive constant C such that 
m • iyu{t)dT\ < C\\{u{t), u'{t), 0{t))\\n 
It therefore follows that 
J m ' vu{t)dT = 0, 
which contradicts (2.9). By (2.10), we have 
fit) = [ u"it)dx 
JQ 
= / [i^Au + (A + /i)Vdiv u - aVO]dx 
Jn 
f du 
= / + (A + fi)diY{u)u - aOiy]dT 
Jr ov 
= — J m • uu'{t)dT 
Hence, f^ u(t)dx and u\t)dx are not always equal to zero along the 
solution trajectories of (2.8). Thus, Hq is not invariant under the flow given 
by (2.8). Consequently, system (2.8) does not generate a semigroup in Ho. 
On the other hand, % is invariant under the flow given by (2.8). In fact, 
the function 
g{t) = m- iyu{t)dr + / u\t)dx 
JT JÜ 
is constant along the solution trajectories of (2.8). This is because 
g\t) = m- uu'{t)dT + / u"{t)dx 
JT Jn 
= 171' ¡yu'{t)dT + / [nAu + (A + /i)Vdiv u - aVO]dx 
JT JÜ 
/ f d 
m ' uu\t)dr + J [fi^ + (A + fj,)div{u)u - aOiy]dr 
- 0 . 
This is why the chosen space for solving (2.8) is Tí. 
Generally speaking, one can say that a semigroup preserves a quantity 
if and only if its generator does it. More precisely, let us consider 
(u'= Au, t > 0 , 
on a Banach space X , where A is a unbounded Hnear operator on X with 
the domain D{A) and uq E X . Assume that A generates a semigroup, let 
L : X ^ R he a linear and bounded functional. Then, the following two 
conditions are equivalent: 
(i) Lu{t) remains constant in time for every solution u of (2.11); 
( i i ) L{Auq) = 0 for all uq G D{A). 
To see that (ii) implies (i), we first assume that uq G D{A), and then 
u(t) G D{A) for every t > 0. Applying L to equation (2.11), we obtain 
dL{u{t)) 
- L{u') = L{A{u{t)) - 0 . 
dt 
Therefore, L(u(t)) remains constant in time. If uo G X , by density, we can 
show that (i) still holds. 
For the other impHcation, note that AUQ is the hmit of (U(T) — u(0))/t 
in X as i , u being the solution of the equation with initial data UQ . 
Now, in view of (i), we have L{{u{t) — ^¿(0))/í) = 0 for all t. On the other 
hand, this quantity should converge to L{Auo) as t ^ 0. This shows that 
(ii) holds. 
Note that, in our situation, the functional L is given by 
L{u,v) = / m • i/udT/ vdx. 
JT Jn 
Since system (2.8) generates a strongly continuous semigroup S{t) in 
then for every initial data 
system (2.8) has a unique solution (u^u'^O) with 
{u,u',0) e C{[0,oo);n). 
Moreover, if 
then 
In order to ensure that the solution u has sufficient regularity to perform 
the integrations by parts we will do, in this paper, we suppose that 
r i n r 2 - 0 . (2.12) 
Under this assumption, by the standard elHptic regularity properties, we 
have 
ueCi[0,ooy,{H\n)r). (2.13) 
This regularity property is needed for the proof of the following theorems. 
If (2.12) does not hold, then (2.13) fails in general even in the case of the 
wave equation (see [Lags]). However, even though (2.12) fails, Komornik 
and Zuazua [KZ] still proved the uniform boundary stabilization of the wave 
equation in the case where n < 3. Their proof was based on an inequahty 
established by Grisvard [Gri2] for the solution of the wave equation with 
such boundary singularity. Whether or not Komornik and Zuazua's result 
still holds for the system of thermoelasticity with such boundary singularity 
is an open problem as the similar inequahty of Grisvard has not been proved 
yet in the literature. 
In order to state our main results, we introduce some constants as fol-
lows. Set 
= max \m{x) = max (2.14) 
k=i 
(2.15) 
where m(x) = x - x^ and A = maxa(x). Let 7 be the smallest positive 
constant such that 
JT2 
Let Ao be the smallest positive constant such that 
(2.16) 
(2.17) 
The thermoelastic energy of (2.8) is defined by 
E(u,^,t)=H(u(t),u'(t),m)Hn 
(2.18) 
We now state our main results of this paper. 
Theorem 5.2.1. Let Fi and r2 be given by (1.29) and (1.80), respec-
tively, satisfying (2.12). If the function a{x) satisfies 
< 2, for n < 2, (2.19) 
or 
on Tj, forn>3, (2.20) 
Then there exists a positive constant to, independent of (u^^u^, such 
that 
E{u,0,t) < Vt > 0, (2.21) 
for all solutions of (2.8) with G H. Further, the constant to can 
be given by 
uj = k - \ (2.22) 
where 1̂+ 2̂+ 3̂ r) < 9 
k = ^ > 3 
. . = + + 1, (2.24) /i 4:6 
(2.25) 
+ + (2.26) 
£ 4£ 
(2.27) 
In the case of the Lamé system (1.33), Theorem 5.2.1 still holds even 
though a is large. Namely, we have 
Theorem 5.2.2. Let Ti and T^ be given by (1.29) and (1.30), re-
spectively, satisfying (2.12). Let a{x) be any nonnegative function on T^ 
satisfying (1.32). Then there are positive constants M, to, independent of 
(u^such that 
E{u,t) < ME{u,0)e -Ujt V t > 0, (2.28) 
for all solutions of (1.33) with G W. 
In this case, the energy E{u,t) is given by 
u + + (A + fi)\divu{x,t) dx 
+ ^ / am'u\u{t)\^dr. 
2 Jto 
(2.29) 
If the function a(x) satisfies (2.19) or (2.20), then the constants M and 
LO in Theorem 5.2.2, of course, are the same as in Theorem 5.2.1. However, If 
a(x) does not satisfy (2.19) and (2.20), then M and io can not be exphcitly 
given since in this case the proof of Theorem 5.2.2 is based on a control-
theoretic method (see [Mori] and [Ruse]), which is not constructive. 
Theorem 5.2.2 is an answer to the open question raised by Alabau and 
Komornik [AK], who proved the exponential stability of the Lamé system 
for the case where a(x)m • i/ = ao is a constant small enough and Ì2 is a 
ball, and then conjectured that this result probably remains true even for ao 
large. 
We now consider the controllability problem: 
" - jjAu - (A + /i)Vdiv u + aVO = 0 in ^ x (0, oo), 
in 0 X (0, oo), 
on r X (0, oo), 
on Fi X (0, oo), 
on r2 X (0, oo), 
in n. 
u 
<9' - A^ + /?div u' - 0 
^ = 0 
u = 0 
11——h (A + fJi)à\Y{u)p + am • pu = (f) 
(2.30) 
^ w(0) = 0, u'{0) = 0, ^(0) = 0 
where (j) = • • •, (¡)n) is a control acting on the boundary r2. 
Given T>0,let Q = nx (0,T), E - T x (0,T), Ei = Tj x (0 ,T) and 
S2 = r2 x ( 0 , T ) . 
The partial exact controllability problem can be stated as follows: Given 
T > 0, /or ever?/ state e VT, i/̂ e want to find a control (j) in a suitable 
function space such that the solution of (2.30) satisfies 
u{x, T) = u\x, T) =: u\x) in 0 , (2.31) 
disregarding the values of the temperature. 
As stated in [LÌ04, p.34-35], this is equivalent to steering every ini-
tial state of the displacement in the function space to the state 
(w(T), u'{T)) = (0, 0), disregarding the values of the temperature. 
Let a be the smallest positive constant such that 
divu -1 < (J u 0, Vu G (2.32) 
Theorem 5.2.3. Let Ti and T2 be given by (1.29) and (l.SO), respec-
tively, satisfying (2.12). Assume that the function a(x) satisfies (2.19) or 
(2.20). Suppose that 
2ae 
Let To be large enough such that ifT>To then 
2g2(i-c.T) ^ ^^ ^ (2.33) 
where UJ is the constant in Theorem 5.2.1. Then for any G W, there 
exists a boundary control function (t>{x,t) with 
cl)(x,t) = 0 if m{x) • u(x) = 0 and G 
such that the solution of (2.30) satisfies (2.31). Moreover, there exists a 
positive constant c, independent of (u^^u^), such that 
y/m ' V 
(2.34) 
In comparison with the existing Hterature, the main contribution of The-
orem 5.2.3 is that there is no smallness restriction on the coupHng parameters 
a and ¡3. 
In the case of the Lamé system 
u" - fiAu - (A + ^)Vdiv u = 0 
= 0 
du 
in 0 X (0, oo), 
on Fi X (0, oo), 
(2.35) 
¡1— + (A + ^)div(u)i/ am • vu = (j) on r2 x (0, oo), 
u(0) = 0, ii'(O) = 0 in n, 
Theorem 5.2.3 still holds even though a is large. Namely, we have 
Theorem 5.2.4. Let Ti and T2 be given by (1.29) and (1.5), re-
spectively, satisfying (2.12). Let a{x) be any nonnegative function on T2 
satisfying (1.32). Let To be large enough such that ¿/ T > To then 
M e - ^ ^ < 1, (2.36) 
where M and to are the constants in Theorem 5.2.2. Then for any (w^u^) G 
W, there exists a boundary control function </>(a:,t) with 
(l>{x,t) = 0 if m{x) • u{x) = 0 and e 
such that the solution of (2.35) satisfies (2.31). Moreover, there exist positive 
constants ci, C2 , independent of such that 
w < 
é ^ / 0 i\ 
(L2(S2))"< {U } y/m • P 
(2.37) 
§5.3. Proof of Main Results 
Let us first describle our steps of proof of Theorems 5.2.1-5.2.4. We first 
prove Theorem 5.2.1, and then prove Theorem 5.2.3. Since the Lamé system 
is a special case of the thermoelastic system, Theorems 5.2.2 and 5.2.4 are 
simultaneously proved in the case that a{x) satisfies (2.19) or (2.20). Finally, 
we prove Theorems 5.2.2 and 5.2.4 in the case that a{x) is large (i.e., a{x) 
does not necessarily satisfy (2.19) or (2.20)). 
In the sequel, the summation convention is assumed. We recall the 
constants 7 and Aq are given by (2.14)-(2.17), respectively. 
Proof of Theorem 5.2.1. The idea of the proof of Theorem 5.2.1 is simple. 
According to Theorem 8.1 of [Kom4, p.103], it suffices to show that 
/
oo 
E{u, 6», t)dt < kE{u, 61,5), V s > 0, 
where k is given by (2.23). However, the proof of this inequality is generally 
not easy. We use the multiplier techniques to attack it. 
Given 0 < 5 < T , let Q , - n x ( 5 , T ) , E, = r x ( 5 , T ) , S i , = r i x ( 5 , T ) 
and E2. = r2 X (6,T). 
We may as well assume that G Dv^ since the general case 
eU can be handled by density. Then (u, 0) is a classical solution 
dui ' 
of (2.8). Multiplying the first equation of (2.8) by and integrating 
on Qs, we have 
T 1 f 
- - rriki^k u[ ' c/S 




- ( ^^'m dT> i ^ (m 
7s, diy dxk jQ^dxjdxjK ^ dxk^ 
f dui dui f 






Vw,- ^ dxdt 
f dui ^u^ I f 






JQ^ dxk oxi 







Jy.. ^^k 2 7s., 
+ 
n - 2 
(3.3) 
Multiplying the first equation of (2.8) by Ui and integrating over , we 
obtain 
Ui -j i I Vui p -(A + /^)|div u\^\dxdt 
Q. 
f du 
^ i ^^ ^ a I Ui——axat 
dx, 
(3.4) 
- Ll I —UidT. - (A + /i) / UiV^ :̂\Y{u)dY.. 
I t therefore follows f rom (2.8) and (3.1)-(3.4) that 
E{u,e,t)dt 
rrikVk u. - / i l V u i p - (A + / i ) |d iv(w)p] i /E 
f dui N T / \ 
+ 2 / [fi— h (A + — « S 
f du f 
+ (n — 1) J [/ i-^-^ + (A + + / am • 
T 
^25 
- 2 a f V O ( m k ^ + + ^ / I^Pti^rcii 
i g . ^ dxk 2 ^ JQ^ 
(use = ^ ^ V k on Sis and boundary conditions of (2.8)) 
OXk OP 
m • p P' 
d u , 
d p 
-{- {X + fl)\d\Y{u)\^]d^ { = h ) 
+ / m • p u, - (A + / i ) |div(u)|2] i iE ( = h ) 
du, 
— 2 m • plaui + u\]mk^—c?E ( = Iz) 
— (n — 1) / m • + u •]^¿i(iE + / am • ( = I^) 
(3.5) 
- 2 
- 2a / V6 ' (mA:T^ + — ^ u ) d x d t + - / ( = /e). 
Jq , 2 [i Jq^ 
We now estimate (z = 1,2, • • •, 6). Since m • i/ < 0 on T i , we have 
h < 0. (3.6) 
Using the inequali ty 
1 
p q < e p ^ + V p , g > 0 , £ > 0 , (3.7) 
we have 
h < a m • p Ui dZ-V 
m • p u. d^ 
'2a 
+ ^ / m • 
(3.8) 
and 
I4 = — ( n — 1 ) / ^ • fu\uidYj + ( 2 — n ) / am • u \ Ui dT, 
< {n - 1)̂  
46 
m ' u u. (iS + £ / m • i/ Ui dL 
'2s 
+ (2 — n) / am • z/ 
(use (2.16) and (2.17)) 
( n ^ f 





+ (2 — n) / am • 1/ Ui dL. 
In order to estimate /s and le, multiplying the first equation and second 
a 
equation of (2.8) by u\ and —0^ respectively, and integrating over , we 
obtain 
E{u, + ^ f \VO\^dxdt + [ dT. = E{u, 0, s). (3.10) 
P JQS 
Noting definitions (2.25) and (2.26) of k2 and it follows from (2.17) and 
(3.10) that 
h < k2E{u,0,s), (3.11) 
and 
Jg < f \V0\^dxdt + 6 f \Vu^\^dxdt 
S JQs JQs 
+ 
+ 









< h E { u , 0 , s ) + e { - + Xl) E{u,0,t)dt. 
f^ J s 
(3.12) 
Noting definition (2.24) of , it then follows from (3.5)-(3.12) that 
2 j E{u,0,t)dt 





+ (2 - n)a m • V dL (= I ) 
(3.13) 
< { h + + h)E{u, 0, s) (use (3.10)) 
T 
+ ei'r^XlRix°) + - + Xl) [ E{u,e,t)dt 
f^ Js 
If n > 3, then, by (2.20), we deduce that / < 0. Thus, if e satisfies 
(2.27), then we deduce from (3.13) that 
T 
J^ E{u,0,t)dt <kE{u,0,s), V 0 < 5 < T, (3.14) 
where k is given by (2.23). 
If n < 2, then we have 
T 
I <Kia)R{x^)-f^Xl E{u,e,t)dt. 
It therefore follows from (2.19) and (3.13) that (3.14) also holds provided £ 
satisfies (2.27). Then, by Theorem 8.1 of [Kom4, p.103], we deduce that 
Vt > 0. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 5.2.1. • 
Note that Theorem 5.2.2 is simultaneously proved in the case that a(x) 
satisfies (2.19) or (2.20) since the Lamé system is a special case of the ther-
moelastic system. This fact will be used in the following proof of Theorem 
5.2.3. 
We now use Russell's "Controllability via Stabilizability" principle [Russ 
to prove Theorem 5.2.3. 
Proof of Theorem 5.2.3. Given G W , we consider the Lamé 
system 
v" - (lAv - (A + /x)Vdiv 0 
V = 0 
in Q, 
on El , 
/ J . — { \ + f i ) d i v { v ) u ^ am • uv — rn ' u v ' = 0 on S2, (3.15) 
[ v { T ) = v \ v ' { T ) = v^ i n a , 
which has a unique solution with 
{ v { t ) , v ' { t ) ) e C { [ 0 , T ] - , W ) . 
Moreover, by Theorem 5.2.2 (note that we are assuming that a{x) satisfies 
(2.19) or (2.20), and in this case. Theorem 5.2.2 has been proved as the 
special case of the thermoelastic system), there exists a positive constant to 
such that 
E { v , t ) < Vt € [ 0 , T (3.16) 
where 
1 
E { v , t ) = - / \ v ' { x , t ) \ ^ + f i \ V v { x , t ) \ ' + { \ + f i ) \ d i v v { x , t ) 
2 Jn 
+ - / am- iy\v{t)\'^dT. 
2 Jto 
Using the solution v of (3.15), we then consider 
f - AC =/^div(^;') inQ, 
^ = 0 on E, 
^ i (0) = 0 in n, 
and 
w^' - f i A w - (A + f i ) V d i v w + aVip = - a V ^ i n Q , 
in Q, 
on E, 
on El , 
i/)' - A^ + /?div w' =0 
w = 0 
du) 
f i — + (A + n)dÌY{w)iy -\-am' uw + m- uw' = 0 o n E 2 , 





it follows that (3.17) has a unique solution ^ with 
In addition, multiplying (3.17) by ^ and integrating over Q, we obtain 
l\\aT)\\i+1'' w^mwidt 
T 
= 13 f [ diY{v')^dxdt 
Jo Jq, 
</3 [ ||div(t;'(t))||_i||V^(t)||oiii (use (2.32)) 
Jo 
2^2 rT 
- 2 / 
T 0  : I \\v'{t)\\ldt (use (3.16)) 
T p T 
2 Jo Jo 
^ Jo ^ 
which implies 
aT)\\i+ \mmidt < 
Jo ^ 
On the other hand, since ^ G ^ ¿ ( 0 ) ) and 
[ V^dx = [ u^dT = 0, 
JFI JT 
(3.19) 
then (0, - a V f , 0) € T; H). Thus, by the classical theory of semigroups, 
the nonhomogeneous problem (3.18) has a unique solution with 
Moreover, the solution can be expressed as 
{w,«;', V) = S{t){wiO), «;'(0), V(0)) + [ ' 
where S { t ) denotes the strongly continuous semigroup of contractions gen-
erated by the thermoelastic system. By Theorem 5.2.1, we have 
S { t ) \ \ < Vt > 0, 







LO' • E { v , T ) . 
u = w — v^ 0 = 
(3.20) 
and 
(j) = —m ' u{w' + v')^ (3.21) 
then û O satisfies 
f u" - f i A u - (A + /i)Vdiv u + aVO = 0 in Q, 
0' - A O + ^diY u' = 0 i n Q, 
0 = 0 o n E , 
w = 0 o n S i , 
du 
f j , — + (A + f i ) d i v { u ) u + am • vu = (j) on E2, 
u { o ) = u ' { 0 ) = 0 , 6'(0) = 0 i n 
We define an operator A by 
A { v O , v ' ) = { w i n w ' i T ) ) . 
Then it is clear that A is a linear operator from W into W . Moreover, by 
(3.16) and (3.20), we have 
2 
(note definition (2.1) of the norm of W) 
LJ-
•E{v,T) 










A 2 CO' 
Let To be large enough so that (2.33) holds if T > To. Then A - / is an 
isomorphism from W onto W. Thus, for any G W, there exists a 
unique G W such that 
= { w { n w ' i T ) ) - { v ' y ) (3.22) 
= { u { T ) y { T ) ) . 
Consequently, we have constructed a control function 4> = -m • v{w' v') 
solving the partial controllabihty problem (2.30). 
On the other hand, multiplying the first equation of (3.15) by v[ and 
integrating over Q, we obtain 
m • V V = E { v , T ) - E { v , 0 ) . (3.23) 
Multiplying the first equation and second equation of (3.18) by w'- and 
respectively, and integrating over Q, we deduce from (3.19) and (3.20) that 
(the following c's denoting various constants that may depend on T ) 
m • V 
P JQ Jz^ 





Noting E{v,0) = we deduce from (3.16), (3.23) and (3.24) that 
f I m-v v' + w' 2 c/S < cE(t;,T), 
which, combining with (3.22), implies (2.34) since A — / is an isomorphism 
from W onto itself. • 
Note that Theorem 5.2.4 is simultaneously proved in the case that a(x) 
satisfies (2.19) or (2.20) since the Lamé system is a special case of the ther-
moelastic system. This fact will be used in the following proof of Theorem 
5.2.2. 
We now use the control-theoretic method given in [Mori] and [Ruse] to 
complete the proof of Theorem 5.2.2. That is, we are going to prove Theorem 
5.2.2 in the case that a{x) is large. 
Proof of Theorem 5.2.2. Let u{t) be the solution of (1.33). Let e > 0 
satisfy (2.19) or (2.20) and let T be large enough so that Theorem 5.2.4 
holds with a — e (note that we are assuming that a satisfies (2.19) or (2.20), 
and in this case. Theorem 5.2.4 has been proved as the special case of the 
thermoelastic system). Since {u{T),u'{T)) G W , it follows from Theorem 
5.2.4 that there exists a control (j) such that 
y" - fj.Ay - (A + /i)Vdiv y = 0 in 0 x (0, oo), 
y = 0 
dy 
on Fi X (0, oo). 
^^ + {X + fx)div{y)iy + em • uy = (j) on r2 x (0, oo), (3.25) 
in Ì7, 
in 0 . 
y(0) = 0, y'(0) = 0 
y(T) = u(n y'{T) = u'{T) 
According to the proof of Theorem 5.2.3, y and </> can be written as 
y = w — V, (j) — —m • v{v' + w')^ (3.26) 
where v and w are respectively the solutions of 
^ v" - fiAv - (A + //)Vdiv t) = 0 
= 0 
dv f 
fi——h (A + fijaiY^vju + em - vv — m • pv 
[v{T)=v\ v'{T) = v 
in Q, 
on S i , 




in 0 X (0, 00), 
on Fi X (0, 00), 
w" - fiAw - (A + /i)Vdiv w; = 0 
ti; = 0 




Note that the Lamé system is the special case of the thermoelastic system 
where a = = 0, so (3.18) is reduced to (3.28). In (3.27), (v^.v^) is chosen 
to be such that 
( w i n w ' i T ) ) - ( v ' y ) - - = (u(T) ,u ' (T)) . (3.29) 
To avoid confusion, we denote the energy of (1.33) with a{x) by Ea{u, t) 
and the energy of (3.27) with e by Ee{v,t) . Evidently, Eaiu . t ) is equivalent 
to Ee{u,t). 
Integrating by parts, it follows from (1.33) and (3.25) that 
0 -
JQ 
+ - - (A + /i)Vdiv y) 
(3.30) 
y'i{u; - fiAui - (A + ^)Vdiv u) 
dxdt 
f d 
= J '^i'^'iVi + • ^Vi + (A + fJ')div wdiv y)dxdt 
+ / (y-m • iy{aui + u•) + li-(em • i/yi - (t)i))dTj 
Jn 
+ / am-p\ui{T)\'^dr 
Jt2 
+ / ^¿¿(m • i/yj — am • i/y^ + em • i/yi — <j)i)dYi 
J 
= 2Ea{u, T) + / u\{m • vy[ - am • pyi + em • uyi -
Jt.2 
By the trace theorem and (3.26) and (3.29), we have (the following c's de-
noting various constants that may depend on T ) 
L m ' V 
A 
Jo 
(HHn)) n + w 
< cEe{v,T) {Ee{w, 0) = Ee{v, 0) < cEe(v, T)) 
< cEe{u,T) (use (3.29)) 
<cEa{u,T). 
Multiplying the first equation of (3.27) by v- and integrating over Q, we 
obtain 
= (3.32) m • V 
Similarly, we have 
m ' u w (3.33) 
It therefore follows from (3.26) and (3.29) that 
m • u y 
(3.34) 
< 2 / + 
< c[Ee{v, T) - 0) + Ee{w, 0) - Ee{w, T)] 
< cEe{v,T) (as in (3.31)) 
< cEa{u,T). 
By (2.37) (note that we are assuming that a = e satisfies (2.19) or (2.20), 
and in this case, Theorem 5.2.4 has been proved as the special case of the 
thermoelastic system, so (2.37) can be used), we have 
2 
-dE < cEe{u,T) < cEaiu.T). (3.35) 
By Cauchy-Schwarz's inequality we deduce from (3.30) that 
{ E a { u , T ) f < c i [ m - iy\y[ - ay^ + ey^ - ( 3 . 3 6 ) 
It therefore follows from (3.31), (3.34) and (3.35) that 
(3.37) 
On the other hand, multiplying the first equation of (1.33) by u[ and inte-
grating over Q, we obtain 
m • V u (3.38) 
We then conclude from (3.37) and (3.38) that 
cEa{u,T)<Ea{u,0)-Ea{u,T), 
and hence. 
J- ~r C 
Repeating the above reasoning, we get 
Ea{u,{k + l)T)<:—Ea{u,kT) 
1 + C 
< 
which impHes (2.28) with 
M - l + c, = - l n ( l + c). • 
Proof of Theorem The proof is the same as that of Theorem 5.2.3 
except (3.18) replaced by 
^ w" - ii/^w - (A + ^)Vdiv w; = 0 in Q, 
on El , 
au; , , ^ ^ (3.39) 
h (A + iJi)d\Y[w)v + am • vw + m • vw = 0 on ¿J25 
w{0) = ?;(0), = v'{0) in 0 . 
In this case, we obtain 
A 
Thus, (2.33) becomes (2.36). In addition, for Theorem 5.2.4, we have to 
further prove the following estimate 
(3.40) 
y/m • V 
Multiplying the first equation of (3.39) by w[ and integrating over Q, we 
obtain 
(3.41) m • v w 
It therefore follows from Theorem 5.2.2 that 
(1 - <11 y M ^ w ' (3.42) 
Similarly, by (4.23), we deduce that 
<11 V ^ v (3.43) 
Noting E{v^O) = we deduce from the triangle inequality and The-
orem 5.2.2 that 
1 - -
<11 -\-w') ||L2(S2) (3.44) 
Since I - A is an isomorphism, (3.40) follows from (3.21), (3.22) and (3.44). 
§5.4. Open Problems 
In the course of the study of controllability of the linear thermoelasticity, 
many open problems have been raised. We here present some of them. 
Problem 5.4.1. [Nar, p.234] Does the partial exact controllability of 
(1.1) still hold for small nonzero k? 
Problem 5.4.2. [Lio4, p.61] Is the system (1.25) still partially exactly 
controllable if the couphng constant a is any positive number? Following 
Zuazua's method [Zuan], the question may be reduced to the following 
unique continuation property: if 
u" - Au + aVO = 0 in Q, 
0' - AO + adiv u' = 0 in Q, 
^ = 0, u = 0 on E, 
du ^ „ on 2 j o , 
du 
= 0 
do we have u = 0 in Q? 
Problem 5.4.3. [Lio4, p.60] Is the system (1.25) partially exactly con-
trollable with other boundary conditions such as Neumann boundary condi-
tion? This problem probably is not very difficult, and we may deal with it as 
we did for the controllabihty of the wave equation with Neumann boundary 
conditions. 
Problem 5.4.4. [Zuan , p.312] Consider the system 
u" - fiAu - (A + /u)Vdiv u + a\/0 = 0 in Q, 
0' -AO + /?div u' = 0 in Q, 
u — (j)^ 0 = 0 on S, 
w(0) = i/'(0) = u\ 0{0) = in a 
Is this system exact-approximately controllable? While Hansen's results are 
obtained for the case of one space dimension and with Dirichlet-Neumann 
or Neumann-Dirichlet boundary conditions, this problem is of Dirichlet-
Dirichlet type and several space dimension. 
Problem 5.4.5. [Zuan, p.312] Consider the system 
u" - fiAu - (A 4- //)Vdiv u -h aVO = 0 in Q, 
6' -AO + iSdiv u' = q in Q, 
u = 0 ==0 on S, 
u(0) = k'(0) = ^(0) = in 0. 
Is this system exact-approximately controllable with one control acting on 
the source of heat? 
Problem 5.4.6. Is the system (1.28) controllable with controls on a 
part of the boundary? 
Now, we pose some problems of exact controllability and stabilization 
for the linear thermoviscoelasticity model 
' u" - fiAu - (A H- /i)Vdiv u + aVO 
+ floo ~ s)ljLtAu(x, 5) -f- (A -h jLi)Vdivu(x, s)]ds ==0 in Q, 
0' - kAO -h l^div u' =0 in Q, 
u = 0 = 0 on S, 
u{x,0) = u\x), u'{x,0) = u\x), 0{x,0) = 0\x) in 0, 
u ( x , - s ) = wyx , s ) i n n x ( 0 , o o ) , 
^ ^ (4.1) 
where is a specified " history". 
Problem 5.4.7. Seek sufficient conditions which guarantee the expo-
nential stability of energy in the thermoviscoelasticity. In our opinion, the 
total energy is not dissipated completely in the form of thermal energy. The 
asymptotic behaviour of the energy depends significantly not only on the 
property of the relaxation function g{t) but also on the feedbacks on the 
boundary or in the interior of 0 . Thus we can expect to find suitable con-
ditions on g and suitable feedbacks to increase the loss of the energy and so 
obtain exponential stability. 
Problem 5 .4.8. Given T > 0, for every initial and final states (w^, 
0^) and , find a corresponding control (j) acting on a part of T 
(for example, Dirichlet boundary control) or on a part of ii such that the 
solution of (4.1) with the control </> satisfies 
T) = v\ u\x, T) = v^ in O, (4.2) 
while the temperature 0{T) is sufficiently close to r]^. 
Problem 5 .4.9. For simphcity, we may consider the following one-
dimensional case 
u" - a ^ + g{t- s)ds + 7 c — == 0, m Q, 
dx^ i_oo dx^ ^^ (4.3) 
d^e du' ^ . ^ 
Possible boundary conditions imposed on the system (4.3) are the following: 
u {x,t) = 0{x,t) = 0, x = 0,7r, 0<t<T, 
a{x,t) = 0{x,t), x = 0,7r, 0 < t < T, 
= x = 0,7r, 0 < t < T, 
1 / \ du(x,t) f^ . NT /,/ N where a(x,t) = a—r / g[t — s)ds — j6(x,t) lepxesents the 
Ox ax 
stress. Then we can set up corresponding different boundary controls. One 
of them, for instance, may be formulated as follows: 
cr(0, t) = 0(0, t) = u{7r, t) = 0, ^ ^ ^ ^ = <l>{t): 0 < t < T. (4.4) 
Then the controllability problem is: Is the system (4.3) exactly (or partially 
exactly) controllable with the boundary control (4.4) acting on the heat flux 
at the right end? This problem is an extension of the problem considered in 
Han2] to thermoviscoelasticity, and may be solved by the method used in 
Han2]. 
Problem 5.4.10. Similar to [Zuan], we may consider „ d^u 
u — a r / dO , , ^ 
dx^ 
^ u(0, t) = u(7r, t) = ^(0, t) = t) = 0 t G (0, T). 
Is this system exact-approximately controllable with one control / acting 
on a part of Q? This problem is an extension of the problem considered in 
Zuaii] to thermoviscoelasticity, and may be solved by the method used in 
Zuaii ]. 
In addition, if 7 = 0, (4.5) is decoupled to the hnear viscoelastic equa-
tion „ d^u 
u —a 
and the heat equation. The equation (4.6) is one of so-called equations with 
memory. Up to now, some attention has been paid to the controllability 
for other equations with memory in the Hterature (see [Lio4, Chap.7], [LL, 
Chap.7], [Kim2], [Yan]). However, it seems there is no work on equation 
(4.6). Therefore, it is worth discussing the exact controllabiHty of equation 
(4.6). Indeed, this is the open problem raised by Lions (see [Lio4, p.258]). 
Chapter 6 
Nonlinear Plate Equations 
The ideas in nonlinear analysis are simple, their proofs 
direct, and their applications clear. 
J-P. Aubin and I. Ekeland 
Introduction 
In this chapter we discuss the problem of exact controIlabiHty for the 
nonhnear plate equation with Dirichlet boundary control 
( y " + = 0 in Q, 
y = 0, — = (/»xso on S. 
Here / ( t , y,y') is a given function and (/)XSo represents a control acting on 
a part EQ of E . 
In comparison with the linear situations, the study in nonhnear situa-
tions has progressed much more slowly. As Lions pointed out in [Lioe], the 
nonhnear situations are much more comphcated than the hnear situations, 
and no general answers seem to be known. 
The earliest definitive results for nonhnear situations appear to be in 
the paper [Mar] of Markus. Based on the imphcit function theorem, Markus 
studied the exact controllability problem for nonlinear finite dimensional 
* This chapter is based on my paper [Liui] accepted in Comm. Partial 
Differential Equations. 
distributed systems defined by a differential system in R"^ 
x' = 
where x(t) : [0,T] — i R " is the response for the control process, u{t) : 
"0,T] iR"" is a controller, and / is a given function in Sub-
sequently, the implicit function type method was applied to nonlinear wave 
equations by Fattorini [Fata], Chewning [Chew], and Russell [Rusy . 
Recently, using Schauder's fixed point theorem, Zuazua [Zua2, Zuae 
studied the problem of exact boundary controllability for the semilinear wave 
equation and remarked that when one tries to apply this method to the plate 
models one must establish a priori estimates for solutions of 
0" + A^0 + q0 = 0, qe L^iQ) (0.2) 
which seems to need a unique continuation result for a weak solution 0 G 
H'^(Q). He further pointed out that such a result had not been proven in 
the literature. 
Later, Lasiecka and Triggiani [LT7] considered the exact controllabihty 
for semihnear abstract systems by using a direct approach based on the ex-
plicit construction of the controllabihty map. Instead of applying Schauder's 
fixed point theorem, they used a global implicit function theorem which dis-
penses with the need of compactness required in the Schauder fixed point 
approach. Their results for the abstract systems are based on two control-
labihty assumptions and five structural assumptions. They apphed their 
abstract results to the wave and plate equations, and improved the results 
of [Zuae]. One of their apphcations was to consider the following boundary 
control problem for the semilinear plate equation 
y" + A'y + / ( y ) = 0 in Q, 
y{0) = y', y'{0) = y' in (0.3) 
y = (j)u Ay = (1)2 on S, 
with nonlinearity f(y) satisfying the following assumptions: / ' is absolutely 
continuous and for some constant c 
\f'{y)\ + \f"{y)\<c fora.e. y e R. (0.4) 
They proved that if (0.4) is satisfied and dim 0 < 3, then for any { y ^ G 
n J^oC^)] there are suitable control functions {(j)i,(f)2) G 
i j i ( 0 , T ; L 2 ( r ) ) , where m may be taken to be an arbitrarily pre-
assigned positive number, such that the corresponding solution of problem 
(0.3) satisties 
y{x,T) = 0, y'ix,T) = 0 in fi. (0.5) 
They also remarked that one may consider the semilinear plate equation with 
boundary control 
dy y = — </)2 on S. 
However, for this case, one needs a unique continuation property to verify 
a controllability assumption required by the abstract results. Such a unique 
continuation property was open at that time. As far as we know, it has 
remained open so far. 
In this chapter, we consider problem (0.1) under various assumptions 
made on the nonhnearities / . In Section 6.1, we first consider the globally 
Lipschitz case. In this case, we apply Browder-Minty's surjective theorem 
(Theorem A.1.8) to treat the problem. Then we consider the asymptotically 
hnear case in Section 6.2 by using Schauder's fixed point theorem. Finally 
we consider the super-hnear case in Section 6.3 with the help of the inverse 
function theorem. 
§6.1. Globally Lipschitz Case 
6.1.1. Main Result. In this section, we make a global Lipschitz assump-
tion on f{t,y,z)\ 
{Hi) Assume that function f{t,y,z) is continuous in t on [0, T] and 
globally Lipschitz continuous in (y^z) on IR^, that is, there exists a positive 
constant I such that for all (yi, (^2, € IR^ 
f { t , y i , z i ) - f{t,y2,Z2) \< /[I y i - y 2 \ + \ z i - Z2 |]. (1.1) 
The main result of this section is as follows. 
Theorem 6.1.1. Suppose is a hounded domain in IR^ with boundary 
r of class C^. Assume (Hi) holds and T > 0. If the constant I in (Hi) is 
small enough, then system (0.1) is exactly controllable in , that 
is, for any initial state (y^^y^) and terminal state in HQ{Q)XL'^{Q,), 
there exists a boundary control function (l){x,t) = i; y^), 
e ii'o(0,T;L^(r(a;°))) such that the solution of (0.1) satisfies 
y{x,T;^) = z\ = in O. (1.2) 
Furthermore, for any fixed € x the control function 
varies Lipschitz continuously in with respect to the ter-
minal state iz\z') G H^i^) x . 
In this theorem, we have allowed the nonlinear terms to depend on y' as 
well as y. This is more general than problems previously treated and some 
additional technical difficulties are involved. Indeed, it seems that the fixed 
point method fails. Hence we introduce here a monotone operator method 
(abbreviated to MOM). The idea of this method is to first construct a nonhn-
ear, monotone, and continuous operator by couphng a hnear equation with 
a nonhnear equation, and then apply the famous Browder-Minty surjective 
theorem from the theory of monotone operators. 
However, this method has a drawback in that the constant / in (1.1) 
is generally required to be small enough to guarantee the monotonicity of 
the operator. Therefore, we could like to use the global inverse function 
theorem to overcome this drawback as Lasiecka and Triggiani [LT7], and 
Prato [Pra] did. However, when we try to do so, the following difficulties are 
encountered. Firstly, we must solve the controllability problem for the plate 
equation with lower-order terms 
(y" + A^y + q{x,t)y+p{x,t)y'=0 in Q, 
y(0) = y^ y'{0) = y' in a, 
y = 0, ^ = (t> on E, 
where 
q . p e L ^ m (1-4) 
Concerning the plate equation with such lower-order terms, Kim [Kim2, 
Kims ] has proved the semi-internal controllability when the coefficients 
p,q are of higher regularity than (1.4). Also, in Chapter 4, we have solved 
the boundary controllability problem under stronger conditions on p, q than 
(1.4). However, under the sole condition (1.4), problem (1.3) seems to be 
open. 
Even if we could solve problem (1.3) under (1.4), additional difficulties 
still arise. To see this, we define the operator A : x 
by 
A0 = (^'(O),-u(O)), 
where u is the solution of 
u" + A^u - 0 
u{T) = 0, u'{T) 
n ^^ A 
in Q, 
0 in n, 
on E. 
Set 
N{A) = {(t> e : A<t> = 0} and = N(A)N(A)^, 
and 
A-̂  = A iV(A) X . 
It is well known (see Chapter 4) that A"*" is an isomorphism from A^(A)-'-
onto X ¿2(0) . 
Define the operator F : x L^Q) by 
where y is the solution of 
f + inQ, 
y ( T ) - 0 , y'{T) = 0 inO, 
n ^y y = 0, du 
on E. 
Then F can be written as 
F^ = (y'(0), - y (0 ) ) = (^'(0), -^/(O)) + (^'(0), - ^ 0 ) ) 
= A(t> + K(t>, 
where w is the solution of 
w" + A'^w + f{u + w) = 0 in Q, 
w{T) = 0, w'{T) = 0 in O, 
li; = 0, ^ = 0 
diy 
We then consider the operator 
on E. 
In order to use the global inverse function theorem, we need to show : 
—> is invertible. Supposedly, this is equivalent to the exact 
controllability of the following linearized problem 
f z" + A^z + f'{y{<i>))z = 0 i n Q , 
z { T ) = 0, z ' { T ) = 0 in n, 
z = o n S . 
However, it does not seem to be true. In fact, if we define A^ : i^^(S) 
X by 
then F'(</>) = A^, and A^ is an isomorphism from N{Acf,)-̂  onto x 
(note that this is not from iV(A)-^ onto x But we 
can not conclude that T'((/)) = is an isomorphism from iV(A)^ 
onto iV(A)-^ unless = However, they should be different. 
6.1.2. Proof of Theorem 6.1.1. We first consider the existence and 
uniqueness for solutions of problem (0.1) via the theory of semigroups. 
For u G it follows from Poincare's inequahty (Theorem 
A.2.5) that 
Ai/||o < v̂ ||Vu||o||Au Vu\'^dx = / —uAudx < 
Jq 
which implies 
u 0 <^||An||o, 
where ¡3 denotes Poincare's constant. 
Let us introduce the operator A = A^ : D{A) C 
domain D{A) = H\Q.) H Since 
{ A u , u ) == ( A ^ u , ^ ) 
L'^iQ) with 
> 
/ Au •"dx 
JQ 
1 2 U 05 Vu G D(A), 
A is a strictly positive self-adjoint operator on Thus the fractional 
powers A^ of A for p e [0,1] can be defined according to section A.l of 
Appendix. 
By the definition of the intermediate spaces [Hq (Q), L'^(Q)]p for p G 
0,1] (see [LM, Chap. 1, definition 2.1]), we have 
where is the domain of with the norm of the graph of 
(1.5) 
By Theorem A. 1.6, we have 
u Q< c A u VuG 
Hence, norm (1.5) is equivalent to 
A 2 u 0 (1.6) 
On the other hand, by Theorem 11.6 of Chapter 1 of [LM], we have 
if p ^ It therefore follows that the usual norm on HI^^ is 
equivalent to norm (1.6) li p ^ f-
Likewise, the usual norm on is equivalent to 
I A~^u ||o 
for p € [0,1] with p ^ I - As a matter of fact, for any u G and 
i; G HI^Q.), we have 
(1-7) 
< 0 A^v ||o, 
which imphes 
u 
On the other hand, by taking 
A-Pu 
V = 
A 2 u 
in (1.7) we deduce 
U | | - 2 p > | | A ^u 
It therefore follows from (1.8) and (1.9) that for any u G L'^iQ) 
(1.8) 
(1.9) 
U | |-2p=|| A ^U ||o . (1.10) 
By density, (1.10) holds for any u e 
If p = I , I , then set 
It is well known from Theorem 11.7 of Chapter 1 of [LM] that the spaces 
3 1 3 
and are strictly contained in and respec-
tively, with strictly finer topologies. 
For 0 < 5 < 2, set 
The above argument allows us to introduce the following energy scalar 
product on 'Hs' 
which is equivalent to the usual one. 
To use the theory of semigroups of hnear bounded operators, we define 
an operator U for 0 < s < 2 by 
/ 0 I\ 
u = 
\ -A 0 
in the Hilbert space Tig with the domain 
• (ff'(Q) n ffo'm X ff^m if 3 I , I , 
B(U} = I (ff^(n) n ffo'm X ffl(fi), if ^ = I , 
The operator U has the following properties: 
(i) U is 3, conservative operator in Tis^ i.e., 
Re{U f ^ y f ^ V - 0, for all {y,z) G D{U). 
Indeed, by the properties of fractional powers A^ of A, we have 
/ . A / 





= A ^ y ) - {A^y.A^z) 
¿J 
= 0. 
(ii) U has an adjoint operator U* ^ ^^^ with D{U*) = D{U). 
The operator U* is also conservative in Tis • 
In fact, for {y,z) e D{U) and G D{U) we have 
{U 
y u ) = ( u -Ay r \ v ) 
s - 2 3 - 2 
4 [-Ay), A 4 v) 
3 - 2 
y / o - I 
' I A 0 
u 
(iii) t/ is a closed linear operator in L-LS. This is because U == U** and 
the adjoint operator of a densely defined operator is a closed operator. 
It therefore follows from Corollary A.3.6 that U is the infinitesimal 
generator of a Cq semigroup of contractions on TIG. 
The following lemma is obvious. 
L e m m a 6.1 .2 . Suppose assumption (Hi) holds. Then f(t,y,z) : 
0,cxd) X X —> is globally Lipschitz continuous in (y^z) 
on Hq{ÍI) X for t in [0,cxd)^ that is, there is a constant C such that 
I f{t,yi,zi) - f(t,y2,Z2) ||o< C[\\ yi - y2 II2 + - ||o], 
for all G x and t G [0,oo). 
By the theory of semigroups, we can prove 
L e m m a 6.1 .3 . Let the boundary T of Ü be of class C^. Under hy-
pothesis (Hi), if G H^i^) x L\Ü) and (/> G H^{0,T; L^{T)), then 
problem (0.1) has a unique weak solution y = y{x,t) with 
yecH[0,nL\Q)), 
{yiT),y'iT)) e X L'iil). 
Moreover, there exists a constant C > 0 such that for every t e [ 0 , r 
y{T) Hi + II y(i) II? + II y'{t) ' 
< C y + + H¿(0,T;L2(r)) + f{t.O)\'dt 
(1.11) 
Proof. Obviously, the solution y of (0.1) can be written as y = u z , 
where u = u(x,t) and ^ ^ z{x,t) are respectively solutions to the problems 
u" + A^u = 0 in Q, 
m = = in a, (112) 
u = 0, 
du 
= 0XSo on E, 
and 
' z" + A'^z + f{t,z + u,z' + u') ==0 in Q, 




z = 0, — = 0 
(1.13) 
dp 
It follows from Theorem 4.3.9 that (1.12) has a unique weak solution u with 
{u{T),u'{T)) e H^in) X 
and there exists a constant C > 0 such that for all t G [0, T 
+ II u{t) \\l + II u'{t) \\l 
< C y + II y ' llo + U 
(1.14) 
On the other hand, it follows from Theorem A.3.15 and Lemma 6.1.2 
that (1.13) has a unique weak solution u with 
In addition, we will prove there exists C > 0 such that for t G [0,T 
II z{t) 111 + II z'{t) \\l 
fT (1.15) 
< ĉ lli 111 + 11 y ' \\l + II ̂  llHj(o,T;Lnr)) + / I f i i M ' d t ] . 
J 0 
In fact, multiplying (1.13) by z' and integrating over Q^ = O x (0,i) , it 
follows that 
= -2 1 f{t,z + u,z' + u')z'dxdt {use (Hi)) 
jQt 
< 21 z + u Q z' + u' dt 
+ C £\f(t,0)\^dt + J^ Wz'Wldxdt 
(1.16) 
< C u u 
T 
+ 1 mMdt 
Jo 
+c /'(ikwiii + 
Jo 
Thus, (1.15) follows from (1.14), (1.16) and Gronwall's inequality. Conse-
quently, (1.11) follows from (1.14) and (1.15). • 
We now construct a monotone operator F . In doing so, we first consider 
the problem with terminal states G ¿^(O) x 
u" = 0 in Q, 
u{T) = u\ u'{T) = u^ inO, 
du 
u = 0, ^ = 0 on E. 
du 
(1.17) 
Lemma 4.3.8 ensures that problem (1.17) has a unique solution with Au G 
Let (/) G be such that 
{Au,(l)) = = \W\'HI(O,T-,lht{x°)))-
This is possible due to the Hahn-Banach theorem. We then consider the 
problem with any fixed initial state G Hq^Q.) X 
' y " + A ' y + f i t ,y ,y ' ) = 0 in Q, 
y { 0 ) = y ' , y ' { 0 ) = y ' in O, 
y = 0 on S, 
diy 10 onS,(:cO). 
(1.18) 
Lemma 6.1.3 shows that problem (1.18) admits a unique solution with 
yec\[o,Ty,L\n)), 
(yiT),y'iT)) e H^m X L\il). 
Now we define a nonlinear operator F : (iio(ii) x x x 
L-'iQ) x HiiQ) by 
(1.19) 
L e m m a 6.1 .4 . Let the boundary T of be of class C^. Assume 
(Hi) holds. Then the operator F defined by (1.19) is Lipschitz continuous 
on (iioi^) X X X That is, there exists a positive 
constant C = C( / ,T , 0 ) such that 
< C[\\ {y2,yl) - ivi^vl) 
+ II - ||L2(fi)x//-2(i2). 
(1.20) 
for any (ulul), e x H'^n), and (y^.yl), (y?,y}) G iio'W 
Proof. Given {uluH {ulu\) G and (yl.yl), (y^yl) 
e Hq{Q,) X , let Ui (z = 1, 2) be solutions of (1.17) with terminal states 
(wj, w -) (z = 1, 2), and yi (z = 1, 2) be the solutions of (1.18) corresponding 
to Ui, {i = 1, 2). Obviously, yi (z = 1, 2) can be written as 
y^zzzvi^- Zi (z = 1, 2), where Vi = Vi{x,t) and Zi = Zi{x,t) are respectively 
solutions to the problems 
v'l + A^ î - 0 in Q, 
v^{^) = yl inn, 
= 0 on E, 
dvi _ f -(f)i on 
and 
z'l + A^^^ + /(t, + + = 0 in Q, 
^^(0) = 0, ^KO) - 0 
^ 0 — = 0 on E. 
(1.21) 
It follows from Theorem 4.3.9 that there exists a constant C > 0 such that 
for all t G [0,T; 
vi{T) - V2{T) 11^ + II vi{t) - V2{t) \\l + II v[{t) - v'^it) 
< C[\\ yi - yl II2 + II yi - yl llo + \\'t>i- h llHi(0,T;L2(r(xO))) 
(1.22) 
In addition, as in the proof of (1.15), we can prove for t G [0, T 
^l(i) - Z2{t) \\l + II Z[{t) - 4 ( i ) 
< ClTexp{lbt)[\\ yf - \\l + || y\ - y] 
+ II <t>l -<t>2 llHj(0,r;i,2(r(x»))) 
(1.23) 
In (1.23) the constants 6, C are independent of I and T . It therefore follows 
from (1.22) and (1.23) that for t G [0,T; 
y i ( T ) - y2(T) Ĥ  + || yi{t) - y^it) \\l + || y[{t) - y',(t) 
< C{T)[1 + /Texp(/6t)][|| y j - y^ II2 + II vl " vl (1.24) 
+ - ^ m(0,T;L2(r(xO))) 
On the other hand, by Lemma 4.3.8, there exists a constant C such that 
(t>l - h ll/ii(0,T;L2(r(xO))) A(tii -U2) ||//-i(o,r;L2(r(i:0))) 




Therefore, (1.20) follows from (1.24) and (1.25). • 
Lemma 6.1.5. Let the boundary T of be of class C^. Assume (Hi) 
holds and T > 0. If the constant I in (Hi) is so small that 
Co{T) > IC{T)T{1 + /Texp(/6T))i/2, (^ ^G) 
then for any fixed G x ¿2(0 ) the operator F[(y^|/^),•] : 
X ^2(0) X i i o (n ) is strongly monotone, where Co{T) is 
the constant in inequality (440) of Chapter 4, C{T) independent of I, and 
b independent of I and T. 
Proof. Given « D , ( « ? > " D ^ >< Let m {i = 1, 2) be 
solutions of (1.17) with terminal states (m^M') (i = 1, 2), and yi {i = 1, 2) 
be the solutions of (1.18) corresponding to u; (i = 1, 2). Then we have 
i (!/2 - )" + A'(i/2 - ) + /(i, y2, yD - s/i - yi) = 0 in Q, 
y 2 ( 0 ) - y i ( 0 ) = 0, y^(0)-?/;(0) = 0 m fi, 
- yi = 0 on (1.27) 
d . . onS (x » ) , 
Multiplying (1.27) by ¿̂2 — and integrating over Q, it follows that 
/ iy',iT) - y[{T))iu° - u\)dx - {y^iT) - y,{T\u\ - u\) 
A(U2 - Wl)||H-i(0,T;L2(r(xO))) 
JQ 
> ||A(u2 - 'i^l)||H-i(o,T;L2(r(a:0))) 
/ [\\y2 - yi\\o i-\\y2 - yi\\o]\\u2 - uiWodt 
Jo 
(use Theorem 4.3.2 and Lemma 4.4.6, and (1.24)) 
NT 
Co-lC (1 ^ IT exp{lbt))^ dt 
Jo 
> 
> M ( / , T ) 





U-, — U) 2 - 2 
(1.28) 
where (.,.) denotes the dual product between Hl(9.) and and 
M(/,T) = Co - ICTil + /Texp(/6T))i/2. (1.29) 
• Thus F is strongly monotone. 
We are ready to prove Theorem 6.1.1. 
Proof of Theorem 6.1.1. It follows from Theorem A. 1.8 and Lemmas 
6.1.4 and 6.1.5 that for any (z^.z^) G x there exists (u^,^^) G 
X such that 
F [ { y \ y ' \ { u ' y ) ] = { z \ - z ' ) . (1.30) 
Moreover, •] is Lipschitz continuous. Using this solution, we 
solve problem (1.17) with the terminal state Thus we have found 
a boundary control function 
<t>ix.t) = G ^^¿(0, T; (1.31) 
such that the solution of (0.1) satisfies (1.2). Furthermore, it follows from 
the Lipschitz continuity of F ' ^ that (the following C's denoting various 
constants) 
A{ui - U2) 
.0 0 „.1\ 2 < C II — (^2,^2) ||L2(fi)x/i-2(i2) 
(1.32) 
• 
R e m a r k 6.1.6. If / = 0, then / = 0 and (1.26) is always true. Thus 
Theorem 6.1.1 includes the case of the linear plate equation and generalizes 
Theorem 3.4 of Chapter 4 of [Lios '. 
R e m a r k 6.1.7. It can be seen from the above that Theorem 6.1.1 can 
be readily extended to the transmission case. 
6.1.3. Limit Behaviour of controls. It is known from Theorem 6.1.1 that 
if £ > 0 is small enough, then for any initial state G x 
and any terminal state G ^ o ( ^ ) x we can find a boundary 
control (t>e{x,t) such that the solution which depends on of 
(y ' : + A 'ye- \ ' s f { t ,y , ,y l ) = 0 in Q, 
ye{0) = y\ ym = y' 
ye = 0, = 't>e on S , 
(1.33) 
satisfies 
y 4 T ) = z \ = in a . (1.34) 
We are now going to study the behaviour of (j)e{x,t) as £ 0. 
Obviously, the operator F defined by (1.19) now depends on So we 
write F . for F . Given G H'oi^) x L ^ Q ) , let ( u ^ ^ J ) be 
the solution of the operator equation 
F S y ° y U u ° y ) ] = { z \ - z ' ' ) , (1.35) 
and Ue{x,t) be the solution of (1.17) with = Taking 
(ul .u l ) = (ul .ul ) and = (0,0) in (1.28), and noting that 
M ( / £ , T ) = Co- leCT{l + leTexp{l€bT)Y/^ Co (1.36) 
as e — 0 , we obtain 
f iz' - y'u{T))uldx - {z' - yu{T), ul) > 
« / ct 
+ II " i IIÌ2) (1-37) 
Co 
for 0 < £ < 5o ( £0 is sufficiently small so that M(le,T) > — ) , where 
¿J 
yieix^t) is the solution of (1.33) with </>£ = 0 on S. 
On the other hand, by Lemma 6.1.3 there exists a constant C indepen-
dent of e such that for 0 < £ < £0 
yie{T) 111 + II y'uiT) 
< q i l y" 111+ 11 i llo+s' r \ f m f d t 
Jo 
(1.38) 
It therefore follows from (1.37) and (1.38) that the set : 0 < £ < 
£0} is bounded in L \ n ) x H ' ^ n ) . 
Furthermore, by Lemma 4.3.8 we have 
^e |lHj(0,T;L2(r(xO))) 




It therefore follows from (1.39) and the boundedness of : 0 < £ < 
£0} that the set {(f>e : 0 < £ < £0} is bounded in H^O^T; L^Tix"^))). 
Therefore, there exists a subsequence {(/>£;} oi {(pe : 0 < £ < £0} such that 
(j),. (j) weakly in as £i 0. 
Let y be the solution of 
y" + A^y 0 






y{T) = z\ y'{T) = z' in (1.41) 
As a matter of fact, subtracting (1.40) from (1.33), we obtain 
(y, - y)" + - y) + efit, y^) = 0 in Q, 
ye{x,0)-y{x,0) = 0, -y'{x,0) = 0 in 0 , 
d 
For any (i;^,?;^) e L'^iO) x let t; be the solution of 
( v" - = in Q, 
v{T)^v\ inO, 
dv 
- 0, — = 0 on E. 
OP 




[ {z' - y'{T)ydx - {z' - y(Tl v') + [ - <^)AWE 
Jn 
+ / ef(t,y,,y',)vdxdt 
Jo 
Therefore, letting 0 in (1.44), we obtain 
[ {z' - y\T)ydx - (z' - y{n = 0- (1-45) 
Jn 
This implies (1.41) because is arbitrary in ^^(O) x 
In summary, we have proved 
Theorem 6 .1 .8 . Let the controls for system (1.33) he obtained 
as in Theorem 6.1.1, driving system (1.33) from an initial state G 
X L2(Q) to a terminal state {z^z'^) G H^i^) x Then the set 
{(l>e ' 0 < £ < £o} (so 'is sufficiently small) is relatively weakly compact in 
iii(0,T;L^(r(x°))). Furthermore, any weak limit (¡) of a subsequence 
of {(t)e : 0 < £ < £o} fl'S a is a boundary control driving system (I.4O) 
from the initial state to the terminal state 
Remark 6.1.9. The above method can also be apphed to the following 
boundary controls 
y = Ay = (1)2 on E. 
§6.2. Asymptotically Linear Case 
In Theorem 6.1.1, the constant / is required to be small. In order to 
relax this restriction, we have to impose other conditions on / . We assume 
that / ( t , y , y ' ) = / ( i , y) is independent of y' and satisfies the asymptotically 
linear assumption: 
[H2) f = fit^y) continuous in t on [0,T] and there exist a constant 
C > 0 and a function a{t) G such that 
fit.yi) - fit,y2)\ < C\yi - y2l V(t,yi),(t,y2) G [0,T] x R, 
and 
l?/Hoo y 
Applying the fixed point method introduced by Zuazua [Zua2], we prove 
Theorem 6.2.1. Let ft be a bounded domain in R^ with boundary 
r of class C^ . Assume (H2) holds. Let T > 0. Then for any initial state 
and terminal state in ¿^(O) x there exists a control 
^eL'mx')) 
driving system (0.1) to the state at time T. 
Proof Given initial conditions G H^i^) x L^n), we consider 
the problem 
u" + A^u + a[t)u = U m V, 
(2.1) 
'^u + a{t)u = 0 in Q, 
= in a , 
on S, du u = — = iJ 
dv 
which has a unique weak solution u with Au e L'^i^)-
Using the solution u of (2.1), we then consider the problem 
^ y" + A^y + fit, y) = 0 in Q, 
y{T) = y'{T) = ^̂  in 
y = 0 on E, 
Au on 
In order to solve problem (2.2), we write the solution y of (2.2) as 
(2.2) 
y = y W + Z^ (2.3) 
where v, w^ and are repectively the solutions of 
v" + A^?; + a{t)v = 0 in Q, 
v{T) = 0, v'{T) = 0 mil, 
V = 0 on E, 
( Au on E(xO), 
du~ [0 on 
(2.4) 
w" + A'^w + a{t)w = 0 in Q, 
= w'{T) = z^ in 0, 
on E, dw w = — = 0 
dv 
f + A^z + / (t , v-Vw^z)^ a(t){v + w) in Q, 






Theorem 4.3.2 ensures that problems (2.4) and (2.5) have unique ultraweak 
solutions V and w respectively with 
w e C([0, T]; ¿2(0) n C1([0, T]; H'^m 
and there exists a constant C > 0 such that for t G [0,T 
i; (0 llo + II ̂ '{t) ll-2< C'||Au||l2(s(xO)), 
w{t) ||o + II w'{t) | | _ 2 < C [ | | ||o + II Z^ 11-2 
Concerning problem (2.6), it follows from Lemma 6.1.2 and the theory 
of semigroups that it has a unique weak solution with 
(2.7) 
and, as in the proof of (1.15), we can prove that there exists a constant C > 0 
such that for t G [0, T 
II II2 + II l l o < C[\\ u^ II2 + II U^ llo + II llo + II ^^ 11-2 + 1 ] . 
It therefore follows from the above that problem (2.2) has a unique ultraweak 
solution y with 
y € C([0, T]; n C^IO, T); 
and for t G [0, T 
y ( 0 llo + II y'{i) l l - 2 < c[\\ u^ II2 + II llo + I I l l o + II 11-2 +1 
Moreover, equation (2.6) can be written as 
z" - Az + az = ay - f{t,y). 
Thus we deduce for t G [0, T 
I II2 + II ^'{t) l l o < C II a{t)y - / ( t , y ) \\L^{o,T-,L^(a)) 
It therefore follows from (^2) that for any £ > 0 and t G [0,T 
z{t) I I 2 + II z\t) llo < £ II y ||L-(0,T;L2(fi)) +C{e) 
< e u + u + + - 2 + C{e). 
(2.8) 
We now define the nonlinear operator F by 
= K (0 ) , -KO)) + {w\0\-w{0)) + (^'(0), -^(0)) (2.9) 
It follows from the proof of Theorem 4.5.1 that the operator A is an iso-
morphism from X onto x In addition, it fol-
lows from (2.7) and Theorem A.2.10 that the operator K is compact from 
^2 (0 ) X to X 
Once we have shown that F is surjective from HQ{U) X onto 
X the problem of exact controllability for (0.1) is solved. 
Therefore, given G x we look at the problem 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
which is equivalent to 
= + A-\y' - w\0lw{0) -
Obviously, G is compact from to . In addition, 
by (2.8) with 
e = 2 II A - 1 
we deduce, for some constant C > 0 depending only on y^) and (2;°, z ), 
+ II - w '̂(O), w;(0) - y°) 
< ^ II llH2(fi)xL2(0) 
If we take M > 2C, then G maps the closed ball 5m(0) into 5m(0), where 
It therefore follows from Schauder's fixed point theorem (Theorem A. 1.9) 
that G has a fixed point. Consequently, equation (2.10) has a solution. 
Therefore F is surjective from x onto x • 
R e m a r k 6.2.2. It seems that it is difficult to extend Theorem 6.2.1 
to the case where / ( t , y , y ' ) = satisfies the above asymptotically 
linear assumption. In this case, we have to consider the problem in the 
higher regularity space X L^(ii) as we did in the previous section. 
Consequently, the operator F defined by (2.9) maps x into 
X HQ{Q) as in Section 6.1, and the operator K is no longer compact 
from X ^ " 2 ( 0 ) to x 
§6.3. Super-linear Case 
6.3.1. Main Result. In this section we look at the case that 
where is a constant and g{y) satisfies the following: 
(Hs) Assume that g{y) G and ^ (̂0) = 0, and assume that 
there exist constants k > 0 and p > 1 such that 






Note that the critical exponent p = 1 + - for n > 5 is included in (3.2). HJ 
Possibly the discussion of the critical exponent case is the most interesting 
part of this section since technical difficulities are involved in this case. 
We note that we could try to include the linear term fiy in the nonlinear 
function g{y). However, condition (3.1) applied to fiy + g(y) would require 
fi = 0. In fact, the addition of the extra term fiy is nontrivial and, in order 
to treat this case, we first had to derive some results for the plate equation 
with lower-order terms. 
The main result of this section is the following. 
Theorem 6.3.1. Let Q, be a hounded domain in IR^ with a boundary 
r of class C^. Let T > 0. Assume (Hz) holds. Further, if n > 5 and 
4 p = 1 H ^ then suppose that g'(y) is continuous on IR. Then, the system 
n 
(0.1) is locally exactly controllable in That is, there exists a 
neighbourhood d of (0,0) in x such that for any G 
there exists a control (f) 6 such that the solution y = y{x^t;(f)) of 
(0.1) satisfies 
= = 0 m a (3.3) 
Note that, in the critical exponent case, we have had to assume greater 
regularity for g. 
Also note that, in the super-hnear case, we cannot, in general, expect 
to be able to prove globally exact controllabihty. Indeed, for this case only 
local existence results are known for the differential equation, let alone the 
control problem. 
6.3.2. Proof of Main Result. We will apply Schauder's fixed point 
theorem to prove Theorem 6.3.1 in the case where l < p < 2 f o r l < n < 4 
o r l < p < l + - f o r n > 5 . However, Schauder's fixed point theorem can 
"" 4 
not be apphed in the case where p = 1 + - because the operator constructed 
n 
below (see (3.12)) may not be compact. Instead we appeal to the inverse 
function theorem. For this, one needs to prove that the operator is Fréchet 
difFerentiable. In our view, the discussion of Fréchet diiFerentiabHty of the 
operator is of independent interest. 
We are now in the position to prove Theorem 6.3.1. 
Proof of Theorem 6.3.1. Given initial conditions 
(3.4) 
we consider the problem 
' u" + A^u + fiu = 0 in Q, 




It is well known that (3.5) has a unique weak solution u with Au G -^^(S). 
Using the solution u of (3.5), we then consider the problem 
^ y" + in Q, 
y{T) = 0, y'{T) = ^ in ii, 
y = 0 on E. 
^ _ { A u on E(a;0), 
In order to solve problem (3.6), we write the solution y of (3.6) as 
(3.6) 
y = w + z^ 
where w and are repectively the solutions of 
' w" + A'^w + fiw = 0 
w{T) = 0, w'{T) = 0 
u; = 0 
( Au on E(a;°), 




z" + A^z + iiz + g{w + z) = 0 in Q, 
z{T) = 0, z'{T) = 0 in 




It is well known that problem (3.7) has a unique weak solution w with 
Moreover, there exists C > 0 such that for every t G [0, T 
w{t) ||o + II w'{t) ||_2 < C II Aw ||L2(E(a;0)) 
< C 
(3.9) 
u 2 + U 
Further, by Lemma 6.3.3 below, there exist positive constants 0 < 5 < 2 and 
r such that for every 
problem (3.8) has a unique weak solution with 
(3.10) 
Moreover, there exists a constant C > 0 independent of such that 
for all i G [0,T 
{z{t),z'{t)) ||w.<C[|| u" II2 + II u' 
We now define the nonlinear operator F by 
Fiu°y) = {y\0),-ym 
= iw'{0),-w{0)) + {z'i0),~z{0)) 




Once we have shown that there exists a neighbourhood of (0,0) in x 
f i - 2 ( n ) such that for any {y°,y^) e 'd problem (3.13) has a solution, the 
theorem is proved. We solve (3.13) by looking at two cases. 
Case (i): 1 < p < 2 and l < n < 4 o r l < p < l + - and n > 5. In 
n 
this case, we are going to apply Schauder's fixed point theorem. 
Since the operator A is an isomorphism from HQ^Q) X onto 
X (see Chapter 4), problem (3.13) is equivalent to 
(3.14) 
In this case, we can take 0 < s < 2 in Lemma 6.3.2 below. Consequently, 
it follows from (3.10), (3.11), and the compact embedding theorem that the 
operator K is compact from x 1^(0) to x ¿^(O). Moreover, 
by Lemma 6.3.4 below, K is continuous. To apply Schauder's fixed point 
theorem, we must find r G (0,r] such that G maps Br(0) into Br{0). By 
(3.11) we deduce, for some constant C > 0, 
+ II llfi2(ii)xL2(ii) 
for any G Br{0). Thus, it is enough to choose r G (0,r] such that 
CrP+ II A-\y\-y') \\HHn)xmn)< r. 
This is possible if we take 
I r -Cr ' - l } . (3.15) 
By Schauder's fixed point theorem, G has a fixed point for e L^(O) x 
7^-2(0) satisfying (3.15). Consequently, equation (3.13) has a solution. 
Case (ii): n > 5 and p = 1 + - , and f'{y) is continuous on JR. In ^ ^ n 
this case, Schauder's fixed point theorem can no longer be appHed because 
the constant s of Lemma 6.3.2 below is equal to 0, and consequently, the 
operator K defined in (3.12) is no longer compact. Therefore, we appeal to 
the classical inverse function theorem (Theorem A. 1.10). For this, we de-
duce from (3.11) that K'{0,0) = 0 since p > 1 and ^(0) == 0, where A^'(0,0) 
denotes the Fréchet derivative of K at (0,0). Therefore, F ' (0 ,0) = A. In 
addition, by Lemma 6.3.5 below, K is continuously Fréchet differentiable 
on BR(0) C Hq{Q,) X It therefore follows from the classical inverse 
function theorem that F is a local homeomorphism, i.e., there is a neighbour-
hood O of (0, 0) such that F is a homeomorphism onto the neighbourhood 
- F{0) of (0,0) = F(0 ,0 ) . Hence for any G problem (3.13) has 
a solution. Thus, the proof of Theorem 6.3.1 is complete provided we can 
prove the following four lemmas. • 
Lemma 6.3.2. Suppose assumption (Hz) holds. Then there is a 0 < 
s < 2 with 
4 
0 < 5 < 2 , ¿ / l < p < 2 / o r l < n < 4 o r l < p < l + - / o r n > 5 , 71/ 
4 
3 = 0, if pz= I f o r 
n 
such that g{y) : is locally Lipschitz continuous, that is, 
for every constant C >0 there is a constant 1{C) such that 
g{yi) - 9Íy2) \\s-2< KC) II yi-y2 ||o, 
for all yi,y2 G with |1 yi ||o< C, \  y2 ||o< C. 
Proof Set 
It follows from (3.2) that 
q = 2-p 




s = 2-e, 
0 < 5 < 2 , i f l < p < 2 f o r l < n < 4 o r l < p < l + - f o r n > 5 , 
n 
4 
3 = 0, i f p = l H — for n > 5. 
n 
It therefore follows from the Sobolev embedding theorem (Theorem A.2.9) 
2 
that HQ{Q) is continuously embeded into Consequently, LP{Q) is 
continuously embeded into = It therefore follows from 
Holder's inequahty and assumption {H3) that for any yi,y2 ^ 
9{yi) - 9iy2) ||s-2 < C II g{yi) - g{y2) \\o,i 
< c yi p-i +1 y2 p-i yi - y2 
yi l i r ' + ll y2 l i r ' ) l l yi-y2 
where || • ||o,g denotes the norm of This implies the lemma. • 
Since problems (3.7) and (3.8) are time-reversible, we may consider the 
following problems instead of (3.7) and (3.8): 
^ w" + A'^w fiw = 0 
w{0) = 0, w;'(0) = 0 
^ _ ( Au on S(x°) , 
in Q, 
in n , 
on S, (3.16) 
z" + A'^z + fiz + g{w-{-z) = 0 in Q, 
^(0) = 0, ^'(0) = 0 in a , 
^ = — = 0 on E. 
dv 
(3.17) 
Lemma 6.3.3. Suppose that (Hz) holds. Then there exist positive 
constants 0 < 5 < 2 and r such that for every 
problem (3.17) has a unique weak solution z with 
iz,z')eC{[0,T];-Hs). (3.18) 
Moreover, there exists a constant C > 0 independent of such that 
for all t e [0, T 
{z{t),z'(t)) u° II2 + II uMoF. (3.19) 
Proof. It follows from Lemma 6.3.2 and the theory of semigroups that 
for each G HQ{Q) X there exists some tmax depending on 
u^) such that the problem (3.17) has a unique solution with 
Moreover, the following alternative holds: Either tmax > T and (3.18) holds, 
or tmax < T and 
lim \\{z{t),z'{t))\\n^^=+(x>. 
We are going to prove (3.18) and (3.19) for small enough. 
We define the energy of a solution of (3.17) by 
s - 2 
E{z,t) = -[\\ Aiz(t) Wl + WA'^z'it) (3.20) 
g 2 
Multiplying (3.17) by A^z' and integrating over Qt = Q,x (0,t), it follows 
that (the following C s denoting various constants depending on T, /i, the 
operator A, and the constants fc, p in (3.1)) 
E{z,t) = - f g{w(t) + z{t))A'^z'{t)dxdt - / fiz{t)A'^z\t)dxdt 
JQt ^Qt 
nt r^ 
< J W A'^g{w{t) + z{t)) \\o\\ A'^z'it) Wo dt + C J E{z,t)dt 
(use the fact that i f ^(0) C (0)) 
< C g{w{t) + z{t)) llo 1II A'^z'it) ||o dt + C f E{z, t)dt 
'p Jo 
(use hypothesis {H^)) 
i-t pt 
< C \\ w{t) + z{t) llgll A ' ^ z ' i t ) llo dt-hC E(z,t)dt 
Jo Jo 
J 0 
+ C A l l A'^z'it) ||§ + II z(t) IPI A ' ^ z ' i t ) lloMt 
Jo 
(use the property of fractional powers : || y{t) ||o< C || A^y{t) ||o) 
< C II ( u ^ y ) E{z,t)dt 




<d-\-C [E{z,t) + E—{z,t)]dt, 
Jo 
where 
d=c II 2p 
On the other hand, the solution of the initial value problem 
u' = C{u + li ), 
w(0) = d, 
is 
u = 
l ^ d ' - ^ - d ' - ^ exp(|C(p - 1)0 p-i 
It therefore follows from Corollary A.5.2 that 
de^' 
E{z,t) < 
1 + _ ^ ^ e x p ( | C ( p - l ) 0 
< 
)-i 
for 0 < i < T if 
that is, 
u 1 2p (1 _ 
d = C\\ (u'^.u^) [ e x p ( C ( p - l ) T / 2 ) - l ] 2 / ( i ' - i ) " 
Thus we have proved (3.18) and (3.19). • 
In the sequel, the constants C's denote various constants depending on 
T , /u, the operator A, the constants k, p in (3.1), and the constant r in 
Lemma 6.3.3. In addition, since we have considered problems (3.16) and 
(3.17), the operator K defined in (3.12) is now defined by 
Kiu'y) = {z'{n-z{T)). 
Lemma 6.3.4. Suppose that (H3) holds. Then the operator K defined 
in (3.12) is Lipschitz continuous from Br{0) C x to 
where r is the constant obtained in Lemma 6.3.3. 
Proof. Given 6 = (ulul), 6 = (ulul) G 5.(0) C x L^Q), by 
Lemma 6.3.3, (3.17) has unique solutions zi, Z2, respectively. Let wi, W2 
be the solutions of (3.16) corresponding to (̂ 1, respectively. By (3.9) and 
(3.19), we have 
Wii (t)||o < Cr, < z = 1,2, Vt G [0,T (3.22) 
From (3.17) it follows that 
{zi - Z2)" + - Z2) + Kzi - Z2) 
-\-g{wi + zi)- g{w2 + Z2) = 0 in Q, 
^i(O) - ^2(0) = 0, z[{0) - 4 ( 0 ) - 0 in Q, 
^ i i l J Z l A = 0 on E. 
dp 
(3.23) 
As in the proof of (3.21), multiplying (3.23) by -Z2) ' and integrating 
over Qf = Q, X (0 ,t ) , it follows that 
E{zi - Z2,t) 
< c Alkiw+̂ iwiir' +11̂ 2(0+̂ 2(t)ir') 
Jo 
X i\\w2{t) - + 11^2(0 - zi{t)\\o) II A'^izi - Z2y{t) llo dt 
+ C f E{zi -Z2,t)dt Jo 
(use (3.22)) 
<C 1 (r + - Wi{t)\\o + ||̂ 2(i) - î(t)||o) 
Jo 
A'^{zi-z2yit) Wo dt + c f E{zi-z2,t)dt 
Jo 
+C [ E{zi - Z2,t)dt. 
Jo 
< c W2 — Wi 
It therefore follows from Gronwall's inequality that 
E{zi - Z2,t) < Ce^^ II W2 - Wi | | i c « ( o , T ; L 2 ( i 2 ) ) 
< C e ^ ^ II - 6 1 1 ^ 2 ( 0 ) x L 2 ( i 2 ) • 
This implies that K is Lipschitz continuous on 5r (0 ) . 
(3.24) 
• 
Lemma 6.3.5. Suppose that (Hz) holds. If g'{y) is continuous on JR, 
then the operator K : 5 . ( 0 ) C x L\il) -> x defined 
in (3.12) is continuously Frechet differentiable on Br{0). 
Proof. Let ^ = G Br{0) C x L\n) and 77 - (v^v^) G 
X ¿ 2 ( 0 ) . Let w{rj) be the solutions of (3.16) corresponding 
to ?7, respectively, and z { 0 the solution of (3.17) corresponding to C-
Consider the following hnearized problem 
+ A V + /x^ + 9'{w{0 + + in Q, 
^(0) 0, ^ ' (0) = 0 in 
^ = ^ = 0 o n S , 
du 
which has a unique solution ip = ^.rj) with 
(3.25) 
Define the linear operator by 
L(i)'? = (V-'CT; »?),-»/-(T; e,»?), 'ir, = {u"y) e HS{n) x (3.26) 
We are going to prove that 
K'iO = LiO, ve e 5 . ( 0 ) (3.27) 
We first prove that is a bounded operator from X ¿^(f i) to 
X for every ^ € 5 . ( 0 ) , and continuous with respect to ^ on 
Br{0). 
As in the proof of (3.21), we obtain 
< c i\\\w{t,our' + our'v)+»/-(i,'?))iio 
Jo 
X II A'^ii^'it.rj) llo dt + C [ E{^{rj),t)dt (use (3 .22) ) 
Jo 
f^ s-2 
/ \\{w{t,r]) + \\ A — \\o dt 
Jo 
+ C f E{i;{r]),t)dt 
Jo 
T r^ 
< c [ \Ht,rj)\\ldt^C / E{^{iilt)dt 
Jo Jo 
It therefore follows from Gronwall's inequality that 
(3.28) 
Ci 2 
<Ce T] • 
This imphes that L { i ) is bounded. 
Let 6 ^ 5 r ( 0 ) . Let ipi, ip2 be the solutions of (3.25) with ^ replaced 
by respectively. Then we have 
(^1 - M" + - ^2) + -
- ^ ' ( ^ ( 6 ) + z(^2)){w{ri) + ^2) = 0 in Q, (3 29) 
= o n S , 
Of 
Set 













It therefore follows from (3.9), (3.28), and Gronwall's inequality that 
< Ce^' II \ \ l o o ( o , / 
J 0 
dt (3.30) 
< Ce^' II r, [ | k ( i , 6 , 6 ) 
J 0 
l ^ d t . 
p - 1 
This imphes that 
T 
Jo 
l ^ d t . (3.31) 
We now show that 
hm - 0 , Vte [0,T (3.32) 
Let {^in} be any sequence converging to Then by (3.9) and (3.24) we 
have w(^in) (̂<^2) and ^(¡^in) in as n — c o for all 
t G [0,T]. Hence, there is a subsequence {«^in,-} such that —̂  (̂<^2) 
and z{(ini) ^(^2) a.e. on 0 as n 00 for all t G [0, T]. By the continuity 
of ^'(y), we have (7(i, (̂ 2) 0 a.e. on 0 as n 00 for all t G [0,T . 
On the other hand, it follows from (3.1), (3.9) and (3.19) that 
It therefore follows from Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem that 
lim ||ir(i,6n..,Ì2)||o,^ = 0 , Vi e [0,T]. 
This shows that (3.32) holds. Hence it follows from (3.31) and (3.32) that 
is continuous with respect to ^ on Br{0). 
Finally, we prove (3.27). Set 
e = + r,) - zìo -
u>{ri} = g'iwiO + - g'ic^iMO + ziO) 
+ (1 - + ??) + + >?))), 
S(r]) = g'ia{w{0 + z{0) + (1 - oc)(w{i + rj) + z{Ì + rj))), 
where 0 < a < 1. As before, we obtain 
E{e,t) 
jQt 
+ f 9'{w{t, 0 + z(t, i)){w{t, n) + i>(t, ri))A'^e'{t)dxdt 
3 - 2 
iie{t)A-^e'{t)dxdt 
< - / g\a{w{t, 0 + 0 ) + ( 1 - e + + i + V))) 
JQt 
X rj) + z(t, i + T ] ) - z(t, i))A'^e'{t)dxdt 
+ f g\w{t, 0 + V) + H t . l))A'^0'{t)dxdt 
Jo 
+ C / E{0,t)dt 
Jo 
= f u;{t,r])w{t,r])A'^0'{t)dxdt - 1 6{t,r])0{t)A'-^e'{t)dxdt 
JQt 
+ uj(t, r])A'^0'{t)dxdt + C J^ E{6, t)dt 
3 - 2 
Jo ^ 
+ C f E{e,t)dt (use < C{r + r " ) " - ' ) 
Jo ^ 
< 
' p-i ' p-i 
+ C f E{0,t)dt. 
Jo 






0 p-i ^t,ri)\\l]dt (3.33) 
t/ 0 
As in the proof of (3.32), we can prove that 
0 ^ d t . D-1 
lim|Kt,7/)||o^ = 0 , VtG[0,T]. 77-̂ 0 'P-i 
(3.34) 
Thus (3.27) follows from (3.33) and (3.34). • 
Remark 6.3.6. One might hope to prove Lemma 6.3.5 by using the 
following variation of parameters formula for problem (3.17) 
Jo 
where S{t) is the strongly continuous semigroup generated by U defined in 
(3.3) on 1-Lŝ  and 
i = = ( ^ V 
This method requires that is locally Lipschitz. This requirement is 
not satisfied under the assumptions of Lemma 6.3.5. In addition, the proof 
of Lemma 6.3.5 gives a concrete expression of the Frechet derivative of K ̂  
which can not be formed by the variation of parameters formula. 
Remark 6.3.7. The above method can be applied to other boundary or 
distributed control problems and other equations such as the wave equation. 
Chapter 7 
The Semilinear Heat Equation^ 
Introduction 
In recent years, there has been extensive study on the problem of control-
labihty for the semihnear heat equation. Combining a variational approach 
and Kakutani's fixed point theorem, Fabre, Fuel, and Zuazua [FFZ2] have 
studied the approximate controllability for the semilinear heat equation in a 
bounded domain O when the control acts on any open and nonempty subset 
of O or on a part of the boundary. More precisely, they considered 
(y'-Ay + f{y) = h-Xu in 0 , 
< yiO) = y ' i n n , (0.1) 
y = 0 on S. 
In (0.1), h = h(x,t) represents the control function, to is an open and 
nonempty subset of Q, and Xw is the characteristic function of the set to. 
The system (0.1) is said to be approximately controllable in at 
time T > 0 if the following holds: For every € the set of reachable 
states at time T > 0, 
E{T) = {yix.T) : y is the solution of [0.1) with h € LP{Q)}, (0.2) 
is dense in 
They also considered the approximate boundary controllability 
y'-Ay + f{y)=0 in Q, 
y(0) yO in n, (0.3) 
y = (l>x^o 
* This chapter is based on our paper [LWi] published in J. Math. Anal 
Appl. 211 (1997), 258-272. 
In (0.3), (j> = 4>{x^t) represents the control function, TQ is an open subset of 
r , Eo = To X (0 ,T) , and xso is the characteristic function of Eq . 
They have proved that these systems are approximately controllable if 
/ is a globally Lipschitz function. 
On the other hand, extensive attention has been paid to the problem of 
null controllability (see [Ema, Fer, GuL, Zuai2]). In [GuL], using the nonlin-
ear Cauchy-Kowalevski theorem, Guo and Littman obtained null boundary 
controllability results for one-dimensional semilinear heat equations when 
the initial data is bounded continuous and sufficiently small. In [Ema], 
Emanuilov considered controllability of parabolic equations when the initial 
data satisfies certain smallness and smoothness conditions. More recently, 
Zuazua [Zuai2] introduced the notion of finite dimensional null controllabil-
ity and proved that this kind of controllabihty is possible provided the initial 
data is sufficiently small. 
Perhaps the most natural question to ask is: Is the semihnear heat 
equation exactly controllable? That is, for suitable T > 0, is it possible, for 
every initial and final data and y'^ (given in suitable Hilbert spaces), to 
find a corresponding control h driving the system 
^ y' -Ay^f(t,y)=^hxu in Q, 
< y{0) = y' m^, (0.4) 
[ y = 0 on E, 
to the state y'^ at time T, i.e., such that the solution y = y{x,t; h) of (0.4) 
satisfies 
y(x,T) = y^ in a? (0.5) 
Note that, in (0.4), we have allowed / to depend on t as well as y. 
As remarked in [GIL], if u; is a proper subset of the exact internal 
controllabihty, even for the hnear heat equation is impossible. Thus we can 
not expect the exact internal controllability for the semiHnear heat equation 
if cj is a proper subset of O. However, if a; = O, we will show the exact 
controllabiUty in This will be done by using the monotone operator 
method. 
This chapter is organised as follows. The main result is presented in 
Section 7.1 and proved in Section 7.2. We also discuss the Hmit behavour of 
controls as the nonlinearity tends to zero in Section 7.3. 
§7.1. Main Result 
The main result of this chapter is as follows. 
Theorem 7.1.1. Assume that the function /(i, y) is continuous in t 
on [0, T] and globally Lipschitz continuous in y on JR. That is, there exists 
a positive constant I such that for all yi, € iR 
\f{t,yi)-f{t,y2) |</|?/i - t / 2 1 . (1.1) 
Then for any initial state y^ G and any terminal state y^ G , 
there exists a distributed control function 
such that the solution of (0.4) lo = satisfies (0.5). Furthermore, for 
any fixed y^ G the control function 
T is Lipschitz continuous with respect to the terminal state y . 
§7.2. Proof of Main Result 
As in Chapter 6, we need to construct a monotone operator F . To do 
so, we first consider the following problem with a given terminal state : 
u' + Aw = 0 in Q, 
u{x,T) = u'^{x) inO, 
u = 0 on S. 
For problem (2.1), the following results are classical. 
(2.1) 
Lemma 7.2.1. [Paz, p.210] A is the infinitesimal generator of both 
a Co semigroup of contractions and an analytic semigroup of operators on 
Lemma 7.2.2. [DL5, p.512-513, Paz, p.210] (i) Let Ü be a bounded 
domain in iR" with Lipschitz boundary T. Then for all u^ € there 
exists a unique solution u = u(x,t) of (2.1) with 
u e C([0, T]; L\Ü)) n 1^(0,T; H^iQ)). (2.2) 
Moreover, 
u{t) ||o<|| U^ llo, v t e [0,T (2.3) 
(ii) Let Q be a bounded domain in iR" with boundary T of class C^ . 
Then for all u^ G i^(A) with 
there exists a unique solution u = u{x,t) of (2.1) with 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
Moreover, there exists C independent of T such that 
u (t) ||2< C II u'^ II2, Vte [0,T (2.6) 
Now using the solution u of (2.1) we consider the following problem for 
any fixed initial state y^{x) € 
^ y' -Ay-{- /(t, y) = u-Au in Q, 
i n n , 
y = 0 on E. 
(2.7) 
It follows from assumption (1.1) and Theorem A.3.15 that problem (2.7) 
admits a unique weak solution y e C([0, T]; 1^(0) ) since for u^ G D{A) 
u -Aue C ( [ 0 , T l ; L ' ( n ) ) . 
Now we define, for any fixed initial state y^{x) e ¿ ^ ( 0 ) , the nonlinear 
operator •) : D ( A ) C L ^ Q ) ^ by 
(2.8) 
L e m m a 7 .2 .3 . Assume that the function /(i,y) is continuous in t 
on [0, T] and globally Lipschitz continuous in y on R. Then the operator 
F defined by (2.8) is Lipschitz continuous, that is, there exists a positive 
constant C = C(T) such that 
Fivlul) - F{yluJ) ||o< C(|| y'.-yl ||o + Uo — W- (2.9) 
for any u l ^ £ D{A) and any y^.yj G 
Proof. Let Ui and U2 be solutions of (2.1) with terminal states u f and 
u'^ e D{A), and yi and y2 be the solutions of (2.7) corresponding to 
and U2,y2' Then we have 
= U2 -Ui - A{u2 - Ui) 
y2{x,0)-yi{x,0) = y'2-y', 
Ky2 -yi =0 
in Q, 
in n , 
on E. 
(2.10) 
Multiplying (2.10) by y2 — y\ and integrating over = O x (0, t), we obtain 
I f \ y2{t) - yi{t) \Ux - [ \ V { y 2 - y i ) \ ' d x d t 
J9. JQ jQt 
= /• {y2 - yi){u2 - ui)dxdt + / \ / { u 2 - u i ) ' V { y 2 - y i ) d x d t 
JQt JQt 
- / {f{'t^y2)-f{t,yi)){y2-yi)dxdt 
JQt 
< - / {\u2-ui\^ -\-\ V(u2 - ui) l^)dxdt + / / I y2 - yi 
^ Jq JQt 







< ^ / I y^it) - yi{t) \^dx + l [ I V(y2 - yi) r dxdt 
2 Jfi ^ jQt 
< i / (I - t^i I ' + I V ( i / 2 - i ^ i ) \^)dxdt + 1 1 y ? 
2 Jq ^ Jn 
+ (2/ + i ) J / / 
^ Jo Jfi 
Gronwall's inequality gives 
f \ y 2 { t ) - y i { t ) \^dx 
Jq 
< (I U2 - I ' + I V ( t . 2 - l i i ) \^)dxdt + ^ I - yi I ' • 
" (2.13) 
By Theorem A.4.15, there exists a positive constant C such that 
[ {\U2-Ui\^ + \ V(W2 - Wl) \^)dxdt < C 
JQ 
Un — U 
2 0 • (2.14) 
Therefore, (2.9) follows from (2.13) and (2.14). • 
Remark 7.2.4. By Lemma 7.2.3, for any fixed y^ G L'̂ iS^), the opera-
tor •) can be extended to To do so, let u^ G and { u D 
be a sequence in D{A) such that u j in ¿^ (Q) . Then it follows from 
Lemma 7.2.3 that is a Cauchy sequence in L^( i i ) . We set 
F { y \ u ^ ) = lim 
n-^oo 
It is clear that is independent of the choice of the sequence {u '^} . 
Furthermore, it is easy to show that the extension of •) is still Lipschitz. 
From now on, F is thought of as an operator defined on x 
To prove the strong monotonicity of •) for any fixed y^ G 
we need to prove the exponential decay rate for solutions of the heat equation. 
Lemma 7.2.5. Let u he the solution of (2.1). Then there is a constant 
6 > 0 such that 
1 I u{t) p dx < / I u{T) p dx, for t G [0,T]. (2.15) 





/ I u{t) dx 
= [ u{t)u'{t)dx - Se'^^-'^ [ \ u{t) dx 
Jo, J^ 
= i I Vu{t) dx - [ | u(t) ^ dx 
Jii Jn 
> i I Vu{t) p dx - [ \ Vu{t) p dx 
JQ 
= {2- [ I Vu{t) p dx 
Jii 
> 0 , 
if < ^ , we obtain 
[ I u{t) p dx < f I u{T) I' dx, for t G [0,T 
Jq JQ 
Here we have used Poincare's inequality and ^ is Poincare's constant. This 
is vahd for the solution u of (2.1) by the definition of D{A). • 
L e m m a 7.2.6 . Assume that function / ( t , y) is continuous in t on [0, 
T] and globally Lipschitz continuous in y on JR. Suppose I or T is so small 
that 
f 
m T ) = 1 + ¿ ^ ( l - > 0. (2.16) 
Then for any fixed y® 6 L^(ii) the operator F(y°,-) : L ^ ( f i ) is 
strongly monotone. 
Proof. We first assume € D{A). Multiplying (2.10) by U2 — ui, 
integrating over Q, and noting that y^ = y^ = y", we obtain 
[ { F ( y \ 4 ) - F { y \ u T } ) i u J - u { ) d x 
JQ 
= [ {y2{T) - - ul)dx 
= / (I - P + I V(^¿2 - u i ) \'^)dxdt 
JQ 
- / (f{t.y2)-f{t.yi)){^2-ui)dxdt 
JQ 
> ( U2 - ui + \ V(u2 - wi) \'^)dxdt - - \u2-u1 
Jq ^ Jq 
dxdt 
f 
y2 - vi dxdt 
> - f {\u2-ui\^ + \ V(u2 - ui) \^)dxdt (use (2.13)) 
2 Jq 'g
P 
+ I V ( u 2 - U i ) \^)dxdt f 
Jo 
> - M ( / , T ) [ {\U2-Ui\^ + \ V{U2 - Ui) \^)dxdt. 
2 JQ 
Moreover, 
i i \u2iT)-ui{T) \ ' d x - l [ |u2(0 ) -u i (0 ) \Ux 
= / I V(ii2 — 'i^i) dxdt. 
JQ 
i 
Thus, it follows from Lemma 7.2.5 that 
iF{y\ul) - F{y\uJ))iuJ - uDdx 
I 
> i M ( Z , r ) V / \ u 2 i T } - u i { T ) \ U x - [ |U2(0)-U1(0) \'dx 
^ ^ Jn 
>-M{l,T)(i \u2{T)-ui{T) f \ U2{T) - m{T) dx 
4 ^Jii Jn 
= J \u2{T)-u^{T) \Ux. 
(2.17) 
By taking limits, we can show (2.17) holds for any uf,u2 G ¿^(O). Thus 
we have proved that •) is strongly monotone. • 
Remark 7.2.7. There are many functions / ( t ,y ) that satisfy the con-
ditions of Lemma 7.2.3 and 7.2.6. For example, 
f{t,y) = Xt siny, 
provided A is so small that 
l + > 0 . ^ 2AT + 1V J 
We are now in the position to prove Theorem 7.1.1. 
Proof of Theorem 7.1 J. Choose ^ > 0 such that ii 0 < T < 6 then 
(2.16) holds. It follows from Theorem A.1.8 and Lemmas 7.2.3 and 7.2.6 
that for any y^ G there exists € 1^(0) such that 
(2.18) 
Moreover, F '^y^ , - ) is Lipschitz continuous. Then we solve problem (2.1) 
with the terminal state u'^. Thus we have found a distributed control func-
tion 
h{x,t-y\y'^) = u-Aue L\0,T-,H-'m (2-19) 
such that the solution of (0.4) satisfies (0.5). Furthermore, noting that A 
is an isomorphsim from HQ{Q,) onto it follows from (2.14) and 






= / II - U2 H-A(u2 - wi) dt 
Jo 
fT 
< C / \\ ui — U2 111 dt 
Jo 
- 1 dt 
(2.20) 
< C U-, — u T 
< C \ \ y T - y l 
where C depends only on and the constants I and T. 
If T > let T = k8 a with k an integer and 0 < o* < It therefore 
follows from the above that there exist controls hi {i = 1,2, + 1) 
such that hi drives system (0.4) from at time 0 to at time 6, hi 
{i = 2,- " drive system (0.4) from at time {i -1)6 to y^ at time iS, 
and hk+i drives system (0.4) from y^ at time k6 to at time T. Set 
, z — 1, 2, A: (2.24) 
then h drives system (0.4) from at time 0 to at time T. Moreover, 
(2.20) holds for such h. D 
It should be understood that the solution of (0.4) with u ^ for 
yT = where u^ ^ i}(A), is the limit of {y^} in C([0, T]; ¿^(n)), 
where yn are the weak solutions of (2.7) with u replaced by the solutions 
Un of (2.1) with terminal states u^ chosen such that u^ u^ in 
§7.3. Limit Behaviour of Controls 
Let e > 0. It then follows from Theorem 7.1.1 that for any terminal 
state y'^ € we can find a distributed control he{x,t) such that the 
solution He, which depends on e, of 
satisfies 
.ye = o 
he in Q, 





We now study the behaviour of t) as e ^ 0. This is a kind of nonhnear 
perturbation, which is motivated by Lions' work [Lio4], where the problems 
of linear perturbation have been studied in detail. 
Obviously, the operator F defined by (2.8) now depends on e. So we 
write Fe for F . For a fixed y^ G X^(ii), let u j be the solution of the 
operator equation 
= y-". (3.3) 
Taking u^ = u^ and - 0 in (2.17), and noting that M{le,T) ^ 1 as 
£ —> 0, we obtain 
f (yT -F,{y'',0)]ujdx= [ {F,{y\uJ)-F,{y'',0))uUx 
Ja 
dx (3.4) 
- 8 V 
u T dx^ 
'Q 
ioT 0 <e <60 if £o is so small that M(/£ ,T) > | • On the other hand, as 
in the proof of Lemma 7.2.3, we can prove for the solution yeix.t) of (3.1) 
with hs = Ue — Aue 
U x / \ y e { x , t ) 
Jn 
y \ x ) \ ' d x + / ( - 2 
Jq 
u. + I Vus \^)dxdt 
for t e [0,T], where u^ is the solution of (2.1) with u'^(x) = u'^{x). In fact, 
multiplying (3.1) by , integrating over Qt = Q x (0 , i ) , and noting that 
hs = Ue — Aue, we obtain 
I 1 I y e { x , t ) d x - I [ I y \ x ) d x + f | V y , p dxdt 
Jn ^ j f i jQt 
= / yeUedxdt + / V u e ' V y e d x d t — e / f{t^ye)yedxdt 
JQt JQt JQt 
< ^ / (I Ue P + I Vue Hcixc/i + ^ / (I ye P + I Vy, 
^ JQ ^ JQt 
- e f [ f { t , y , ) - f { t , 0 ) ] y e d x d t - 6 [ f { t , 0 ) y , d x d t 
JQt JQt 
< - / (I We r + I Vwe Hi/xiit + - / I Vye P 
2 Jg 2 Jq^ 
2 ^ 
+ [ \ f ( t , 0 ) \ ' d t + l i 2 e l + 6' + l ) f \ y , \ ' d x d t , 
^ Jo ^ JQt 
where m(i^) denotes the measure of Thus, 
/ I ye(a:,i) P Jn 
< i I y'(^) + / (I ^̂  I' + I 
JQ JQ 
+ £ : 'm(n) / I /(t, 0) I' dt + {2el + + 1) / / | y.(a:, t ) p 
Jo •>'0 Jn 
Gronwall's inequality gives 
/ \ye{x,t)\'^ dx 
JQ 
' f ' d x + i 
jQ 
u. + I Vue \^)dxdt 
Jo 
for t G [0,T]. Taking uĵ  = 0 and i = T in (3.5), we obtain 
Feiy°,0) fdx J 
rT . (3.6) 
JQ 
It therefore follows from (3.4) and (3.6) that {u^} is bounded in for 
0 < £ < £o • Furthermore, since - 1 , 2 < 2 and A is an isomorphism 
from Hl{9.) onto H ^(O), there exists a constant Ci > 0 such that 
u. — Au, 
< C i Idt. 
(3.7) 
Moreover, by Theorem A.4.15, there is a constant C2 > 0 such that 
+ I Vue \'^)dxdt < C2 u: (3.8) 
It therefore follows from (3.7), (3.8), and the boundedness of {u^ : 0 < 
6 < 60} that the set {h^ : 0 < e < eo} is bounded in H ' ^ Q ) ) . 
Therefore, there exists a subsequence {/ig, } of {h^ : 0 < £ < £0} such that 
hg. h weakly in as 6i — 0 . Let y be the solution of 
then 
^ y' - Ay = h in Q, 
< y(0) = y ' in 0 , 
[y = 0 on E, 




Indeed, subtracting (3.9) from (3.1), we obtain 
' {ye - y)' - A{ye - y) + ef{t, y^) = h^ - h in Q, 
< 2 /e(0) -y(0) = 0 in a , 
.Ve -y = 0 
For any v'^ G L'^i^), let v be the solution of 
+ Ai; 0 in Q, 
v{T) = v^ in Q, 
i; = 0 on E. 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
Multiplying (3.11) by v and integrating by parts, we obtain 
/ {y'^ - y{T))v'^dx + [ 6f{t,ye)vdxdt = f (h, - h)vdx. (3.13) 
JQ JQ 
In addition, it follows from assumption (1.1) that 
||o< el II y, llo +£ I /(i,0) I (3.14) 
Therefore, letting Si 0 in (3.13), we obtain 
/ (y^ - y{T))v^dx = 0. 
JQ 
(3.15) 
This implies (3.10) because is arbitrary in L^(i^). 
In summary, we have proved 
T h e o r e m 7.3.1. Let h^ be the internal control functions obtained as 
in Theorem 7.1.1, driving system (8.1) from an initial state y^ e to 
a terminal state y^ G Then the set {h^ : 0 < e < £o} (^q is 
sufficiently small) is relatively weakly compact in T; . Fur-
thermore, any weak limit h of a subsequence {/^e, } of {h^ : 0 < e < eo} in 
T]; as €i —>• 0 is an internal control function driving system 
(3.9) from the initial state to the terminal state y^. 
Appendix 
The purpose of this Appendix is to gather together a number of im-
portant well-known analytical tools. These tools are frequently used in this 
thesis to discuss the existence and uniqueness of solutions of partial differen-
tial equations and the problem of exact controllability for systems described 
by partial differential equations of evolution type. 
We begin by presenting in Section 1 certain key elements of linear and 
nonlinear functional analysis. Section 2 introduces the Sobolev spaces and 
their basic properties which play a decisive role in the theory of partial dif-
ferential equations. Section 3 is devoted to the theory of semigroups and the 
related topic of abstract Cauchy problems. Section 4 concerns variational 
methods which are the simplest and most powerful methods applicable to 
asymmetric, time-dependent differential operators. We end this Appendix 
by collecting some important differential inequahties, such as Gronwall's in-
equahty, in Section 5. These inequalities are crucial tools for estimates for 
solutions of partial differential equations. 
Because we have only selected material needed for this thesis, this Ap-
pendix does not contain a extensive survey of the related theories. There 
are many basic texts which include the results, so we omit the proofs but 
provide references where they may be found. 
§A.l. Some Elements of IHmctional Analysis 
In this section, we present certain notions and theorems from func-
tional analysis. These include the Lax-Milgram theorem, fractional powers 
of a strictly positive self-adjoint operator, the Browder-Minty theorem, and 
Schauder's fixed point theorem. For proofs and more details, we refer to 
Dei, DL2, DL3, Yos, Zei . 
A.1.1. The Lax-Milgram Theorem. Numerous examples have shown 
that the Lax-Milgram theorem, a variant of F. Riesz's representation theo-
rem, formulated by P. Lax and A.N. Milgram, is a useful tool for discussing 
the existence of solutions of linear partial differential equations of elliptic 
type. In recent years, based on this theorem. Lions [Lios, Lio5] has intro-
duced the Hilbert Uniqueness Method to study the problem of exact con-
trollabihty for distributed systems. This has shown that the Lax-Milgram 
theorem is also a useful tool for this problem. 
We shall adopt the following notations. 
IN denotes the set of all nonnegative natural numbers, and C the set of 
complex numbers. R'^ is the n-dimensional Euchdean space and R = R^ 
denotes the real line. Points in will be denoted by x = , • • •, x^), with 
n i ^ 
norm \x\ = x^j ' . The inner product of x and y is x - y = ^ Xiyi. 
Let X and Y be two complex Hilbert spaces. We denote by (•, ')x and 
I . ||x the scalar product and the norm in X , respectively, and by (^Ov 
and II • ||y the scalar product and the norm in Y , respectively. We denote 
by C i X . Y ) the space of all hnear continuous operators from X into Y . We 
abbreviate C{X,X) = C{X). 
Definition A.1.1. [DL2, p.351] (1) A sesquilinear form a{x,y) on 
X xY is a mapping a{x, y) : X x Y C satisfying the conditions: 
(1) for fixed y ^Y, a{x,y) is linear in x on X ; 
(ii) for fixed x E X, a{x,y) is anti-linear in y on Y, where anti-linear 
means: for all € F, A G C, 
a(x,yi + y2) = a{x,yi) + a(x,y2) and a{x, Ay) = Xa{x,y). 
(2) A sesquilinear form on X xY is said to be continuous or hounded 
on X xY if there exists a constant C > 0 such that 
a{x,y)\<C \\x\\x\\y\\Y, \/x e X, "^yeY. (1.1) 
Let V and H be two Hilbert spaces, and V and H' their antiduals, 
respectively. We denote by ((•, •)) the scalar product and || • || the norm in 
V , I • I the corresponding quantities in H, and {•,•) the antiduality 
between V and V. Moreover, we suppose that V is dense in H so that, by 
identifying H and its antidual H', we have 
V CH CV (1.2) 
each space being dense and continuously embedded in the next. 
Definition A .1 .2 . [DL2, p.368] The continuous sesquilinear form 
a{u,v) on V X V is said to be V-coercive if there exists a constant a > 0 
such that 
Re a(ii, w) > a u \Ju G y. (1.3) 
Let a{u,v) be a continuous sesquihnear form onV xV. It is clear that 
a(u, v) is associated with a operator A € £(V, V) defined by 
a{u,v) = {Au,v), yu.veV. (1.4) 
We then have 
T h e o r e m A.1.3 . (Lax-Milgram Theorem, [DL2, p.368]. Let a{u^v) 
be a continuous V -coercive sesquilinear form on V x V and let A be the 
associated operator. Then A G £(V,V') is an isomorphism of V onto V. 
Set 
D{A) = A-\H) = {u e H : Au^H). (1.5) 
T h e o r e m A.1.4. [DL2, p.370] Let be a continuous V-coercive 
sesquilinear form on V x V and let A be the associated operator. Then 
(i) D{A) is the space of all u e V such that v a{u,v) is continuous 
on V in the topology of H ; 
(ii) D{A) is dense in H; 
(Hi) the restriction of A e C{V, V) to its domain D{A) is closed in H. 
This is again denoted by A. 
A.1.2. Fractional Powers of a Strictly Positive Self-Adjoint Operator. 
Let i i be a separable Hilbert space. 
Definition A.1.5. [ D L 3 , p.ll3] A family of orthogonal pro-
jections in H is called a spectral family or resolution of the identity if it 
satisfies the following conditions: 
(i) = VA, f i e R ; 
(ii) hm Exx == 0, hm Exx = x,Wxe H; ^ ^ A-^-00 A->+oo 
(Hi) Hm Ex-̂ -eX = Exx, Wx e H. 
The hmits are taken in the norm of H. 
Let A be a self-adjoint operator on the separable Hilbert space H with 
domain D(A) dense in H. Suppose there exists a constant ce > 0 such that 
{Ax,x) > a I X p , Vx G D{A). (1.6) 
We then know (see [DL3, p.132]) that the spectral family {E^xjx^JR associ-
ated with A satisfies 
Ex = 0, for A < ce. (1.7) 
Thus, taking 0 < Aq < ce, G [0,1], we can use the function A ̂  Â  (defined 
on [Ao,+oo) with values in R ) to define A^ by: 




D{A^) - G i i : J I Exx +001 
For all X G D{Ap) and y e H, we have /.+00 







A''x / A^'-d I Exx 
Jx« 
(1.11) 
We also denote: 
for p = 0, D(AP) = H, AP = I; 
for D{AP) = D{A), A^ = A. 
We then have the following theorem 
Theorem A.1.6. [DL3, p.149] Let A he a self-adjoint operator with 
domain D{A) dense in H, satisfying (1.6). For 0 < p < l , we have 
(z) D{A) C 
(ii) for all X e D{AP), 
{APx,x) >aP\x\^ (1.12) 
Furthermore, = G C{H); and A^ are self-adjoint; 
(in) D{A^) equipped with the norm defined by 
x l=\ x\^ + \A'>x 2 ® 6 D{A''), (1.13) 
is a Hilbert space; 
(iv) if 0 < Pi < P2 <1, 
(1.14) 
with continuous injection and is dense in D{Ap^); 
(v) for all X e D{A), we have 
A^x < Ax P X . (1.15) 
A.1.3. Browder-Minty Theorem. 
Definition A . 1 . 7 . [Zei, p.472 and P.500] Let X be a real Banach 
space, X' its dual space, and (•, •) the duality pairing between X and X'. 
Let KC X be a closed convex set. Let F : K X' be an operator. Then 
(i) F is called monotone iff 
{Fu - Fv,u-v)> 0, for all u,v G K (1.16) 
(ii) F is called strictly monotone iff 
{Fu - Fv,u-v) > 0, for all u,v 6 K with u^v. (1.17) 
(ni) F is called strongly monotone iff there is a c > 0 such that 
{Fu — Fv^ u — v) > c \\ u — V W^^ for all u,v e K. (1.18) 
(iv) F is called hemicontinuous iff {F(u +tv),w) is continuous in t on 
0,1] for all u^v^w G K. 





— + 0 0 . (1,19) 
Obviously, strong monotonicity implies coercivity. 
T h e o r e m A . 1 . 8 . (Browder-Minty, [Zei, P.557]) Let X he a real, sep-
arable, reflexive Banach space, and F : X ^ X' be a monotone, coercive, 
and hemicontinuous operator. Then F is onto X'. Furthermore, if F is 
IS strongly monotone, then the inverse operator F ^ : X' ^ X exists and i 
Lipschitz continuous. 
AAA, Schauder's Fixed Point Theorem. Consider two Banach spaces 
X and r , a subset D oi X and a map F : D Y. Then F is said to be 
compact (see [Dei, p.55]) if it is continuous and F{D) is relatively compact. 
T h e o r e m A . 1 . 9 . (Schauder's fixed point theorem, [Dei, p.60]) Let X 
he a real Banach space, D C X be nonempty closed hounded and convex and 
p . J) ^ D he compact. Then F has a fixed point. That is, there exists a 
X* e D such that Fx* = x* . 
A.1.5. Inverse Function Theorem. Let X and Y be two Banach spaces 
and let O C X be open. A map F : Q Y is said to be (Frechet-) 
differentiable at xq € 0 if there is a map F'{xo) G C{X,Y) such that 
F{xo + h) = F{xo) + F'{xo)h + /i), 
where h) = o(||/i||) as /i — 0 . F'{xo) is called the (Frechet-) derivative 
of F at xq. LI F is differentiable at each x E ^ and F ' : 0 C{X,Y) 
is continuous, then F is said to be continuously differentiable in and we 
write F E C\N) for short. 
T h e o r e m A.1 .10 . (Inverse Function Theorem, [Dei, p.149]) Let X , Y 
be Banach spaces, UQ a neighbourhood of XQ , F : UQ Y continuously 
differentiable with F'{xo)~^ G C{Y,X). Then F is a local homeomorphism, 
i.e., there is a neighbourhood U C Uo of XQ such that F\u is a homeomor-
phism onto the neighbourhood F{U) of yo = F{xo). Furthermore, there is a 
possibly smaller neighbourhood V CU such that G C^{F(y)) and 
{F\7,'y{Fx) = F'ix)- on V. 
In fact, F\i/ is as smooth as F. 
§A.2. Sobolev Spaces 
A.2.1. Notations. We shall adopt the following notations. 
If a = (ai , • • • ,an) is an n-tuple with cê  G IV , z 1, 2, • • •, n, we call 
n 
a a multi-index, and | a ^ c e ^ the modulus of a . We shall denote by 
a 
a;« the monomial • • • x^^ , which has degree | a |. Similarly, if Di = — 
for 1 < i < n, then 
D"" = (2.1) 
denotes a differential operator of order | a |. = u. 
Unless the contrary is exphcitly stated, the Greek letter 0 shall always 
mean a domain, i.e., an open connected subset of R"". 
Given a nonnegative integer k, we let C^(ii) denote the vector space 
of all functions u which together with all their derivatives V u of order 
a < k are continuous in 0 . We abbreviate = C ( 0 ) . We also set 
CO 
= P i c \ n ) . (2.2) 
A ; = 0 
Moreover, the subspaces Co(i^) and Co^(O) consist of all those functions 
in and respectively, which have compact support in Q. We 
sometimes use the notation V { n ) for We denote by the 
space of all functions defined in 0 which are restrictions to O of functions 
in 
We next define {C{Il) for A; = 0) as the space of all those func-
tions u e for which D^u is bounded and uniformly continuous in O 
for 0 <1 Qi |< it. is a Banach space with norm given by 
u (jk= m a x s u p I D^u{x) . 
0<|a|<A; xe^ 
(2.3) 
Finally, for A G (0,1], we define C^'^(n) to be the subspace of 
consisting of those functions u for which D'^u satisfies in O a Holder condi-
tion of exponent A for 0 <| ce |< A;, that is, there exists a constant K such 
that 
P^u(x) - \ < K \ x - y \ ^ , W x . y e i l . (2.4) 
is a Banach space with the norm given by 
D^'uix) - D'^uiy) 
u u Qk H" max sup 0<|Q;|<fc 
XT^V 
x - y 
(2.5) 
Let $ be a ono-to-one transformation of a domain Q C R"" onto a 
domain G C R"", having inverse ^ - We call $ m-smooth if, writing 
y = and 
yi = (l>i{xu--',Xn), Xi = i - I , - " , n 
the functions <;/i>i, • • •, belong to and the functions ^i , • • •, be-
long to 
We now define regularity properties which a domain 0 C IR^ may pos-
sess (see [Ada, p.66]). Let T = <90 denote the boundary of Q. 
has the segment property if there exists a locally finite open cover 
{Uj} of and a corresponding sequence {yj} of nonzero vectors such that 
if X e Uj for some j, then x tyj £ Q for 0 < t < 1. 
n has the strong local Lipschitz property provided there exist positive 
numbers 6 and M , a locally finite open cover {Uj} of dQ, and for each 
Uj a real-valued function f j oi n - 1 real variables, such that the following 
conditions hold: 
(i) For some finite R, every collection oi R + 1 of the sets Uj has empty 
intersection. 
(ii) For every pair of points x,y e^s = {x eO : dist(a:;, dO) < 6} such 
that \x — y\ < S there exists j such that 
x,ye Vj = { x e Uj : dist{x, dUj) > 
(iii) Each function f j satisfies a Lipschitz condition with constant M: 
1 / ( 6 , • • • , i n - l ) - f i l u ' ' ',r]n-l)\ < M | ( 6 - • • • , i n - l " r]n-l)\ 
(iv) For some Cartesian coordinate system • • - in Uj the set 
O n Uj is represented by the inequality 
We remark that if O is bounded, the rather comphcated conditions 
above reduce to the simple condition that 0 have a locally Lipschitz bound-
ary, that is, that each point x on the boundary of 0 should have a neigh-
borhood Ux such that d ^ fl Ux is the graph of a Lipschitz function. 
Q has the uniform C^ -regularity property if there exists a locally finite 
open cover {Uj} of dQ, and a corresponding sequence {^j} of m-smooth 
ono-to-one transformation with taking Ui onto B = {y e R^ : \y\ < 1 } , 
such that: 
1 (i) For some ^ > 0, |J ^^({y G R"" : |y| < - } ) D Og, where ^^ = 
(ii) For some finite R, every collection oi R+1 of the sets Uj has empty 
intersection. 
(iii) For each j , r \ 9 ) - = { y e B : y n > 0 } . 
(iv) If • • •, (l>j,n and • • • denote the components of 
and respectively, then there exists a finite M such that for all a , |a| < 
m, for every z, 1 <i and for every j, we have 
< M, a: G UJ, 
< M, x^B. 
A.2.2. Definitions and Basic Properties. For p G [1, oo), let L^ = 
denote the vector space of all (equivalence classes of ) Lebesgue measurable 
functions u defined in O such that 
u u ^ dxV < oo. (2.6) 
The functional (2.6) defines a norm on L^, with respect to which L^ becomes 
a Banach space. Likewise, denoting by = the vector space of 
all (equivalence classes of ) Lebesgue measurable functions u defined in O, 
which are essentially bounded in O, i.e., there exists a constant K for which 
u{x) |< K a.e. on O, it can be shown that 
u ||o,oo= ess sup I u{x) |< oo (2.7) 
is a norm, and L'^ becomes a Banach space with respect to the norm, where 
ess sup I u{x) I denotes the essential supremum of u, (the greaest lower 
bound of such constants K). 
Definition A.2.1 . [Ada, p.45 and p.214] For p G [l,oo] and any real 
number s>0, we denote hy the space of all distributions u defined 
in Q such that 
(i) D^u e for I a |< m, when s — m is a nonnegative integer; 
(ii) ue W'^'Pin) and 
dxdy < cx), 1 < p < oo, (2.8) 
< oo, if p = oo, (2.9) 
n Ja 
D'^uix) 
x — y n+o-p 
max ess sup 
|a| = m x,yefi x^y 
D^'uix) - D^'uiy) 
x-y 
I ^ ^^ yjJien s = m + (J; where m is a nonnegative integer and 
0 < o- < 1. We define a norm on by 
u 
0<|Q;|<m 
D'^u i)K (2.10) 
u 
\o(\ = m 
-D'^uiv) " 
X — y n-\-crp 
U m,oo = max 0<|a|<m 
U s,oo- U m,oo-\- max ess sup 
\a\ = m x,y£fi x^y 
, (2.11) 
if 1 < p < OO, 
D^U lU, (2.12) 
D'^uix) - D-uiy) I ^2.13) 
x-y 
We denote by for p — 2. 
Definition A.2.2. [Ada, p.206] For any real number 5 > W^'^ = 
is the closure of Co^(O) in the space = 
(Wo^'^(Q))'^ its the dual space of where q designates the conju-
1 1 ^ 
gate exponent to p, i.e., —\— = 1. 
p q 
These spaces are called Sobolev spaces over Q. In situations where 
confusion of domain may occur we shall write || u in place of || u 
Theorem A.2.3. [Ada, p.45-47] (i) For p G [l,oo], is a 
Banach space. 
(ii) For p e [ l ,oo) , Vr^'i'(n) is separable. 
(Hi) For p G ( l , oo ) , ¿5 reflexive and uniformly convex, 
(iv) is a separable Hilbert space with inner product 
0<|a|<m 
where {u,v) = f^ u(x)v(x) dx is the inner product in ¿^(O). In what follows 
we shall write fi^(O). 
Theorem A.2.4. [Ada, p.52 and p.54] (i) For any domain Q and 
l<p<oo,the set {u G : || u \\m,p< oo} is dense in 
(ii) If 0 has the segment property, then is dense in 
for 1 < p < oo. 
(Hi) [Gri, p.24] If n has a continuous boundary, then is dense 
in for all 
2.3. Poincare's Inequalities. Let i ^ M!", = 1 o^nd {a,b) C R with 
I) - a = d > 0, d^ CO. Putting 
(2.15) 
we say that Bd{0 ^^ ^ hand of JR^ of width d in the dirction 
T h e o r e m A . 2 . 5 . (Poincare's inequality, [Ada, p.159]; [DL2, p.125]) 
Let O be an open set in IR^ such that there exists a band Bci(^) with 
n c Brf(e). (2.16) 
Then for all u G WQ'^ , we have 
u P < 
P 
Vu p 0,p (2.17) 
Let To be a subset of the boundary T of 0 with a nonempty interior 
relative to T. Set 
H^^^in) = {u e : u - O o n T o } . (2.18) 
T h e o r e m A . 2 . 6 . (Poincare's inequality, [Lad, p.64]) Let ^ be a bound-
ed domain in R"". Then for all u G there exist a constant K{n,To) 
such that 
u ;< K { n , T o ) II Vu 2 0 • (2.19) 
T h e o r e m A . 2 . 7 . (Poincare's inequality, [ D L 2 , p.127]) Let Q be a 
bounded domain in JR^ such that the injection of into is com-
pact Then for all u G , there exist a constant K{a) such that 
u 
mes(O) 
u{x)dx < K{n) II Vu (2.20) 
Here and in the sequel mes(n) denotes the Lebesgue measure of O. 
The best constant in (2.17), (2.19), (2.20) is called Poincaré's constant. 
A.2.4. Imbedding Theorems. Let 
C ¿ ( n ) = { u e : D^'u is bounded on Ü for |a| < j } . 
Theorem 2.8. (Sobolev imbedding theorem, [Ada, p.97]) Let Ü be a 
domain in R"" and let be the k - dimensional domain obtained by inter-
secting Q with a k - dimensional plane in IR^, 1 < k < n. (Thus = il). 
Let j and m be nonnegative integers and let p satisfy 1 < p < oo. 
Part L If has the cone property, then there exist the following imbed-
ding s: 
Case A: Suppose mp < n and n — mp < k < n. Then 
vr- '̂̂ (n^), p < q < ^^ . (2.21) 
n — mp 
Moreover, if p = 1, so that m < n, imbedding (2.21) also exists for k = 
n — m. 
Case B: Suppose mp = n. Then for each k, 1 < k < n, 
T^^'i(n^), p<q<oo. (2.22) 
Moreover, if p = 1, so that m = n, imbedding (2.22) exists with q — oo as 
well; in fact. 
Case C: Suppose mp > n. Then 
Part U. If 0 has the strong local Lipschitz property, then Case C of Part 
I can be refined as follows: 
Case C: Suppose mp > n > (m — l)p. Then 
n 
0 < A < m -
P 
Case C": Suppose n = {m — l)p. Then 
^ C-^'^(Q), 0 < A < 1. (2.23) 
Also, ifn = m — l and p = I, then (2.23) holds for X = 1 as well 
Part III All the conclusion of Parts I and II are valid for arbitrary 
domains provided the W-spaces undergoing imbedding are replaced with the 
corresponding Wq -spaces. 
The following imbedding theorem is stated for R"" but can be extended 
to domains with sufficient regularity. 
Theorem A.2.9. [Ada, p.218] Let s > 0, I < p < q < oo, and 
Ti k 
1< k <n. Let x = s + - . If - - p q 
(i) X ^ 0 and p < q, or 
(ii) X > 0 X not an integer, or 
(Hi) X > 0 ^^^ 1 < P < 2, 
then (direct imbedding theorem) 
T^^'f(iR^) (2.24) 
Imbedding (2.24) does not necessarily hold for p = q > 2 and x nonnegative 
integer. 
Conversely, if p = q and if either 
JQ 
fiy) X = •s > 0 and is not an integer, or 
p 
(v) X ^ 0 P ^ 
then we have the reverse imbedding 
in the sense that each u G is the trace on R^ (i.e., u = w\j^k) 
of a function w G satisfying 
w 
with K independent of u. 
T h e o r e m A.2 .10 . [LM, VoLl, p.99] Let Q be a bounded domain in 
IR^ with a boundary T of class . Let s e IR. Then, for every e > 0, the 
injection 
is compact. 
A.2.4. Trace Theorems. Let O be a bounded domain in JR" with the 
uniform C"^-regularity property. Let j = 1, • • •, r be an open cover of F 
and j = 1, • • • , r the associated m-smooth maps from B = {y ^ JRT' : 
y\ < 1} onto the sets Uj. If {^ j} is a partition of unity for F subordinate 
to {Uj} and if w is a function defined on F, we define OjU on by 
^ i f j y ' K i , (2.25) 
^ ^^ ^ [ 0 , otherwise, ^ ^ 
where y' = (yi,-- - ,yn-i)-
For 5 > 0 and 1 < p < oo we define VF^'^(F) to be the space of all 
functions u G ¿^(F) such that OjU belongs to W'^PiR""-^) for 1 < j < r . 




We shall write as H ^ T ) for p = 2. 
It can be checked that the space does not depend on the choices 
of the particular cover {Uj}, the mappings { ^ j } , and the partition of unity 
Let be the space of infinitely differentiable functions on F. Let u 
d^u 
be the unit normal on T pointing towards the exterior of 0 and r denote 
the ¿th normal derivative on T. 
Theorem A.2.11. (Liog, Vol. I, p.41) Let Q. be a hounded domain in 
IR^ with the uniform C^ -regularity property. Then the mapping 
d^u 









u 7U = (70U, • • •, 7m), = ^ 
is surjective and there exists a continuous right inverse mapping of 
m (2.30) 
i=0 
§A.3. Method of Semigroups 
The method of semigroups allows us to treat a large class of evolution 
problems of the form 
I ^ ^ ^^^^^ ^ ^̂ ^̂  ^̂ ^̂ ^̂  ^ ̂  ^̂ ^ ^̂ ^̂ ^ I u{0) = ¿̂o, 
where A is an unbounded operator with domain D(A) in a Banach space X 
and uq and / are given, leading to an explicit formulation of the solutions. 
A.3.1. Basic Theory of Semigroups. 
Definition A.3.1. [Paz, p.l and p.4] Let X he a Banach space. A one 
parameter family T{t), 0 <t < oo, of hounded linear operators from X into 
X is a semigroup of hounded linear operators on X if 
(i) T(0) = 1, (I is the identity operator on X); 
(ii) T{t + s) = T{t)T{s) for every > 0 (the semigroup property). 
Furthermore, if the semigroup T(t) also satisfies 
(Hi) lim Tit)x = X for every x e X, 
then T{t) is called a strongly continuous semigroup of hounded linear opera-
tors on X. 
A strongly continuous semigroup of bounded linear operators on X will 
be called a semigroup of class Co or simply a Co semigroup. 
The hnear operator A defined by 
D{A) = ^x eX : l̂im^ ^^^^^ ~ ^ existsj (3.2) 
and 
T{t)x - X d-^T{t)x 
Ax = lim <^+0 t dt 
for a; G D{A) (3.3) 
t=o 
is called the infinitesimal generator of the semigroup T(t) and D{Á) is the 
domain of A. 
The main properties of Co semigroups which are needed for this thesis 
are summarized as follows. 
Theorem A.3.2 . [Paz, p.4-5] Let T(t) be a Co semigroup and A its 
infinitesimal generator. Then 
(i) There exist constants cj > 0 and M >1 such that 
T(í)||<Me'^^ forO<t<oo. (3.4) 
(ii) For every x e X, t T(t)x is a continuous function from IRq = 
0, oo) into X. 
(Hi) For x e D{A), T{t)x G D{A) and 
^T{t)x = AT{t)x = T{t)Ax. (3.5) 
(JLL 
(iv) D{A), the domain of A, is dense in X and A is a closed linear 
operator. 
Let T{t) be a Co semigroup. If || T(t) ||< M for a lU > 0 and some 
M > 1, then T(t) is called uniformly hounded and if moreover M = 1 it is 
called a Co semigroup of contractions. 
In partial differential equations, many differential operators are linear 
and unbounded. In order to make the theory of semigroups useful in solving 
these partial differential equations, the crucial point is to determine when a 
hnear and unbounded operator generates a Co semigroup. The first charac-
terization of the infinitesimal generator of a Co semigroup of contractions is 
the Hille-Yosida theorem. 
Recall that if A is a linear, not necessarily bounded, operator in X , the 
resolvent set p{A) of A is the set of all complex numbers A for which XI — A 
is invertible, i.e., {XI — is a bounded linear operator in X. The family 
A) = {XI — , A G p{A) of bounded hnear operators is called the 
resolvent of A. 
Theorem A.3.3. (Hille-Yosida, [Paz, p.8]) A linear (unbounded) op-
erator A is the infinitesimal generator of a Co semigroup of contractions 
T{t), t > 0 if and only if 
(i) A is closed and D{A) = X. 
(ii) The resolvent set p{A) of A contains R'^ = (0,cx)) and for every 
A > 0 
||i?(A,A)||<i. (3.6) 
Another characterization of the infinitesimal generator of a Co semi-
group of contractions is the Lumer-Philhps theorem. This theorem is very 
useful in applications to the partial differential equations because the condi-
tions on A are easily verified in these cases. In order to state this theorem 
some preliminaries are needed. 
Let X be a Banach space and X ' its dual. We denote the value of 
X* e X' Sit X e X hy {x*,x) or {x,x*). The Hahn-Banach theorem implies 
that for every x G X the duahty set defined by 
F{x) = K : X* eX' and x x* f } , (3.7) 
is not empty. 
Definition A.3.4. [Paz, p.13] A linear operator A is dissipative if for 
every x G D{A) there is a point x* G F{x) such that Re{Ax,x*) < 0. 
Theorem A.3.5. (Lumer-Phillips, [Paz, p.14]) Let A be a linear oper-
ator with domain D{A) dense in X. 
(i) If A is dissipative and there is a number AQ > 0 such that the range, 
R{\qI — A), of XqI — A is X, then A is the infinitesimal generator of a CO 
semigroup of contractions on X. 
(ii) If A is the infinitesimal generator of a Co semigroup of contractions 
on X, then R{XI — A) = X for all X > 0 and A is dissipative. Moreover, 
for every x G D{A) and every x* G F{x), Re(Ax,x*) < 0. 
Corollary A.3.6. [Paz, p.15] Let A be a densely defined closed lin-
ear operator. If both A and A* are dissipative, then A is the infinitesimal 
generator of a Co semigroup of contractions on X. 
Among important notions for semigroups are differentiability and ana-
lyticity. 
Definition A.3.7. [Paz, p.51] Let T{t) be a Co semigroup on a Banach 
space X. The semigroup T{t) is called differentiable for t > to if for every 
X e X, t T(t)x is differentiable for t> to- T(t) is called difjerentiable if 
it is differentiable for t > 0. 
Definition A.3.8. [Paz, p.60] Suppose (/»i < 0 < </)2 • Let Z = {z : 
(/>! < arg ^ < M- For z e Z, suppose T{z) is a bounded linear operator. 
The family T{z), z e Z is an analytic semigroup in Z if 
(i) z T{z) is analytic in Z; 
(ii) T(0) = I and lim T{z)x = x for every x eX; 
(Hi) T{zi +Z2) = T{zi)T{z2) for zu Z2 e Z. 
A semigroup T{t) will be called analytic if it is analytic in some sector Z 
containing the nonnegative real axis. 
The following theorem gives equivalent conditions on A under which A 
generates an analytic semigroup. 
T h e o r e m A.3 .9 . [Paz, p.61] Lei T(t) be a uniformly hounded Co semi-
group. Let A be the infinitesimal generator of T{t) and assume 0 G p{A). 
The following statements are equivalent: 
(i) T{t) can be extended to an analytic semigroup in a sector Zs = {z : 
arg z \< 8} and || T{z) || is uniformly bounded in every closed subsector 
Zs', 8' <5, of Zs. 
(ii) There exists a constant C such that for every cr > 0, r 0 
C 
R{a-\-ÍT,A) II< r 
(3.8) 
(iii) There exist 0 < ¿ < f and M > 0 such that 





for XeU, X^ 0. 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
(iv) T{t) is difjerentiable for t > 0 and there is a constant C such that 
AT{t) ||< y , for t > 0. 
L 
(3.11) 
We now intend to state a theorem about the asymptotic behavior of 
a Co semigroup. This theorem is very useful in studying the stabihty of 
solutions of evolution problems such as the wave equation. 
T h e o r e m A.3 .10. [Paz, p.116] Let A be the infinitesimal generator of 
a Co semigroup T(t) . If for some p, 1 < p < oo 
T{t)x \\P dt < oo, for every x e X, (3.12) I 
then there are constants M >1 and cj > 0 such that || T{t) ||< Me ^^. 
This theorem has been generahzed by Littman [Lit]. He proved that 
condition (3.12) can be replaced by the following weaker condition: 
There exists a continuous and increasing function (j) : JR"*" —)• IK^, which 
satisfies (^(0) = 0 and ( f ) { t ) > 0 for all t > such that 
>oo 
T{t)x \\)dt < oo, for every x e X^ (3.13) 
Further study of the exponential stabihty of semigroups has been re-
cently done by Neerven [Nee . 
A.3.2. Abstract Cauchy Problems. Let X be a Banach space and let A 
be a linear operator from D(A) C X into X and let / : [0,T) -> X . Given 
X e X we consider the nonhomogeneous initial value problem: 
i ^ = Au{t) + f{t\ t > 0 , 
\u{0) = x, 
and the corresponding homogeneous equation: 
I «(0) = X. 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
Definition A.3.11. [Paz, p.lOS] A function u : [0,T) - 5 - X is said 
to be a (classical) solution of (3.14) on [ 0 , T ) if u is continuous on [0,T), 
continuously differentiable on (0 ,T) , u{t) G D{A) for 0 < t < T and (3.14) 
is satisfied on [ 0 , T ) . 
The following theorem expresses the close relation between the theory 
of semigroups and the abstract Cauchy problem (3.15). 
Theorem A.3.12. [Paz, p.l02] Let A be a densely defined linear op-
erator with a nonempty resolvent set p{A). The initial value problem (3.15) 
has a unique solution u{t), which is continuously differentiable on (0,oo); 
for every initial value x G D{A) if and only if A is the infinitesmal generator 
of a Co semigroup T{t). 
Definition A.3.13. [Paz, p.106] Let A be the infinitesmal generator 
of a Co semigroup T(t) . Let x e X and f e The function 
u e C ( [0 ,T ] ;X ) given by 
u (t) = T(t)x + [ T(t- s)f{s)ds, 0 < t < T, 
Jo 
(3.16) 
is called a weak (or mild) solution of the initial value problem (3.14) on 
0 ,T . 
The weak solution of the initial value problem (3.14) on [0, T] is unique. 
We now consider the semilinear initial value problem: 
du(t) 
dt 
u{to) = Uo, 
+ Au{t) = f{t,u{t)), t > t o , (3.17) 
where -A is the infinitesmal generator of a Co semigroup T(t), t > 0, on a 
Banach space X and / : [ t o , T ] x X X is continuous in t and satisfies a 
Lipschitz condition in u. 
Definition A.3.14. [Paz, p.184] A continuous solution of the integral 
equation: 
u{t):=T{t-to)uo^ [ T{t-s)f{s,u{s))ds, (3.18) 
Jto 
is called a weak (or mild) solution of the initial value problem (3.17). 
The following theorem assures the existence and uniqueness of weak 
solutions of the problem (3.17) for Lipschitz continuous functions / . 
Theorem A.3.15. [Paz, p.184] Let f : [to,T]xX ^X be continuous 
in t on [to,T] and uniformly Lipschitz continuous on X. If -A is the 
infinitesmal generator of a Cq semigroup T{t), t > 0, on the Banach space 
X, then for every UQ ^ X the initial value problem (3.17) has a unique 
weak solution u G C([to ,T] ;X) . Moreover, the mapping UQ u is Lipschitz 
continuous from X into C([to ,T] ;X) . 
If we assume that / satisfies only a local Lipschitz condition in u, uni-
formly in t on bounded intervals, that is, for every t' > 0 and constant c > 0 
there is a constant L(c^t') such that 
f{t,u)-f{t,v) \\<L{c,t') II (3.19) 
holds for all u, v e X with || u ||< c, || ||< c and t G [0,t'], then we have 
the following local version of Theorem A.3.15. 
T h e o r e m A.3.16. [Paz, p.185] Let f : [0,(x>)xX ^ X be continuous 
in t for t > 0 and locally Lipschitz continuous in u, uniformly in t on 
hounded intervals. If -A is the infinitesmal generator of a Co semigroup 
T{t), t > 0, on the Banach space X, then for every uq e X there is a 
tmax < oo such that the initial value problem 
f du(t) } -^+Au(t) = f(t,u(t)), t>0, 
[ u{0) = uo, 
(3.20) 
has a unique weak solution u on [O.tmax)- Moreover, if tmax < oo then 
lim 
t ^trnax 0 
u{t) — oo. (3.21) 
§A.4. Variational Methods 
The applications of semigroups are somewhat hmited and, in particular, 
do not cover the case of equations whose coefficients depend on x and t. 
Variational methods are the simplest and most powerful methods of dealing 
with these cases. 
A.4.1. Elliptic Variational Methods. Let F be a complex Hilbert space, 
and V its antidual. We denote by ((•, •)) and || • || the scalar product and 
the norm in V, respectively. Let a(u^v) be a continuous sesquilinear form 
on y X y , and L G V a continuous antilinear form on V. 
We consider the following abstract elliptic variational problem: 
Find u ^ V such that 
a{u,v) = L{v), yvev. (4.1) 
We quote the following existence result. 
Theorem A.4.1. (Lax-Milgram Theorem, [DL2, p.376]. Under 
the preceding hypotheses, if in addition the sesquilinear form a{u,v) is V -
coercive, then problem (4-1) admits a unique solution. 
A.4.2. The Space W{a,b',V,V'). Let X be a Banach space and (a, 6) 
an open interval of R. Let dt denote Lebesgue measure over (a, 6). 
Definition A.4.2. [DL5, p.469] (1) We denote by LP{a,b]X) (1 < p < 
+00) the space of (classes of) functions f{t) : (a, b ) X such that 
(i) f is measurable for dt; 
(n) II / ( / : II m 
(2) We denote by L'^(a,b;X) (1 < P < +00) the space of (classes of) 
functions f{t) : (a, 6) X satisfying (i) and 
(ny II / IU~(M.X)= JM) < +00. 
Proposition 4.3. [DL5, p.469] For 1 < p < +00, LP{a,b-X) is a 
Banach space. 
Let h\ X) be the set of (class of a.e. equal functions) / such that 
X[t^M]f ^ 5 Va < ii < t2 < 6, equipped with the semi-norms 
I / \\Lv{t^_M\X) -> where X[ii,i2] denotes the characteristic function of [̂ 1,̂ 2. • 
Denote {Thf){t) = f{t + h). 
Theorem A .4 .4 . [Sim, Theorem 3, p.80] Let X and Y be Banach 
spaces such that X C Y with compact imbedding. Let B C 
(1 <p< 00;. If 
(i) B is bounded in X), 
(ii) II 'Thf - / | |LP(0,r-/i;y)-> 0 as h^O, uniformly for f e B, 
Then B is relatively compact in Lp{0,T]Y) (and in C ( 0 , T ; y ) if p = 00). 
Theorem A.4.5. [Sim, Theorem 5, p.84] Let X, Y, and Z be Banach 
spaces such that X CY C Z with compact imbedding X Y. Let B C 
LP{0,T-Z) (l<p<oo). If 
(i) B is bounded in 
(ii) II Thf - f \\LPio,T-h-Z)-^ 0 as h-^0, uniformly for f eB, 
Then B is relatively compact in Lp{0,T]Y) (and in C{0,T;Y) i f p = oo). 
We denote by X>((a, b)) the space of infinitely differentiable functions 
with compact support in (a, b) and with values in C. 
Definition A.4.6. [DL2, p.460] Let ^^ ^ sequence of func-
tions in V{{a,b)). We say that such a sequence converges in X>((a, 6)) to 
(j) e b)) if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) There exists a fixed compact set K in ( a , 6) such that 
supp (f)n C K, for all n e M , (4.2) 
where supp (l)n denotes the support of 4>n. 
(ii) For all m ^ IN , the sequence { of the m-th derivatives 
of (l)n converge uniformly on K to ^^. 
We now define 
Definition A.4.7. [DL5, p.470] We call every continuous linear map-
ping of T>{a, b) into X a vectorial distribution over (a, b) with values in a 
Banach space X, and we note: 
V'{{a,b)-X) = CiV{{a,b)y,X). (4.3) 
Definition A.4.8. [DL5, p.471] Let f G D'((a,6);X) and m > 0 be 
an integer. Then the mapping (j) ' ^ ^ 
d'^ f 
distribution that we denote by ——. We therefore have dt^ 
= ( - ! ) - / ( J i ) , G b)). (4.4) 
dt 
We consider two real and separable Hilbert spaces V, H . We denote 
by ((•,•)) scalar product and || • || the norm in V and (•,•), | • | the 
corresponding quantities in ff. Moreover, we suppose that V is dense in B 
so that, by identifying ff and its dual ff', we have (denoting by V the dual 
of V , with norm || • ||*): 
V CH CV (4.5) 
each space being dense and continuously embedded in the following. 
Definition A .4 .9 . [DL5, p.472] Let a,b e R = RU { - 0 0 , +00} . We 
denote by 6; V, V) the space: 
W{a, 6; y , V') = {u : u G 6; 7 ) , u' G 6; V')}. (4.6) 
We have 
Proposition 4.10. [DL5,p.473] The space W{a,b]V,V') equipped with 
the norm 
u Vî  = (II ^ IIÌ2(a,6;y) + II IIÌ2(a,6;y')) 
u{t)f + \\u\t)\\ldt^" 
(4.7) 
is a Hilbert space. 
We are now interested in the regularity properties of elements of the 
space W{a,b] 
Theorem A.4.11. [DL5, p.473] For a,b e R, every u G W{a, 6; F, V) 
is almost everywhere equal to a continuous function of [a, b] in H. Further, 
we have: 
W i a , b - , V X ) c C { [ a , b ] ; H ) (4.8) 
with continuous injection when the space C{[a,b];H) is equipped with the 
norm of uniform convergence. 
T h e o r e m A.4 .12. [DL5,p.477] (Green's formula). We assume [a,b] G 
R. Let u,v eW{a,b]V,V') then 
i\u'{t\ v{t))dt + j\v\tl u{t))dt = {u{h\ v(b)) - (u(a), K « ) ) , (4.9) 
Jo, ® 
where (•,•) denotes the dual pairing between V and V. 
Proposition 4.13. [DL5, p.477] For u G W{a,b;V,V') and veV,we 
have 
(4.10) = in V'{ia,b)). 
A.4.3. Evolution Problems of First Order in t. For each t e [0,T] we 
are given a continuous bilinear form a{t; u,v) over V x V and we make the 
hypothesis: 
(Hi) For every u,v eV, the function t a{t]u,v) is measurable and 
there exists a constant M — M ( T ) > 0 (independent of t e {0,T), u^v eV) 
such that 
a{t;u,v) |< M II u |||| v ||, for all u,v € F. (4.11) 
It follows that for each t G [0,T] the bilinear form a{t;u,v) defines a 




We also make the following hypothesis of coercivity over V with respect 
to H : 
(E2) There exist constants A, a , a> 0 such that 
a{t-u,u) + A I u a II u i r , Vt G [0,T], G V. (4.13) 
Finally we denote by D{A{t)) the space 
D{A{t)) = {u : ueV; v-^ a{t] u,v) is continuous over V 
for the topology of H}. (4.14) 
This is the domain of A{t) in H. 
If X is a Banach space, we denote by Lp{X) the space 
1 < p < +00. We also denote by W{V) the space W{0,T]V,V'). We are 
given 
uoeH, / e L\V'). (4.15) 
Problem (P). Find u satisfying 
u e W{V), (4.16) 
j ^ u i t l v ) + a{t -u{t lv) = { m , v ) (4.17) 
in the sense of D'((0,T)) for all v eV, and 
u{0) = uo. (4.18) 
If we set u = k e R, then w satisfies 




By changing u to ue^^ and choosing k, we can assume that {H2) holds with 
A = 0. In the following, we shall therefore make the hypothesis: 
a{t;u,v)>a\\u\\\ V t e [ 0 , T ] , Vu G V. (4.21) 
We remark that it is interesting to write equation (4.17) in vectorial 
form: 
±u{t) + A{t)uit) = m (4.22) 
at 
in the sense of 
T h e o r e m A . 4 . 1 4 . [DL5, p.512-513] Suppose a{t;u,v) satisfies (Hi) 
and (4.21). Let uq and f satisfy (4-15). Then problem (P) has a unique 
solution. 
If u is the solution of problem (P), then we have the equality of energy 
D L 5 , p.520]: 
i I uit) + f a{s;u{s),u{s))ds ^ 1 | uo + i\f{s\u(s))ds. (4.23) 
^ Jo ^ Jo 
From the equality of energy we can deduce the continuity theorem. 
T h e o r e m A . 4 . 1 5 . [DL5, p.520] Suppose a{t]u,v) satisfies (Hi) and 
(4.21). Let (uoj) and (uj,/*) e H x and let u and u* be the 
corresponding solutions of problem (P), then 
u — u Uq - Uq + — f - f* IIl2(V')' a 
(4.24) 
u — u 
1 < -
a 
* 2 1 £ UQ-UQ H— J - J 
a 
2 (4.25) 
Consider afresh problem (P). Suppose at present that 
Uo eH, feL\H). (4.36) 
T h e o r e m A . 4 . 1 6 . [DL5, p.521] Suppose a{t-u,v) satisfies (Hi) and 
(4.21). Let u, and f satisfy (2.23). Then problem (P) has a unique solution 
in the space 
W (V) = {n : ueL'(V), u'e L'(V') + L\H)} C C(iO,T]; H) (4.27) 
with continuous injection. 
T h e o r e m A . 4 . 1 7 . [DL5, p.522] Suppose a{t;u^v) satisfies (Hi) and 
(4-21). Let (wo,/) 0,'n'd (̂ ¿Q,/*) e H x and let u and li* he the 
corresponding solutions of problem (P), then 
u — u 
u — u 
c([o,ri,i/)^ uq - ul p +2 II / - f* 
L^V)^ < -a uo-ul\' +2 W f - r \\h (H) 
(4.28) 
(4.29) 
A.4.4. Evolution Problems of Second Order in t. 
The family a{t;u,v), t G [0,T]. We are given a family of sesquilinear 
forms {a(t; continuous over V xV with 
a(t]u,v) = aQ{t]u,v) + ai(t\u,v). (4.30) 
We assume 
' {i) t ao(t;u,t') is once continuously differentiate in [0,T 
(¿¿) ao{t]u,v) = ao(t',v,u) for all u,v eV {i.e., ao{t;u,v) is 
Hermitian); 
(Hi) there exist X and a 6 R {independent of t) such that 
ao{t]u,v) >a\\u\\'^-X\u p, a > 0, 
for all ueV, te [0,T]; 
f ai{t\u,v) is continuous in [0,T] for all u,v eV; 
{v) there exists a constant Ci such that 
ai{t;u,v) \< ci u , for all u,v eV.te [0,T 
Thus a{t-u,v) defines: A{t) = Ao{t) + Ai(t) G C{V,V') for each t G [0,T 
with 
Ao( i ) G C{vy) for each t G [0,T (4.31) 
We denote by 
Ai{t) e C{y, H) for each t G [0, T 
D{A,(t)) = 
{u : u ^V; V ^ ao{t;u,v) is continuous over 




T h e family 6(i;u,i;), t G [0,T]. We are given a second family of 
sesquilinear forms {6(t; u, continuous over V xV. We assume 
' (z) t —b(t]u,v) is continuous in [0,T] for all u^v ^ H\ 
(ii4) (ii) there exists a constant C2 such that 
b{t] u, v) |< 02 u , for all u^v ^ H^ t G [0,T 
Thus b{t]u,v) defines an operator B{t) G C{H,H) for each t G [0,T\ 
T h e family c{t-u,v), t G [0,T]. Let {C(t)}ie[o,T] be a family of 
operators in C{H) with 
f {C(t)u^v) is once continuously difjerentiahle in [0,T 
for all u^v £ H] 
(Hs) (ii) C(t) is Hermitian and there exists a constant 7 > 0 
such that 
{C{t)u,u) > 7 I w P, for allueH, te [0,T]. 
In everything which follows, we shall set 
c{t-u,v) = {C{t)u,v), te[0,T], u.veH. (4.34) 
We are given 
u e y , u'eH, feiHH). (4.35) 
The problem considered is 
Problem (P i ) . Find u satisfying 
u G C([0,T];y), u' e C{[0,T]-H), 
u'{t), v) + 6(t; u\t), v) + a(t; u{t), v) = ( / (t) , 




Theorem A.4.18. [DL5, p.572] Suppose (H3), (H4), and (H5) hold. 
In addition we assume 
( i ) Ai{t) e C{V,H)nC{H,V'), Ai being in t; 
( i i ) B{t) is C^ in t in C{H,H). 
Then the solution of problem ( P i ) is unique. 
Theorem A.4.19. [DL5, p.574] Suppose (H^), (H^), and (H5) hold. 
Then there exists a solution of problem ( P i ) . 
If u is the solution of problem (Pi) , then we have the equality of energy 
DLs, p.578]: 
+ b{s-,u',u')ds + 2Re ai(s;u,u')ds (4.39) 
t 
= $ ( 0 ) + / [ - c ' { s ; u ' + a'Q{s;u,u)]ds + 2Re / {f,u')ds, 
Jo 
where 
$(i ) = c(i; u\t), u'(t)) + ao(i; u{t),u{t)). (4.40) 
From the equality of energy we can deduce the continuity theorem. 
T h e o r e m A.4 .20 . [DL5, p.567] Suppose (Hs ), (H4), and (H^) hold. 
Let and e V x H x L'^{H) and let u and u* he 
the corresponding solutions of problem (Pi), then there exists a constant 
M ( T ) > 0 such that 
u — u 
( */ u — u 
C([0,T],V)< ̂ {T) 
C{[0,T\,H)< M{T) 




1 1* u — u 
1 1* u — u 
+ II / - /* \\L^{H) 
(4.41) 
+ II / - /* WL^H).-
(4.42) 
Again consider problem ( P i ) . Suppose we now have that 
u ev, u'eH, feL\H). (4.43) 
T h e o r e m A.4 . 21 . [DL5, p.568] Suppose (H^), (H4), and (H5) hold. 
Let satisfy (443). Then there exists a solution of problem (Pi). 
Theorem A.4 .22 . [DL5, p.568] Suppose (H3), (H^), and (H5) hold. 
Let (w^^í^/) and e V x H x L\H) and let u and u* be 
the corresponding solutions of problem (Pi), then there exists a constant 
M{T) > 0 such that 
u — u 




0 „0* u — u 
+ I I + II / - / * IIli(H) 
(4.44) 
+ 1 1* u — u + II / - / * Wlhh) 
(4.45) 
§A.5. Differential Inequalities 
Let Dr denote the right hand derivative of a function. If u) is a, 
scalar function of the scalars t, u in some open connected set Q C JR ,̂ we 
say a function f (t), a < t < 6, is a solution of the differential inequality 
Drv(t) <uj(t,v(t)) (5.1) 
on [a, b] if v{t) is continuous on [a, b] and has a right hand derivative on 
a, 6) that satisfies (5.1) 
Theorem A.5.1. [Hal, p.31] Let Lo{t^u) be continuous on an open 
connected set H C iR^. Suppose the initial value problem for the scalar 
equation 
u'=uj{t,u) (5.2) 
has a unique solution. If u{t) is a solution of (5.2) on a < t < b and v{t) 
is a solution of (5.1) on a < t < b with v{a) < u{a), then v{t) < u{t) for 
a<t <h. 
Corollary A.5.2. [Hal, p.35] Let uj{t,u) satisfy the conditions of Theo-
rem A.5.1 and in addition be nondecreasing in u. If u{t) is the same function 
as in Theorem A.5.1 and v{t) is continuous and satisfies 
V (t)<Va+i io(s,v{s))ds, a<t<b, Va<u{a), (5.3) 
J a 
then v(t) <u(t), a<t<b. 
Corollary A.5.3. (Gronwall's inequahty, [Hal, p.36]). If a is a real 
constant, f3{t) > 0, and </)(t) are continuous real function for a < t < b 
which satisfy 
ci>{t) < a + f f3is)(l>{s)ds, a < t < b , (5.4) 
J a 
then 
< (^exp í I3{s)ds^a, a < t < b . 
J a 
(5.5) 
T h e o r e m A . 5 . 4 . (Generalized Gronwall's inequality, [Hal, p.36]). If 
a are real valued and continuous for a < t < b, /3{t) > 0 is integrable on 
a, b] and 
(¡)(t) < a ( t ) + Í I3{s)(l){s)ds, a < t < b , (5.6) 
J a 
then 
(l>{t)<a{t)+ Í l3{s)a{s)Uxp Í I3{u)du]ds, a < t < b . ( 5 . 7 ) 
Ja ^ Js 
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